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.'. 
SUMMARY. 

Eoonomio conditions in the Territory of Hawaii demand that the 

available arable aoreage be made to produce at the highest feasib~a 

rate; that, so far as possible , extension of the acreage devoted to 
tJ 
pineapple growing shall not be at the expense of the sugar cane acreage, 

and that lands, formerly devoted to the commercial produ~tion of rice, 

be put into a sugar-cane producing condition wherever practicable. 

The Territory is blessed with a moderate and equable temperature 

but the mean annual temperature is only a few degrees above that at 

which the growth of sugar cane is practically dormant. Unsatisfactory 

production has been attained in certain relatively high fields where the 

mean temperature is low and the preoipitation is excessive. 

Precipitation is extremely variable throughout the Territory and 

every possible degree of aridity and humidity is presented. 

recipitation within the arable area is not so variable but even here a 

range of from about 20 inches per annum to over 200 inches per annum is 

Very heavy storms have been experienoed throughout the arable 

On some of the plantations the amount and distribution of ~he 

rainfall are suoh that sugar cane may be grown successfully with

but on the islands of Kauai, Oahu and Maui, a large 

oportion of the area devoted to the growing of sugar cane is under 

rigation, due either to deficiency in, or improper distribution of, 

annual preoipitation. 

A very low duty of water is in vogue generally, and it follows 

hat excessive amounts of water are applied, either naturally or arti 

icially, throughout the sugar cane area. 
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Many Hawaiian soils possess a remarkably high water holding oap

aoity and the natural surfaoe and under-drai ~_age generally is good, but 

in spite of these favorable faotor~ the need for artifioial drainage has 

become apparent. Moreover , the relation between high smil moisture 

content and low soil temperature makes it desirable to expediate the 

removal of water from the soil pores and, in some instances, to prevent 

excessive amounts of water from entering the capillary spaces. 

Areas formerly devoted to the culture of rice are usually low

lying and have a high water table. Artificial drainage is essential 

to their conversi on into a condition suitable for the growing of non

aquatio plants. 

Aritifioial drainage of Hawaiian soils is feasible and the eoon

omic oonditions are such as to warrant expenditures somewhat greater 

than under mainland oonditions. Both surfaoe drainage and under-drain

!,age will be required. Both open drains and covered drains will be em-

ployed. ~oh drainage may be effected by gravity but some of the areas 

involved are so low that pumping will be required. Tidal variations 

are sO slight that tide-gate control rarely will be feasible. 

The benefits that will accrue from the installation of artifioial 

drainage systems are m&.Wand are set forth in detail in this report. 

The prooes of drainage reclamation is explained, and methods and devioes 

are described. The use of saline ivater in "irrigation and its relation 

to the subsequent treatment of drained soils are discussed. 

It is reoommended that serious oonsideration be given to the 

possibilities of artificial drainage in the general scheme of Hawaiian 

agriculture; that needed investigations of the interrelated factors ~e 

~dert~ken, and that active steps be taken toward actual reclamation and 

~mprovement wherever expedient. 
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INTRODUCTORY 

On April 16 , 1922 , a request was received by the writer from 

r. Ant oine R. I vins , ,Manager of the Laie Pl antation at Laie , and of 

the Kool au Agricultural Co ., Ltd., of Hauula , Oahu, for assistance in the 

so l ution of the drainage problems of these plantations . 

Later ~ . J . T. Waterhouse of Alexander and Baldwin, Ltd ., 

Factor s, of Honolulu , Oahu , made a more formal request for such aid as 

thi s Bureau might render in a study of the drainage needs of the sugar 

plant~tions of the Territory of Hawaii . 

This request was fOllowed by cor respondence between Mr . H. P . 

Di rector of the Expariment Station sf the Hawaii an Sugar Plant ers 

Asso ciation , and Dr . Samuel Fortier , Associate Chief of the Di~ision of 

Agr icultural Engineering, of the U. S. Department of Agrioulture , which 

oulminated in a formal agreement that the writer should be detailed to 

make an investigation of the drainage needs of a number of the member 

plantations , the salary involved to be paid by the Department and 

expenses incurred to be paid by the plantations . 

In accordance with this agreement the writer left Salt La~e City, 

January 7 , 1923 and returned on March 24 , 1923 , t he period from 

aroh 14 being spent in the Territory . 

General ovs ervations were made on the islands of Hawaii , Maui , 

Oahu and Kauai and more or less detailed inves t igations were conduoted 

on the following plantations ; 

t. ~ 
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'04-

Laie Plantation, Lale, Oahu . 
Koolau l.gricultural. Co ., Ltd., Hauula , Oahu . 
Kahuku Pl.antation Co ., Kahuku, Oahu . 
Ewa Plantation Co . , Ewa , Oahu . 
Makee Sugar Co ., Kealia , Kauai . 
Koloa Sugar Co ., Koloa , Kauai . 
Kekaha Sugar Co ., Kekaha, Kauai . 
Olaa Sugar Co ., Ltd. , Olaa, Hawaii . 

Climatological and tide data were obtained from the Honolulu 

of the U. S. fieather Bureau . Profile data were obtained from the 
1 . 

records of the Oahu Railway and Land Company . Information and maps 

the office of the Territorial Surveyor . 

bulletins were obtained from the U. S. Department of 

~xperiment Station and several conferences were had with 

• westgate and members of his staff . 

Records , texts , reports and bulletins in the office of the exper 

Station of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association were studied 
.-

in detail and numerous conferences were had with Director H. P . Agee and 

Documents , data and informatlon were obtained from many other 
.. 

sources and the heartiest cooperation was extended by interested ~nd 

persons alike . 

all those who so cooperated, grateful appreciation is hereby 

for the valuable contributions to the sum total of the inform-

obtained . 

~his report is intended to present the general aspect of drainage 
t 

Terrltory with special reference to the problems presented on 

t he plantations to which reference has already Ibeen made. 6w tiq 
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append.ices are presented., each presenting in some detail the 

problems of the plantation under consideration, together with 

suggestions and recommendations as to the solution of the problems. 

rt is not intended that the report shal.l be final word on the 

Indeed, in some instances, the best that can be done is to 

suggest rather complex and detailed experimental operations for the fur

conditions, and in all cases, such suggestions 

and recolamend~tions as are made are predicated upon further detailed 
'$. .- A):, 

engineering and investigational word. The report, then, is preliminary 

in character, and. if a stable foundation is laid for consistent investi-

.. 

gationaI and developement work , the purpose of the writer will be attained. 

GEOGRAPHIC;~Jj LOCATION. 

The ~erritory of Hawaii comprises a group of eight inhabited, and a 

of uninhabited, islands lying largely between 18 0 56' and 22 0 141 

north latitude and between 1540 47' and 1600 16' west longitude. Honolulu, 

chief port is situated 2080 sea miles southwest of 

an FranciSco, which is the nearest continental port. Land nearer than 

the west coast of the mainland is represented by more or less unimportant 

islands of the Pacific. This marked isolation has a bearing on the 

drainage problem climatically and economically. 

The chief islands of the group lie practically along a line about 

miles long extending from the northwest to the southeast as may be 

Been by the accompanying sketch map (Fig. 1) but notwithstanding the 

great expanse of territory involved, the actual land area is only about 

6650 square miles, 4210 squ are miles of which is represented by the 
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island of Hawaii, with the areas of the other members of the group 

rated as follows: Maui 728 , Oahu , 600, Kauai 547 , Molokai 261, Lanai 

139, Niihau 97, Kahoolawe 69 . 

The several islands are thus separated one from another by 

channels ranging up to 63 miles in width . Conditions on one island of 

the group may , t herefore ,bear little relation to those on another island. 

It might appear that oonditions would be quite uniform on any 

one island, with the possible exception of Hawaii , due to their small 

area, but such is not the case as will be pointed out hereafter. 

G OLOGY OF FORiJIATION. 

Geologioally apeaking the Hawaiian group oonsists of a ohain of 

voloanoes, r ising from the sea bed, at a depth of from 15000 to 20000 

maximum height of nearly 14000 feet above s ea level. Mauna 

Loa and its oontemporary Kmlauea are looated at the sou~heast extremity 

of the oha,in , and are still act ive, but as one progresses toward the 

northwest it is seen that the volcanoes generally are successively older. 

In s ome cases a single volcano constitutes an isl and . Maai is a doublet 

with Puu Kukui on west Ma,ui geologically much older than Halelakala 

on east aui. ·Hawaii co mprises five volcanoes built one upon another . 

Oahu comprises t 0 ranges of voloanoes with a relatively high plateau 

The a ctual ages of the several volcanoes is a matter of specula

but it is sufficient for the purposes of this report to point out 

that, in general, the islands are still young enough that erosion has 

dev loped to an extended d:3 gree and that in oonsequenoe, the soils 

re largely residual in character. Erosion and coloring are most 

oticeable on the island of Kenai , on west Maui and on the windward 

6 . 
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Fig. 2.

Sho tug Precipitous ,ountain Barrier vith Steep Slope at Foot.
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side of the Kohala Hills on Hawaii. Waimea canyon and Olokele canyon 

on Kauai and lao valley on Maui are the best examples of well developed 

erosion. The absence of perennial streams is one of the most notice-

able features of the Territory. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

The altitude of the highest points on the several islands ranges 

1300 feet to nearly 14000 feet above the sea level but since 

of such elevations to the lengths of average profiles across 

respectiv.e islands are comparable , some more or less general state-

ments may be made as to the configuration and its effect upon climaOo-

logical conditions, hence upon agr~cultural practioes, including drainage. 

In general the mountain peaks are rugged and bold and the wind-

slopes are more or less precipitous, le a~ing but a narrow belt of 

land near the sea and relatively near sea level. (See Figs. 2 

The leeward slopes are frequently less precipitous and the arable 

belt is ider and extends to a somewhat higher elevation. In s ome cases 
i 

the windward slopes are supplanted by almost vertical precipices called 

and MoloLai which rise hundreds of fe~, sheer above 

( se e Fig . 4.) 

[n other cases the lava flows have pushed out t o the water's 

leaving no beach and presenting an insurmountable precipitous 

windWard Hawaii , at Hanalei, Kauai and elsewhere. On 

he other hand more or less gentle slppes may be presented as at Olaa, 

lIawaii, permitting agriculture to be practiced up to an elevation of, 

Variations on the leeward side are also found as , 

or example, the preCipitous promontories of the Waianae Range on Oahu 

nd the impassable western extremity of Kauai . Oahu also presents a 
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variation, in the plateau formed by the oonjunotion of the Waianae 

and lCoal:lu Ranges, while an isthmus oonnects east and west Maui. 

Longitudinal profiles are rough and uneven in the extreme and 

windward slopes partioularly abount in steep ravines having rather 

abrupt side slopes. Transverse profiles generally present flattening 

as one desoends fr om mountain peak to sea shore but this is often 

by ooral reef formations at and near the water's edge, in whioh 

land some little distanoe inland has an elevation a little lower 

that of the reef formations. 

Areas near the sea are out up by bays, loohs, inlets, gullies, 

ohannels of more or less intermittent streams. Small valleys 

into the mountain masses and from these radiate gulohes, 

avines and clefts. 

LIMATOLOGICAL ASPECTS. 

The Hawaiian group lies entirely within the tropics but true 

ropioal conditions do not obtain either wi'th respeot to olimatologi

al oonditions or to vegetation. 

Temperatures are moderate and equable. The mean annual temper

~ure for all stations on all islands, as indicated by the U. S. 

eather Bureau reoords oovering the period 1905 to 1921 inclusive, is 

The highest temperature recorded at any station during the 

eriod was 98 0 F. and the lowest was 25 0 1. These figures are ex

however. as is indioated in the following tables; 
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Fig. 3.

Showing Relatively Narrow Belt of Arable Lands

( he seashore is but a few feet in the rear)
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Fig. 4.

Showing a Characteristic Pali Forrr~tion.
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TABLE 1. 

MEAN WA ST COLDEST ANNUAL 
18DANDS ELEV. ONTH MEAN IIONTH [d}AN MEAN 

23 Hawaii 1339,r Aug. 71.6° Feb. 66.4° 69.00 
6 Kauai 161" Aug. 77.1° Jan. 69.2° 73.4° 
1 Lanai • 1780' Aug. 71.~0 Feb. 64.7° 68.0° 

12 Maui 859 1 Sep. 73.3° Feb. 67.2° 70.2° 
3 .I:Jo10kai 313 r Aug. 76.8° Feb • 69.6° 73.2° 

19 Oahu 353 t Aug. 76.7 ° Jan.. 69.3° 73.1° 

~ 
TABLE 2.. 

EXTREME EXTR.wME 
ISLAND HIGHEST ELEV. LOWEST ELEV. 

Hawaii 980 11' 25° 6685 ' 
Kauai 930 14' 44° 14' 
Lanai 87° 1780' 49° 1780 1 

Maui 95 0 1700 ' 43° 1700' 
MOlokai 94° 800 1 48° 70' 
Oahu 97 ° 30' 41° 990' 

It will be noted that the extreme lowest t emperature w·as re-

at a station having an elevation of 6685' and therefore is of 

° importance to the present investigation . The mean of the other 

lJwest figures is 46° F., whi l e the mean of the ext reme highest , 

igures if 94°, the variation being 49° F. 

The mean of means for the warmest mont hs ms 74.40 and of the 

oldest months is 67.70 F., the variation being only 6.70 F. 

Temperatures vary with the alt itudes bearing a somewhat inverse 

as may be seen fr om the following table of annual mean tempera

for certain stations on the isl and of Rawaii. 

11 . 
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STATION 
, , 

Olaa Mill 
Mouhtain View ~ 
Glenwood 
Volcano 
Humuula 

• 1922 only 

TABLE 3. 

ELEVATION 

210' 
1530' 
2300' 
3984' 
6685' 

ANNUAL MEAN 

72.5 0 

66.10 

64.7 0 

60.6° 
52.00 

The relation may be seen more clearly by reference to the aocomp-
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itat ion. 

It well might be expeoted that, owing to the relatively small 

of the several islands, their isolation, and the uniformity of the 

ydrosphere in the locality, the precipitation would be fairly uniform, 

s is the temperature. Such is not the case, however, On the oontrary 

he variation in precipitation is one of the most striking natural 

henenomena of the island -'.. . '. 

Acoording to the reoords of the U. S. Weather ~eau the mean 

rainfall for all islands is 79.91 inohes. The variation for 

ffioisl stations is from . 2.46 inches to 562.00 inohes per annu~. 

Taking the islands as a whole, there is a fair degree of uni

o~mity in the oomparative monthly distribution of preoipitation as is 

ndioated on the acoompanying diagram. 

A comparable uniformity is also disolosed by the records of the 

islands of Xauai, Oahu and Hawai~, on which the plantations 

der oonsideration are looated, as is indioated on the aooompany~ng 

iagrama (Fig. 6.) 

Suoh oomparative uniformity iisappears, however, when we aban

on the broad generalities~ for a stU$y of specific data, whether they 

elate to individual plantations, or localities, or to considerable 





seotion s of t he s ame island . That this is true, to a marked degree 

by r e£erenoe to the aooompanying diagrams of oomparative 

ont hly d i st r ~bution of preoipitation on the island of Oahu , Hawai i, 

and aui . 

Partioular attention is invited to the heavier preoipitation 

the mountains , and on the windward sides of the several islands , and 

summer preoipitation in the Kona region of the island of Hawaii. 

he i nfluenoes of elevation , topography and wind movement are suggested 

diagrams . These will reoeive due oonsi deration hereafter . 

It will be of advantage to oons ider more speoifio data than 

been presented mn order that the problems of the plantations under 

onsi deration , and plantations having oomparable oonditions , may be 

der s tood better . In Table No . 4 i s shown the me an monthly and annual 

for stations located on the plantations under oonSideration : 

4. 00" 
3 . 96" 
6. 81" 
2 . 50 '1 
2 .43 " 
1. 92 " 
2 . 00" 
1 . 97" 
3 .02n 

3.16 f1 

3 . 98 t 

5 . 06" 
40 . 8l lt 

TABLE ~ . 

KOLOA KEKAHA KAHUKU 

5 . 86" 
5 . 46" 
7 . 35" 
4 . 82" 
4 . 87" 
4 . 31" 
4 . 49" 
4 . 92" 
4 . 75" 
5 . 14" 
6 . 47" 
6 . 02" 

64 . 46" 

3 . 40" 
3 . 23 11 

3 . 91" 
1 . 16 lt 

1 . 07" 
0 . 35" 
0 . 40" 
0 . 94" 
1 . 29" 
1.3911 

2 . 45" 
3 . 07" 

22 . 6&n 

4 . 16" 
5 . 22" 
5 . 07" 
2 . 82" 
2 . 01" 
1 . 60" 
1. 80" 
2 . 32" 
2 . 27" 
2 . 51" 
3 . 90" 
4 . 11" 

37 . 79" 

EWA 

2 . 95" 
4 . 10" 
2 . 85" 
1 . 11 lT 

0 . 91" 
0 . 59" 
0 . 39" 
0 . 74" 
1 . 04" 
1 . 09" 
2 . 81" 
3 . 22 t1 

21 . 80" 

OLAA 

11.12" 
10 . 40" 
15 . 19" 
15 . 22" 
10 . 35" 

9.18" 
11 . 87" 
13 . 17" 
11 . 64" 
10 . 81" 
17 . 84" 
16 . 15" 

152 . 92" 

17- ml. 

14 . 97" 
14 . 07" 
17 . 95" 
20. 76" 
16 . 21 11 

13 . 23" 
17. 96" 
20. 01" 
15 . 98" 
14 . 14" 
22 . 85" 
18 . 92" 

206 . 95" 

observed that the annual rainfall at the 17 - mile 

Ol aa Plantation is nearly ten times as great as that on Ewa 

or Kekaha Plant ation , while the mean maximum monthly pre 

at17-mi1e is more than five times as great as that on Ewa . 
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Neglecting the stations on Olaa plantation for the moment, we 

that the average mean monthly ana annual precipitation for the 

,.;l is as follows: 

ONTH 

Januayy 
February 

arch 
April 

ay 
June 
July 
August 

eptember 
October 
November 
Decem r 
Annual 

TABLE 5. 

INCHES 

4.07" 
4.39" 
5.20" 
2.48 11 

2 .26" 
1.75'r 
1.82" 
2.18" 
2.47 11 

2.66" 
3.9211 

4.30" 
37.50" 

of drainage it is as essential that consid

to the rate of precipitation as to the amount. A 

of Hawaiian climatological data is the high rate 

both for very short periods and storms _of a dura-

The maximum recorded amount of water falling 

n one day for the following stations is:- Kealia 8.70 inches, Koloa, 

0.30 inches, Kekaha 10.93 inches" Kahuku 9.57 inches, Ewa 9.47 inches, 

12.20 inches, and l7-mile 21.40 inohes. 

It is rather interesting to not~ that, with the exoeption of 
b . 

at 17-m1le which is at a high altitude, the records vary but little 

average figure of 10.20", notwithstanding the f~ct that the 

are located on three different islands, both on windward and 
.. 

eeward sides and at elevations ranging from 15' to 241 ' • 

• 
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The total amount mf water falling during the entire storme on 

occasions of which the foregoing records were established is as 

ealia 9 . 55 inches , Koloa 13 . 81 inches, Kekaha 13 . 35 inches , 

Ewa 10 . 89 inches , Olaa 17 . 27 inches and l7 - mile 
I 

i th the exception of the l7 - mile station, all otners are 10 -

at plantation headquarters and, therefore, at comp aratively 

of interest and, no doubt, of value to enquire into 

between topography and rainfall. In the first place , as 

by the forgoing diagrams, the precipitation is higher 

the windWard side of the islands. The prevailing wind is 

is blo cked 

rear their 

A conSiderable proportion of the I20is ture 

on the windward slopes. 

the general rule i 5 introduced by the Kona 

which the movement is from the southwest and the 

the bulk of the precipitation at such periods . 

to the Kona section of the island of Hawaii is a 

of this pOint . Without such Kona storms large areas 

to a high degree . 

stUdies have been made which indicate 

limits , the amount of precipitation increases 

The fOllowing table has been preparae from the 

the U. S. Weather Bnreau. 

d v r 
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TABL2 6. . " 

f . O/l..HU RATIOS 

STATION 

Honolulu Naval St ation 
Eonolulu feather Bnreau 
Kaliuu.:a Peak 
Tantalus Peak 
Tantalus eak 

HAWAII RATIOS 

DISTANCE FROM 

4. mi. 
7 mL 

11 mi. 
21 mi. 
25 mi. 

ELEVATION 

6' 
99 '1 

1200 1 

1360' 
1665' 

RELATIVE FACTOR 

50 
60 

220 
250 
410 

OCEAN ELEVATION R3U:rIVE 

210' 100 
640' 115 

1530' 140 
2300' 146 
3984' L59 

FACTOR 

of maximum pre'cipi tat ion appears to be different on the 

the zone in which the 

oonsideration are included. It will be suffioient to 

in the plantation areas, generally, the amount of, 

recipitation 'increases with the altitude • 

. In addition to the presence of the mountain barriers, and the 

to rainfall, many local influences, inoluding 

oase of Hawaii and east Maui, shape and trend 

f the several islands, relative proximity to the sea, topography of 

e landsoape and relation of wind movements , combine to produce complex 
du 

limatological condition ~espcting rainfall. Records obtained on one 

plantat ion may hCive little application on another part and 

reCOrds obtained on one plantati Jn are of little avail in 

problems even of .an adjacent plantatio~ This was brought 

by a oomparison of data from Kahuku and Hauulu, during 

week January 6 310 13 ,1923 , when 28 . 00" of rain fell at the latter 

ace and only 3.88" at the former . On January 13, 9.00" fell at Hauula 
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nd only 2.20" at Kahuku . These stations are aqually near the sea , 

within a few feet of sea level , both on the windward s ide of 

and only six miles apart . 

Cons ider i ng the relatively high average pr ec i pitation and the 

1ntens i t w of storms , together with the high degrees of slope encountered 

n the uplands , a very high rate of run- off might well be expeDted . 

erosion , not only of the prumary rock masses , bu~ of the over 

to be a natural consequence. 

I t has already been pointed out that erosion of the rock masses 

not been highly developed , except in special instances . It is 

i nter esting to discover that soil er osion ha s not been int en 

Thi s is due primarily to the fact that the rate of run-off i s 

would be the case generally under mainland condi 

There appear to be three reasons for this anomaly , first , that 

protected by a carpeting of vegetation; second, 

a most remarkable mOisture hOlding capacity and high 

and third , that the underlying rock masses , which 

~nerally l i e at moderate depths, have a high percolation fact~r. The 

a lava i s usually thoroughly broken up and phe pahoeho e l ava i s generall y 

with oontraction cracks and fissures , while the successive 

lows ar e separated by residual disintegrated material . Th e coral forma

ions, t oo, are usually highly permeable , and , like the lava , of ten 

p Ukes i nto which considerable streams of water may be dis 

without overcharging the subterranean passages . 

Owing to the high per meability of the geologio structur e and 

relative proximity of the agricultural lands to the s ea , the ground 

19 . 



generally very near sea 1eve~and its plane is very 

early horizontal instead of approximating the surface configuration as 

case on the mainland, particularly where ifrigation is practiced. 

This condition, which has such an important bearing on the rate 

run-off, is indioated by the fact that most of the pumping plants 

n the islands have their source of supply at or near ' sea level, indeed 

ny plant pits have been sunk approximately to sea level. 

A specific example in point is the well at Olae Mil~. This 

is located about 4 miles fDom the sea and the subterranean flow 

s found at an elevation about 15 feet above sea level. This leaves 

o£ permeable structure at the particular point, to serve 

s a percolating medi~. At Kurtistown and l7-mile, the elevations 

e respeotive1y 64.0 and 1530 feet, as we have seen, and a, oorrespond-

greater depth of permea~ structure is provided. 

The relation of the soils themselves to the matter of run-off 

be discussed in detail hereafter when consideration is given to 

subject of the soils. 

Such run-off uS oocurs is flashy in the extreme. 

Boades are produced on the steep mountain sides and the water c·ourses 
J: eoame seething torrents! In areas like the Hamakua coast of Hawaii, 

! undreds of waterfalls are produced as the stormWiter plunges over the 

~rupt lava formations into the sea. A few houss later the channels 
~ 

y be comparatively dry: In illustration of this point, the aOOOID

anying diagram, ( Fig. 7) J taken from the reoords of the U. S. 

eologica1 Survey, is presented to indioate the erratic behavior lof 

certain stream. The hydrQgraph of an intermittent stream would be 

en ~ore 
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I n general the amount of evaporatinn from a water surface 

epends up on t he relative temperaturesof the water and the atmo spher e, 

d upon the humi dity and motinn of the latter . It is greatest when 

atmo sphere is driest , the water warmest and the wind movement 

eatest. I t i s l east when the atmosphere is moist , the air not in 

t ion and t he water temperature 10~. 

It would appear from the foregoing that the most £avorable 

for a high evaporation rate would be in a desert of low alti

high temperature with pronounced wind movement . Conversely , 

appear that conditions in the Hawaiian Islands generally are 
be 

t favor able to a high rate of evaporation . It may/well to examine 

factors . 

In t he f irst place as has been shown, the mean temperature is 

as compared with mainland values . Mean temperatures 
. 

r s ummer, months are not so high as the mainland averages , nor are 

summer temperatures . On the other hand , the winter va,lues 

s o l ow as mainland a~erages . 

The relatively high average precipitation in the island in

average of 180 rainy days per year , with 200 days clas s i f i ed 

U. S. eather Bureau as cloudy or partly cloudy~ These phen-

a bear ing not only on air temperature and humidity but upon 

e temperature of the upper layer of sOil , and consequently , upon the 

soil . As an example , it was found near 17 - mile, 

ring t he c ourse of these investigations , that the surf ace inch of 

i l had a t emperature of 74 . 750 when the air temperature in the 

ade was only 72 . 5°. This was due to the fact that the sun temper 

was 77.450. The atmosphere was hazy at the time and it is likel y 
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likel y that a {g reater difference between soil and air temper -

tur. i n t he shade, would have been found had the atmosphere been clear . 

he direct effe ct of cloudiness upon rate of evaporation from soil is 

pparent. 

The following tabl e has been excerpted from the 1921 annual re -

of the U. S. eather Bureau as an indioation of the oondition 

espeoting humidity. 

TABLE 7 . 

MEAN BI -HOURLY RELAT IVE HUMIDIT Y AT HONOLULU IN PERCENTAGES 

(A . ~ . ) ( P. M. ) 
<1 

2 6 8 10 12- : 2. 4 6 8 10 12 Mean 

81 76 75 72 72 71 75 76 78 79 76 . 1 
80 74 64 65 63 64 70 73 77 80 72 . 5 

• 76 70 59 59 57 58 64 68 69 71 66 . 5 
74 65 58 58 56 54 62 68 70 72 6,5 . 3 
80 66 63 62 61 62 66 70 74 76 69 . 8 

• 73 63 58 56 55 58 62- 68 68 70 64 . 7 
73 68 60 58 56 58 64 68 70 72 66 . 2 
74 65 58 57 55 58 65 68 71 71 65 . 8 
70 65 57 55 56 59 65 68 68 69 64 . 5 
76 70 6~ 63 61 64 70 71 '12 73 69.4 
74 71 62 63 62 64 69 71 72 72 79 . 0 
75 72 6rJ 68 66 68 73 75 75 76 72 . 2 

75 75 76 69 62 61 60 62 67 70 72 73 &8 . 5 

The foregoing dat a indicate a fairly unifor m and comparatively 

gh relative humi dity , the effect of which is greatly to reduoe eva 

at ion , t hus affecting to a great degree the t endenay toward a high 

te resul t i ng from the re l atively high mean annual temperature. 

As for wind movement it has already been poi nted out that there 

a preYai ling wind from the nor theast , modified by kona movements at 

ta in times and plaoes . The data are rather meager but the following 

f rom the reoords of the U. S. Weather Brueau is sug-
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TAELE 6. 

AVERAGE HOURLY wnm VELOCITY 

[ILL, HAWAII . 

15.7 
9 . 8 

11.2 
14.3 
8 .3 

15.4 
16.8 
13.7 
13.4 
10.3 
11.4 
11.4 

12.6 

HONOKAA , HAWAII . 

11.2 
8.2 
7.6 

10.9 
7.8 

11.5 
10.9 

9. 4 
10.0 

7.6 
7.1 
7.4 

HONOLULU , ( U. S. w. B. ) 

10.8 
6.9 
8.1 

10.5 
6.1 
8.5 

99.0 
77 .9 
9.3 

7.1 
8.8 
8 .5 

8 .5 

These data indiaate a rather high degree of wind movement which 

s fo r a higher rate of evaporation. 

From the compensating nature of the various natural phenomena 

an i nf1uenae on evaporation it may be aonc1uded that the rate of 

aporatfon in the islands, generally , is moderate . That this is true 

indi~ated by the following data excerpted from the records of the 

• S. Weather Bureau; 

TABLE 9. 

EVAPORATION AND WIND MOVEMENT AT EV.P..PORATION PAN SURFACE 

HOEAE ( UPPER) OAHU MAUNAWILI RANCH, OAHU. 

Evap . Inahes . ' Wind , Miles. Evap . Inches. Wind , Mile s . 

3.477 1661 2.344 1769 
4.630 1259 2.859 1159 
4.952 1118 6. 647 1260 
6.197 122.7 3.621 1667 
6.515 961 4 .049 963 
8.233 1241 4 . 420 1294 
8.24.6, 1305 4 .016 1499 
7.293 · 1252 4 .200 1413 
6.782 1187. 3 ,757 1611 
5.193 1114 3 . 098 1198 
4.021 1034 2 . 815 1328 
3.722 1195 2. 925 1400 

69.261 14,554 41. 709 16,561 

b 
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The Hoaea station is on leeward Oahu , on a hill crest at altitude 

705 feet, about 8 miles north of Pearl Harbor . The Maunawili station 

is on windwar d Oahu , at elevation 250 feet , about 4 miles from the sea , 

situated bet ween two hills. 

The forego ing data have all r e lated to evaporation from a water 

urfaoe., The pr esent invest i gations ar e concer ned more with the rate 

of evap oration 1f r om soils. Evaporation from bare soil, given proper 

oisture oondi tions, may greatly exoeed that from a water surface , 

evapo ration from a crop - shaded soil , or a surface covered witg 

or iea~e s , may be but a small fraction of that from a free water 

The amount of evap~a~ion from bare soil is governed largely 

~ the mo ~ sture content o~ the top layer of sOil .as may be seen from 

he fol lowing table excerpted from "Use of' Water in Irrigation" by 

amuel Fortier. 

TABLE 10 . 
•• 

EVAPORATION FROM SOIL AND WATER 

SOIL PEROENT OF WEEKLY EVAPORATION IN INCHES 
FREE WATER FROM SOIL FROM WATER 

Sandy l oam Saturated 4 . 75" 1. 88" 
Sandy loam 17 . 5 1 . 33" 1. 94" 
Sandy loam 11 . 9 1 . 13" 1. 94'! 
Sandy l oam 8 . 9 0 . 88" I ." 94" 
Sandy l oam 4 . 8 0 . 25" 1 . 94" 

Stud i es in the vioinity of 17 - mile station nn Hawai_i, on 3wa 

. lantation on Oahu and on Koloa Plantation on Kauai indioate a very 

of the excess soil moisture after percipitation. 

the case of cane lands, the soil is usually well shaded by 

carpeted with trash so that the tendency toward excessive 

apor atlon following a heavy preoipitation is offset . Finally, air 

are naturally lower , and the intenSity of the 

likely to be less , and the humidity likely to be near the 

i mmediately after a precipitation . -- 25 . 



It aeems reasonable to conclud~ t therefore , that the rate of 

evaporation , like the rate of run- off , is relatively less than that on 

t he mainland generally and that a muoh larger proportion of the pre 

cipitated mOisture is taken oare of by deep peroolation . 

eratures . 

One of the most important faotors in the agrioulture of th~ 

temperature . In general , soil temperature is oontrolled 

and approximately equal to , the maan annual temperature of the over-
1-"--

atmosphere . It is subjeoted to several modification~ , however , 

among these being the mOist ure content of the soil . The various 

elations indicated and the importance of soil moisture control will be 

hereafter , when the subject of soils is being considered . 

With an average annual precipitation for the Territory of 79 . 91" 

t auld appear that agriculture might be c~rried on suc 0essfully by 

means . It has already baen pointed out , however , that the 

Bureau stations, from the records of whioh the foregoing average 

compiled are situated both within and without the agricultural . 

and include stations of high altitude . Attention was directed 

a the average rainfall on the several plantations under consideration 

not inol uding Olaa Plantation which is not irrigated) . This figure 

37 . 50" per annum and under ma inland c ondi t ions '110 uld be regarded as: 

cient for most crops . 
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It is not sufficient , however , under Hawaiian conditions and as 

a r esult , irr igation is practiced on a very large proportion of the 

cul tivated area of the island . 

Sugar oane is the dominant orop of the Ter r i tory and it is not 

~e ar -round orop but is a profuse feeder . It oontains from 60% 

mOisture and requires from 100 to 300 pounds of water to pro -

duce 1 pound of oane . For an average orop this i s equivalent to from 

10000 to 20000 tons and represents fro m 7 to 14 aore feet per aore . 

An early investigation made at the H. S. P . A. Experiment Station 

gave the results inoluded in the following t ab le . The necessity and 

advantage of irrigation are aemonstrated forcibly . 

TABLE 11 

YIELD OF IRRIGATED AND UNIRRIGATED CANE . 

RAINFALL IRRIGATIOH TO TAL YIELD OF SUGAR PER ACRE 

46 . 56" 48" 94 . 56" 24 .755npounds 
46 . 56" 0 46 . 56" 1, 600 pounds 

ex Di fference 23 .155 pounds 

o~ We have seen that at 01aa Mill the mean annual pre oipi tat ion 

is 152 .92". Irrigation i s not pr aoticed and the r eturns are sat i s

factory in the vinioity . This rainfal l represents nearly 13 f eet in 

depth . Data oompiled by W. P . Alexander , Agriculturalist of Ewa p'l anta

tion from a: n umber of investigations show that the usual irr igation 

practice in the islands is to supply water at the rate of 1 , 000 , 000 
~ 

gallo s for each 75 acres . This i s equivalent to 15 .1 f eet in depth 

in the course of a year . Added to the average rainfall on the irri-

it represents an average water supply of nearly 18 . 2 

~t in depth per annu~. 
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So much for the neoes sity of pr acticing irrigation based on ~he 

mean annual rainfall . Let us now examine into the di stribution of the 

annual precipitation by months . The tab l e of comparative data a l r eady 

pres ented is repeated below for comvenience , 

MONTH 

Jan . 
Feb . 
Mar . 
Apr . 
May 
Jun . 
Jul. 
Aug . 
Sep . 
Oct . 
Nov . 
Dec . 

TABLE 12 . 

.Annual 

PREOIPITATION 

4 . 07" 
4 . 39" 
5 . 20" 
2 . 48" 
2 . 26" 
1 . 75" 
1 . 82" 
2 . 18" 
2 . 47" 
2 . 66" 
3 . 92" 
4 . 30" 

37 . 50" 

The average monthly precipitation is 3 . 12" . The average is 

exoeeded during the months of J an.uary , February , Mar ch , November and 

The a ctual precipitation falls below the average during 

pril , May , June, July , August , September and OctOber . Now while 

B~gar oane is a year - round crop , i ts greatest growth , and , consequent ly , 

i t s gr eatest water r equirement ooours during the very months of sub 

average preoipitation , and the maximum reqUirement is almost cOincident 

th the minimum supply , maximum temperatures and maximum evaporations . 

Taking , for example , the average June preoipitation , which is the 

imum , the averages daily application is a l i ttle less than 0 . 06" 

ch i s about one - fourth of the average e~aporation from a free water 

faoe and represents about 123 , 000 gallons per 75 acres as compared 

th the 1 , 203 , 000 gallons per 75 acres represented by the usual 

rrigation application plus the average precipttation . 
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The fOllowing table , indicating oane growth at Ewa Plantation , 

r eported by Mr . Alexander , is suggestive of mOisture requirements : 

TABLE 13. 

Month Growth of Plant Cane 

Aug . 16 . 9" 
Sep. 15 . 2" 
Dct . 14 . 1" 
Nov . 13 . P' 
Dec . 11. 7." 
J sn . 10 . 3" 
Feb . 6.9" 
Mar. 8 . 5" 
Apr . 9 . 0" 
May. 14 . 4" 

21\ .. ~ Jun . 17 . 3" 
lIul. 17 . 1" 

l"t Aug. 16 . 9" 
S~p. 15 . 2" 
Oct. 14 . 1" 
Nov. 13 . 1" 
Dec . 8 . 8" 
Jan . 6 . 6" 
Feb . 4 . 9" 
Mar . 4 . 4t1 
Apr . 4 . 1" 

The neoessity for irrigation , therefore , is apparent . 

. It is not within the provenoe of this report to analyze the 

pr ocess , methods and d~y of irrigation practioe, as suoh , nor to crit 

iCi ze the apparent low duty of water obtained , but it is nacessary to 

eXamine into these features to some extent , owing to their relation to 

e problems of drainage . 

Ul Irrigation is praoticed upon most of the sugar plantations, on 

and taro lands , and to a small extent · on lands devoted to alfalfa, 

ruck and other crops . Pineapple lands are rarely , if ever , iftigated, 

i ce and taro usually are gDown on low, wet lands and, while the lands 

e actually suomerged a considerable part of the time, small irrigae 

i on s§reams are used and suoh irrigation plays but small part in the 

neral scheme of things . 
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Sugar cane, then, is the ~rop of chief concern in the present 

and it is of interest to note that, in the Territory, this crop ia 

not matured in a single season but requires from 15 to 18 months for 

full development. The total water requir:ement, then, is not direc.tly 

oomparable with that of annual crops, particularly those whose growing 

season comprises only a portion of a year. Intensive studies have not 

been made of the irrigation practices in the islands, but it has been 

reported that the total amount of irrigation water applied to sugar 

oane for the entire growing period, averages about 19.03 feet in depth. 

This is at the rate of 11.32 feet in depth for a year. To the main-

land observer this appears to be a very low duty, but Mr. R. M. Allen, 

an irrigation expert, experienoed in both mainland and island oonditions , 

states in his brochure "Information for the Irrigator", "Whether this 

is a high or low duty we are at present unable to say". Therefore, it 

is not for the mainland observer to criticize, but realizing .that, as 

1. • Allen states, "We have more crop shortages from laok of moisture 

than from any other oause?" and recognizing the human trait, evidenced 

wherever irrigation is practioed, to go to the extreme, in the use of 

it is only reasonable to assume that there may be improper prac-

and exoessive uses, and it is evident that any correotion in such 

and uses not only woulu modify the drainage problems, but 

uld effect a s ving in water, HawaiiTs most valuable resouroe, next 

o the land itself, and in the cost of its applioation, which is 

loss of plant fertility through deep percolation, 

oh is serious. The suggestion is ventured that a very intensive 

oomprehensive study of the irrigation practice of the islands 

Id be undertaken. 

Drainage ift oonoerned more with the methods of applioation and 

a~ount of water applied at single irrigations whan with the gross 
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duty of water . 

Among the souroes of the irrigation supp~y may be mentioned 

diversion from permanent and intermittent streams , storage , tunneling on 

windward mountain s lopes and through divide s , seepage , springs , and 

wells , both artesian and non- artesian . Very little storage has been 

attempt ed owing to the topography of the mountain formation . The larg-

est reservoir in the islands , is that on Koloa Plantation , with a oap -

acity of only a few ~aa~& acre-feet . Tunneling has proved sucoessful 

on quit e a oonsiderable soale, particularly on O~u and Mani, Diversion 

from streams is an import ant souroe of supply on anhumber of plantations. 

The most important source of supply , however , is that of wells penetrat 

ing the lava formations . Where conditions are partioularly f avorable 

the water flows direotly from the well but in oases it is necessary to 

pump the water from the well , whether or not it be artesian , to the 

lands involvedfo 

As a rule, the water is pumped fro m the formation , at , or a 

l ittle abov e sea l evel , and some very interesting ela.borate and ex-

pensive plants have been installed . ost of the early plants were set 

in great pits sumk nea.rly to sea level to avoit suotion lift . The 

plants usually oomprise Riedler horizontal , duplix, double aotion pumps , 

dire ot conneoted to Corliss , triple expansion , 4- oylinder steam engines , 

having single flywheels , and being supplied with steam from a battery 

of Babcock and Wilcox oil - burning , water tube boilers set up at the 

mouth of the pit , up to 90 feet above the bottom. A number of these 

Plants have a capacity of from 8 , 000 , 000 to 12 , 000,000 gallons per 

day and water is pumped to various heights usually ranging fro m a few 

eet to more than 200 feet . In extreme cases , water is pumped to a 

eight of ab out 600 feet . 
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~e newer plants comprise ho~izontal, centrifugal pumps driven 

by electrio motors. One :gIant on ahuku Planta.tion has a capacity of 

14,000,000 gallons per day. The prioe of power is bas,ed on a sliding 

soala and in larger quantities costs less than 2 cents per k.w.h. 

plantation reports a pumping cost of 5t¢ per million gallons per 

foot. Another plantation, employing a 15" horizontal, single-stage, 

Centrifugal pump, belt connected to a ~-cylinder, semi-Diesel engine, 

reports a pumping oost of '1.00 per 1,000,000 gallons with a head of 

15 feet. 

There are several Byouts in vogue in the Territory for the 

irrigation of sugar cane but since they represent variations and modi

ioations of the Hawaiian Furrow System, it will serve the purposes 

of this report to describe the basis system. The aocompanying diagram 

(Fig. 8.) illustrates a conventional layout. 

~, The elements of suoh a system are as follows: 

1. Ma in ditch. 
2. Straight Ditches 
3. Level ditches 
4. watercourses 
5. Furrows 

. . 
The furrows are tSually 30 to 35 feet in length and about 5 feet 

... 

They are laid out a t right angles to the slope. Cane is planted 

the furrows but the process of ridging up often culminates in an 

hange of position of the furrows and the intervening ridges. 

The length of the furrows IOCes the spacing of the watercourses 

run directly down the slope. The wateroourses extend from level 

tch to level ditch, the latter being from 200 to 300 feet apart, 

pending upon the topography, and being very nearly level. The 

traight ditches, in turn, run directly down the slope and are spaced 

Q fit the topography, generally occupying ridges. 
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water is diverted from the ditch into one or more straight ditches 

by means of headgates. Headgates mayor may not be used in diverting 

er from the straight to the level ditches. They are rarely used in 

diverting the water from the level ditches to the watercourses, while 

diversions _from the watercourses into the furrows is usually made by 

means of barriers of trash and earth. Water is run in each furrow, from 

one side of a watercourse, as a rule, but one of the modifications of 

the basic system is to run water in alternate furrows, trash being placed 

in the furrows not irrigated, in order to reduce evaporation and to 

keep down weeds. Another modification is to place barriers midway in 

the length of each of the furrows and irrigate half furrows both ways 

am the watercourses. 

Several of the modifications of the basic system involve the 

cutting of ways between the ends of furrows and causing a stream of water 

o flow back and forth thro~h two or more furrows. 

Recently, a system called the "no-watercourse syst em" has been 

evolved. In this the furrows are run straight down the slopes from one 

level ditch to another. It is ~omparable to the orchard system in vogue 

on the mainland, and when provided with automatic control effects a 

saving in labor. 

Irrigation by flooding has proved so w8Eteful of water that 

is resorted to only in times of critical labor shortage. 

In all of the usual systems, a very complex network of irrigation 

"~u~ols is involved and this presents some rather unusual problems in 

design. 

Irrigation in the territory sometimes is carried on under very 

sual conditions of slope as may be seen by reference to the accompany

figure.(Fig. 0). In the figure a watercourse and a number of furrows 

Y: be seen, the trash barriers indicating the positions of the latter. 
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Fig. 9.

Irr igation of Steep lope.
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To offset the difficulties and disadvantages of irrigati on under such 

conditions there is a relative fr eedom from drainage problems. Adjacent 

ower lying lands, having flatter slopes , however , are subject to in-

water seeping from the higher lands , even though the former 

comparatively good slopes and relatively good natural drainageo 

Drainage of irrigated land is largely conoerned with the ready 

oval of waste irrigation water , whether it be moving over the surface 

of the ground or by slow percblation through the soil pores. Under any 

of the usual layouts in vogue in the Territory , there is little or no~ 

surface waste , although some water may collect in depressions , to the -
deriment of the growing crops and to the soil , in which even~ , provision 

should be made for the ready entry of such water into a drainage system. 

It is the loss s by seepage , then that must be investigated in 

a consideration of drainage design. Such losses may occur during COll-

ve ance or b;:," deep percolation from the irrigated soil. Conveyance 

losses begin at the main ditch and extend throughout the whole network 

of reservoirs, delivery ditches , str~'ght ditches , level ditches, 

watercourses and even the furrows , although the latter generally may 

be regarded as a part of the deep percolation directly from the irTi~ 

gat ion of the soil . --. 

Losses in the main and delivery ditches are often serious and 

are well recognized , parti~ularly where the ditches cut into lava or 

aOral formations or where leaky flumes exist . A considerable amount of 

at t ention has be en paid to the repair of flumes and other structures 

d to the lining of the ditches, and important savings have been effected. 
L-

ch losses , occurring in the higher portions of a plrultation, and gen-

rally under favor - able conditions of slope , do not involve a drain-

ge problem on the lands immediately adjacent, as a rule, but the water 
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so lost contributes to the general underground body of water, tending to 

~ cause a rise o~ its upper surface, or under certain conditions of sub-

strata, may produce a lateral seepage onto lower-lying lands. Lining 

of such ditches is the only pos s ible method of preventing losses and 

~ where the value of wat er is great, this process should be feasible and 

economical. 

~ : i ' Important losses from reservoirs take place but lining of such 

~ works is usually out of the question. Puddling, in some casas is 

~ feasible. 

Serious losses occur also in the level ditches, but from the nature 

of their location and use they cannot be lined. Losses may be reduced 

by employing more care in the design and construction of the ditches 

and the use of more economical heads in irrigation. 

Losses in watercourses are compensating, in some degree, since a 

~a~ portion of the water so lost is likely to be retrieved by adjacent 

cane plants or to reach working soil at some lower portion of the field. 

Such losses may be held to a minimum if care is used in irrigation. 

Ii Water finally reaching the furrows is disposed of by surface 

runoff, efaporation from the SOil, transpiration, and deep perCOlation. 

~der Hawaiian praotice the first item is of little or no importance. 

~he loss by evaporation from the soil is less than under mainland con-
I-

ditions aince, as has been shown heretofore, the evaporation rate is 

lOWer and the closing in and self-stripping of the cane tend to shade 

and muloh the ground surface, further reducing this loss. 

il Transpiration involves the actual use of water by the plant and 

includes that which remains in the matured crop. It has been pOinted 

lOut that the amount of water required to satisfy the transpiration 

n&eds of sugar cane is unusually nigh. 
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( The minimum quantity of wate! that should be applied, therefore, 
,.' 

I ~ is equal to the amount evaporated and transpire~. The optimum amount 

I~ to be applied is somewhat in excess of the minimum amount, particularly 
event that the water sUQQly is slightly salin§ . There is a well-defined 

It in the/ gravitational movement of capillary water and it is perhaps 

r( axiomatic that unless the underground reservoir is "fed", during the 

Ie Rrooess of irrigation, the plant roots will be deprived of their 

I rO er supply of moisture. The almost universal praotice, however, is 

I ~ to a~ply an excess of water . 

I ~ i : Investigations made at the Experiment Station of the Hawaiian 
it 

,1\ Sugar Planters Association hndicate that sugar oane roots rarely pene -

~ ; Ii trate to the soil be~ond four feet fro m the surface; that but a very 
r' 

smal l percentage of the root system is found in the fourth foot, while 

about a third of the syatem is found in the first foot and a major port ion 

of the system is found in the second foot. Thus any water that pene 

trates below the four foot zone may be lost to use . The amount of 

water ap plied in one irrigation , therefore , is of concern both from the 
~J! ~I 

standpoint of irrigation and that of drainage . It has been shown at -

licthe aipio Substation that 3% of a two-inch , 47% of a six-inch and 65% 

O~nine- inch irrigation pass below a six-foot zone~ Alexander 'con

!"eludes that , under Waipio conditions , it is impossible to store more 

than four and one half inohes of water in the first six feet of soil, 

and that the figures would be less for a sandy or gravelly soil but 

greater for a finer -textured soil . Dr . Walter Maxwell , former director 

Of the Experiment Station concluded that never more than thre e inches 

Of water per week should be applied. Under field conditions , it appears 

Customary to irrigate much less frequently, say, once in two or three 

Weeks and to use up to eight inches or more in application. 
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It would appear from the foregoing that a drainage sys t em might 

be called upon to take oare of as much a s three or four inches of water , 

under a condition of high water tab l e , and since i t would be disastrous 

to have the r oot zone surcharged with water for any considerable period 

of time , it would not be feasi ble to spr ead the removal over the entire 

period bet ween irrigations , and were ent ire fie l ds irrigated at once, 

as under mainland condit i ons , enormously capacious drainage syst ems 

would be r equired . Fortunately , however , but a few acres are irrigated 

per day in a given field so that the peak of drainage discharge would 

occur in one se ction of a given field at a time of little or no dis -

charge in another section of the same field . It fol l ows that main and 

sUb-main drains need not be unusually large . Laterals , on the other 

~and , will need to have much greater capacity than under mainland con

dl tions . 

It would appear , from a comparison of rainfall data with the f 

f igures indicating the amount of water ap plied ~n i rrigation that no 

~onsideration need be given to precipitation. in the design of an under -. 
drainage system for an irr igated p~antation . However , it must be borne 

in mind that the precipitation is likely to be fairly unjfror~m over the 

area in which a single draingge unit is involved , while the irrigation 

may progres s at a rate , say , of only ten acres per day . Assuming an 

~PPlication of e ight inches of water every sixteen days , progressing 

at the rate of ten acres per day over a field of 160 acres , it will be 

seen that so far as the main outlet drain is concerned, the average 

rate of application is one half inoh per day. Maximum precipitations 

ranging from 17 to more than 20 times this amount have been recorded , 

I ~hile preci pitations of sever I times this amount are not unoommon , 

even on plantations having a low annual rainfall . 
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In a number of ins tances, particularly where the i rr i gat i on water 

is pumped from sources near the sea and from strata near sea level , 

so lub le salts are found in the water . and some concern has been felt as 

to the ult i mate result of using such water . In general , the conclusion 

has been rea ched that where the natural drainage i s good and where the 

salinity is not in excess of 100 gr~i?s per gallon , no serious diffi 

culties will develop . Lower duty of water has been rec ammended in the 

such water than in the case of normal water supplies and occa -

copious applications of water as a leaching agent have been ad-

The possitllity of injur y depends both upon the qpantity of s aline 

matter and upon the kind of salts present . The chlorides are regarded 

on the mainland as u e ing much ,more injur ious than the sulphate s , while , 

~der certain conditions , s odium carbonate i s most injurious , owing to 

its action in deflocc.ulating the soil structure . 

Infiltration of sea water usually being responsible for the sal

inity of the irrigation supply in the Territory , it follows that the 

chief constituent of the salts f ound is sod i um chloride and it safely 

may be said that extreme cauti on shoul d be observed in the use of ' saline 

wat er s. Fortunately , sodium chloride is very easily removed by leaching 

so that with satisfaotory drainage and copious ap plications of water , 

the chances are that moderately saline waters may be used continuously . 

~ It must be borne in mind , however , that the vital factor is the 

and quali t y of saline matter in the soil water in which the 

Injury may result from the concentration , within the feed~ 

water fr om a ~upply having a very moderate saline content~ 
on Salls 

gain , injnry may pec.ui showing a very low percenta£e~f .~alt contept , 

When the moisture content falls so low that a concentrated soil smlution 
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i s produoed . Finally, the quality of soil_ water may be unlike the 9....ual 

ity of the water supply , owing t:tl chemical reactions within the soil . 

This point is of special conoern in the case of coral soils or soils in 

which coral is an important constituent . Reactions between the coral 

snd fertilizer applied as sodium nitrate may result in the produotion 

of the dreaded sodium oarbonate . Under such oonditions , it may be well 

to oonsider the advisability of using ammonium sulphate as a source of 

nitrogen . 

With respect to t ne point that the soil wat er may be unli~e the 

sourc e of supply in salinity , some speoial studies were made on one of 

With a water supply having about 40 grains per gallon 

of soluble matter , the various soil water samples show the following 

results: 

T .ABLE 14. 

SAMPLE DEPTH TO WAT~R GRAINS P~R GALLON REMARKS 

D-1 3 T 0" 217 . 25 Poorly drained 
D-3 2' 3~!f 96 . 77 Fair drainage 
D-5 4 1 2t" 40 . 78 Well «rained 
D-6 I' on 41 . 08 Adjacent to ditch 
D- 7 1- 1" 131. 53 Adjacent to ditoh 
D-9 10" 171 . 43 Poorly drained 
DOlO 10" 146 . 54 Poorly drained 
D-11 1T on 185 . 65 Poorly drained 
D- 12 9" 161 . 55 Poorly drained 

In order that saline materials may not accumulate within the root 

Zone , and on the surface of the grounQ, it is necessary that excess 

free water shall move downward through the soil freely and that the 

~~~und water table shall not rise within capillary reach of the ground 

s~faoe . The most pervious s oil is susceptible to injury if the ground 

water table is so near the ground surface that moisture may rise ty 

C~il1ary action and be evaporated from the surface , leaving its saline 

matter behind . -
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Wher~ the natural drainage is insufficient or where the ground 

table is too high part or all of the time, artificial drainage is 

ne oessary to proteot the soil and the crops from injury due to saline 

acoumulations . With good drainage, swee~_ ~ater may be used on aoils 

containing moderate amounts of saline mater, or slightly braokish water 

may be used on soils free , or oomparatively free, from salts , but laok

good drainage , ei~her combination eventually would be disastrous . 

If soils are saline naturally , or ·if they have been rendered 

saline by irrigation with braokish wa t er , they may be freed from_ the 

deleterious materials by leaching with copious quantities of water , pro

~ iding good drainage is afforded . The questi on h5s been raised frequent 

l y as to whether leaching of soils irrigated ,with slightly saline waters 

should be done at intervals with large quantities of water , or whether 

an exoessive amount of water should be used at every irrigatinn . The 

involved in the case of saline lands to be redeemed 

and leaching . It is impossible to make a general 

statement as to what constitutes the best praotioe , but some obser 

vations and suggestions may be of value and will be offered in the 

se otion of this report dealing with the methods and operations involved 

in drainage reclamation. 

The soils of the Hawaiian Islands have been derived almost entire

~ from basaltio lava , either as normal lava or as voloanio ash . The 

tion is presented by soils derived from ooral formations , generally 

near the seashore and near tide level . , 

The soils are largely residual,and oomprise relatively thin layers 
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direotly overlying the parent rook masses, of whos e co mposition t~ey 

, naturally partake. It would be expeoted, at first thought, that with 

a common origin of nearly identioal material and with trans portation 

e playing so UQimportant a role, a so i l of somewhat uniform type and olass 

o would prevail. This is not t he oase, however, sinoe every known agenoy 

of disintegration, of whioh weathering is the most important, is at 

work. Nith respeot to weathering, it may be pointed out that wide 

rang ds of temperature and moisture oonditions may obtain in olosely 

restrioted areas and that wind movements are of oonsiderable importanoe. 

It follows that the soils of adjaoent areas, even, may possess widely 

different oharaoteristios and that the usual method of making soil 

surveys have been found inapplioable. Moreover, a given soil is in 

a sta t e of ohange, the tendenoy ever being toward disintegration into 

finer partioles. Soil and subsoil are not so unlike as under humid 

mainland conditions exoept in regions of exoessive rainfall and plow

ing to depths up to 30 inohes has been found to be feasible. 

Chief interest attaohes to the ph~sioal properties of the soils 

since these have to do with the difficulties of soil preparati un and 

tanagement, the laok of proper drainage and aeration and with the 

problems of irrigation and artifioial drainage. 

Prof. W. P. Kelley, former ohemist of the Hawaii Agrioultural 
' ," 

~Xperiment Station , olassified the soils as clay, silt, sandy and 

humus soils. He states that the olay type predomi nates and t hat in 

Some instanoes this type oontains as high as 50% of olay. 

It appears, however, that the olay is not a true olay but is 
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char acter i zed by a high content of iron and aluminum hydrate and a 

double silicate of iron and alumina , instead of by the usual aluminum 

sili cat e. Elsewhere , such soils have been designated as laterites . 

An important chatacteristtc of such soil is that the clay is 

present in such a finely divided st at e as to be highly colloidal and 

when it is wet the iron and alumina are hydrat ed with the r esult that 

pronounced swelling of the soil mass follows . The soil po re s are 

olo sed and the mass becomes a slick , impenetr able Etructure over 

which water sl i des with ease and without producing marked erosion . 

The writer has observed rivulets of wat er running down slopes as steep 

as one vertical to one horizontal without ill effects on the Sall . 

Insuffic i ent aeration is a natural concomitant of the condi 

tion just mentioned and anaerobic conditions are likely to prevail . 

Upon subsequent drying out , the soil shrinks and cra~ks , often ser 

iously injuring plant roots . The control of such changes in volume 

of the soil WOuld be a distinct advantage and may be effected in some 

measure by proper drainage . 

Many of the soils of the Territory are characterized by their 

large percentages of the finer materials , often being made up almost 

exclusively of f ine sand , ' silt , fi ne si l t and clay. 

Soils which have be en , or are now being devoted to the growing 

of rice aremually alluvial although their transporation has been very 

l imited in most instances . They are largely of baSal tic origin but , 

Owing to their proximity to the sea , usually contain coral lime . 

They are o~ten char acterized by a high humus content . As a rule they 

are made up of comparable proportions mf fine sana, . silt and clay. 

The pr esence of coarse sand or gravel is unusual . In general they 

are class ified as clay loams . 
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Another oharacteristic of many of the soils of the Territory 

is the high water holding c pacity. This is reflected in the l~rge 

irrigation applications and in the fact that heavy precipitations 

are absorbed with remarkably small run-off. Some special studies 

were made on one of the plantations which disclosed some very interest

ing and remarkable conditions respecting water-holding capacity, the 

oounterpart of which have not come to the attention of the writer, 

heretofore, either in the field or in the literature dealihg with 

soil moisture control. Field examinations were made following a 

two-day storm during which 3.63" of rain fell. A storm ditch, sill 

feet deep, eroded to the lava, showed a slight trickle of water on 

top of the lava and the walls appaared saturated. Soil samples, 

taken at depths of 1, a and 3 feet from the surface, were analyzed 

and found to contain respectively 376.2%, 400.0% and 316.7% of water 

on the dry weight basis. No free water appeared at the 3-foot depth. 

During the next two days a precipitation of 5.79" was recorded and 

further stUdies were made. Separate holes were bored to depths of 

I', 2',3',4', 5', 6'. and soil samples were taken from each. · An

other hole was bored to a depth of 7t' where lava was encountered. 

'water stood at 6' 8" in this hole and a sample was taken from below 

water level with the hope of asoertaining the full water holding 

capacity of the soil under field conditions. In maKing the analyses, 

in addition to ascertaining the moisture oontent of the samples, the 

hygroscopio capacity of the samples were determined and a determina

tion was made also of tne amount of water required fully to satur-

ate the samples. The results are given in the following table: 
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~PTR OF 
~SAMPLES 

!'\ .ii) I' 
af 

51 
4f 

,. 5 1 

6 t 

7 1 

, . 
TABLE [15 

... ~ r.~:it:~~,,~ 
i' >too • • 

OI TURE HYGROSCOPIC 
COl~T ~T ,1"'-" f MO I ST URE 

, • 223 .10j''b .. ' , 
344 .05% 

j 333.65%' . 
311..52% 
233 .33% .' 
279.51% 
230 .03% 

" 100.30% 
183.3~ 
129.00% 
156.00% 
65.10~ 
71 .80% 
54.90% 

.. . , , 

WAT:illR HOLDING 
CAPACITY 

2,83.60% 
415.50% 
369 .00% 
386.60~ 
287 .90 
304.00% 
271.50% 

, ," 

"These figures are remarkable and esP1toial interest attaches to 

tne fact that , ~en with such copious preCipitation, no fre~water 

was found ~ithin the root zone: In the discussion , hereafter , of the 

process of drainage reclamation, it will be shown that underdrainage 

of SOils is not possible unless the free water rises above the plane 

• of the drains . It is evident that there is an excessive amount of 

mOisture in such SOil , due to its slow downward movement and frequent 

replenishment; and that the solution of the difficultie s involved , 

must be based upon preventative measures . Artificial surface drain

age, supplemented by proper soil management and perhaps, bvartifi

cial mulching , appears t~ afford the only relief: ' Recommendations 

f or such treatment will be offered in the subsequent section de.a ling 

with methods and operations . 

Under the conditions just mentioned , ~al ~roblem of soil 

m01stU!:e crontrol and soil temperature control is 'presented . Suc~ 

control is conc.erne"d With .. the up er limit of ermissible so" 1 moisture 

content and with the lower limit temerature . 

Fortunately the two aspects of the problem ere relat ed and a 

SOlution of the former aspect will , in considerable degree , satisfy 

the requirements of the latter. 
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The studies already made indicate that the mean annual raiilfall 

at inches , which is of course 

the ar ea i s su~ject~to he avy s tor ms , a precipita-

• tion as high· as 21 . 4 inches in having been recorded in Jan-
lL 

uary 1922 . The average number of precipita -
.. ., 

t ion of 0 . 01 inch or over is 301 , which indi cates a high percentage , .. 
of cloudines s . 'With r espect to a i r temperatures , it has been fo und 

that the mean a~nual temperature is discouragingly low being 66 . 1 0 F 
~ ~ .... . ~ 

(1922.) as compared: with 73 . 60 F at plantat ion headquarters and with 
~ ~ " 

73 . 5 0 F as am average for twelve sugar plantations on Kauai , Oahu , 
r _ . I • 

Maui and Hawaii . The 1922 at the siue of 

the experiment 

average plantations is f r om 69 . 80 F for 

January to 76 . 8 0 F for Sept~~ber . 
~t"l t . &l t' 

All plants are subject to certain critical temperatures, both 
JIit • 

as respects to germination and growth. A ~ sugar -producing plant is 
r. ' -

especially susceptible to the status of ' the supply of heat and sun-
.... I-

:.~ J; ~ 

Shine. , So far ~ a s .the writer has been able to determine , no work has 
l~ : v :h 

been done in the ~erri~ory relating to heat~ unit requirements and 
';jU £ 

critical temperatures but it seems to be the consensus of opinion 
~ H(.1. 

that the growth of sugar cane is amonth or 

eo of minimum mean temperatures. By ma l ing . a careful analysis of data 

plantations, the writer ~co llcluded tnat ~deveIop - t 
.. i< t~· i 1Z::l-., '""t\.,...f~ 

when the mean monthly temperature fa~[s to i~n~ 

70° F or below. The following table gives the mean monthly 81U1U .l 

temperatures for the site of the experiment (1922) . 



1 ~ 
- "~.:. 4<-

TABLE 16 . 
<01 

~onth Temperatur e 

Ja.n. 63 . 50 F 
Feb . 62 . 500F 
Mar . 64 . 0 0 F 
Apr . 65 . 50 F 
May 65 . 0 0 F 
Jun . 67 . 5 0 Jj' 

Jul. 68 . 5 0 F 
Aug . 68 . 5° :)' 

Sep . 69 . 0 0 F 
Oct . 68 . 0 0 F 
Nov. 66 . 5° F 
Dec . 64 . 5 0 F 

Annual 66 .. 1 0 F 

It will be seen that the mean monthly temperature never reaches 

700 F at the site of the experiment and one naturally wonders why 

cane grows at all in the looality. The following table of meqn 

maximum monthly and annnal temperatures at the site of the experiment 

may serve to shed some light upon this pOint . 

TABLE 17 . 

Month Temperature 

Jan . 69 0 F 
Feb. 68 0 F 
Mar . 69 0 F 
Apr. 71 0 F 
May 70 0 F 
Jun . 74 0 F 
Jul. 75 0 F 
Aug . 740 F 
Sep. 750 F 
Oct. 75 0 F 
Nov. 72 0 F 
Dec . 72 0 F 

Annual 720 F 

- ~ximum temperatures probably reaoh as high as 90 0 F and it might 
appear that such growth as is made is the result of heat units con~ 
tr ibuted during oertain portions of the day during some seven or eight 
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r ~ l~ 

months of the year . mall wonder then , that cane growth and sugar , 

oontent are relatively smaller than at plantation headquartersnwhere 

the il3mperature oonditions. obtaining are as indicated in the follow-

ing table . 
) 

TABLE 18 . 
~ 

MONTH MEAN MAX. 

Jan. 70 . 0° F 80 . 2° F 
Feb . 70 . 50 F 80.8° F 
Mar . 72 . 0° :b' 81.3° F 
Apr . 72 . 5° F 80 . 8° .Jj' 

May 72 . 6° F 81 . 6° .r? 
Jun. 74 . 0° F 82 . 9° F 
Jul. 75 .. 5° F 83 .. 2° F 
Aug. 75 . 5° F 83 . 6° F 
Sep . 76 . 0° F 84 . 0° F 
ct. 75 . 6° F 83 . 9° F 

Nov. 74 . 0° F 82.3° F 
Dec . 73 . 0° F 81 . 3° :b' 

ArulUal 73 . 6° F 82 . 1° F 

1: As for soil temperatures within the rootzone , it is a character -

istic of tropi cal soils , that the temperature is somewhere near oon-

8tant __ t _ a point near the mean annual ir temperature. The in-

vest~gations made showed an average soil temperature within the foot 

zone of 66° F as compared with a mean annual air temperature of 66 . 1 0F 

for 1922 . 

,_ . i th resp ect to air t emperature , condit ions must be accepted as 

Nature has provided them . It is not within our power to alt er the 

pe rcentage of cloudy days nor to raise the temper ature of the a ir . 

Wi th r espect to the soil t emperature , however~ we may produce some 

mO difications , artificially. 
) I 

It was ascertained in the studies that there was a definite 

re lation bmveen soil moisture content and soil temperatures. This is 

indicated in the following table: ~ }~"'"" }:'""'~'''''~ ~~~ -
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% of Soil 

400 . 0% 
:376. . 2% 
:316.7% 

TABLE 19. 

MOist~re ' ~ 
• 

(2nd foot) 
(1st foot) 
(3rd foot) 

Temperature 

64 . 4 0 F 
65 . 3 0 F 
68 . 0 0 F 

This is due to the fact that the quantity of heat re uired to 

r aise the temperature of water one degree is about twice that needed 

to change the temperature of dry soil the _sam~ amount. Moreover , 

wliere the factor of evaporation_enters in., about twent;y. times as JIlu-oh 

heat is r~quired. 

Artificial modification may be effected in two ways, one by 

moisture C1ontrol and the other by conserving the available heat 

supply, first, by a.ssisting the soil to absorb more heat, and, second, 

be eliminating loss of heat so far as possible. 

The first control is correlated with the first factor of the 

dual ' problem, which has been mentioned , that of control of the upper 

limit of soil moisture. The second control involves a number of 

physical phenomena. It will be discus~ed in detail in the section 

dealing with methods and operations. 

The finer-grained soils are very "heavy" and sticky , render-
, 

ing plowing diffi~u1t. If plowing is done while the soil is too wet, 

there is danger of serious puddling . Puddling may result from other 

causes, as well. Some of the heavier soils resemble the adobe of the 

I mainland. 

Drainage may be Repended upon to improve such soils, but their 

Very character has a bearing both upon dra inage construction and effeB

tiveness. Trenghing operati s will be rendered more diffioult by 
& .. 

reason of the heavy, sticky nature of the 60il, but oaving of the 
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banks of trenches will be less likely to occur because of its stability. 

The texture of such soils is .·su.ch that drains are relatively less 

effective , thus requiring closer spacing , greater depth, or both, and 

in extreme cases , special location. 

The color of the soil is generally of r edish cast and may range 

from yellow, through various shades of red to deep brown, depending 

upon the state of hydration of the iron content . The normal color may 

sand. be masked by the presence of humus, manganese , coral or black 

The presence of ~ganese is of particular i nterest, not only V be oause :}:~ 
, " 

of its rather genera~ distribution, but because of its effect in 

renderin iron unavailable. Tit~mium is also found in Hawaiian soils . 

Lime is found rather more abundantly than would be expected 

i n a non- limestone area. The ratio of lime to magnesia is usually 

satisfactory but is sometimes reversed in soils derived from blank 

t sand . 

Potash is be lOW the average for &gricultural soils but a 

nigher proportion is available than usual. Itsoontent is fairly constant 

Phosphoric acid, on the other hand , is abundant and its c'ontent 

variable , but its availability is low. It is not liable to excessive 

l eaching , owing to its fixation, probably in combination with iron 

and alumina . This is of importance in the case of SOils Which will 

require leaching subsequent to the installation of underdrainage . 

As a rule, the humus content is hign, compared with mainland 

SOils, and as a result the nitrogen content is satisfactory, but in 

manw of the soils its availability is lOW, due to poor aeration . 

Drainage will be of vauue under suoh conditions, and, in general , 

Will reduce the requirement of mineral fertilizer. 
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In oase of rioe lands , the aeration is partioularly poor, but 

so long as rioe is produoed this is of small oonoern sinoe nitrio 

nitrogen is not suited to assimilation by rioe and ammonifioation oan 

take plaoe in submerged soils. Indeed , dentrifioation oan take plaoe 

under saturated soil ooditions , so oommeroial fertilizer is not applied 

as nitrate, and in management of rioe soils , usual prooedure is not 

f ollowed, so that aeration is avoided, lest nitrifioation by stim-

ulated under aerobio oonditions, only to be followed by the formation , .. 
of nitrites wh ioh are injurious to rioe. Drainage reolamation of 

.r _ 

suoh soils , there~ore, must take acoount of their previous oondition 

and treatment. 

Sulphur , emitted during eruptions, has been the souroe of sul-.. 
/< 

phatas in some of the soils , and the presence of the latter must be 

t aken into aooount in the selection of tile for the drainage of soils 

impregnated with soluble salts , sinoe sulpha tes are injurious ato 

conorete struotures , partioularly those having thin walls , like tile . 

Iron is found very generally in Hawaiian soils . Its proportions 

are likely to be higher under conditions of heavy preoipi ta,tion, 

owing to the leaohing out of silioa , lime , magnesia , s oda and p·otash . 

In its f errous state , iron is toxic to plants and under oonditions of 

poor aeration oxi~ation may not be well advanoed . Drainage will aid 

in suoh oxidization. 

TIDAL VARIATIONS. 

Certain lands in need of drainage are situated at insuffioient 

~vation above sea level to permit of gravity drainage . into the sea . 

Other land~ now devoted to the oulture of rice~ might be developed 

into oane lands, i f provided with drainage , but most of suoh lands are 

very nearly at saa level . 
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There are two p~ible methods, in general, of providing drainage 

for s~oh lands, firstJ bV oondu~ting the drainage wat~x t~ aumps 

fooated near the sea and oonstruoted below sea level, and pumpin~ 

he water from the sum~~Jnto the ssa, or seoond, bX oonduoting the 

~~=~~e water to oa~aoious sea-~evel ohannels leading through levees 

to the sea and being provided with automatio tide ates whioh ~er~te 

to permit the disoharge of drainage water into the sea at 10, tide _ 

but prevent the move ent of sea water baok into the ohannels at hig~ 
.. ~ . 

tide. A typioal gate is shown'~ in'; the accompanying figure. (F~g. 10). 
" :"oit 

~ 

The latter method is, of course, . the ,moAe eaonomical, and it , 

will be well to enquire~ into its feasibility under conditions obtain

I ing in the Territory. FOllowing are tide data for Honolulu, for the 

~ear 1922, excerpted from reports in ~he office of the U. S. Weather 
y t-~... • 1f\~ 'ft 

Bureau: 
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Fig. 10.

Automatic Tide Gate.
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, 
ONTH 

Jan. 

Feb . 

Mar . 

. Apr . 
" 

ay 

Jun~ 

Jul. 

Aug . 

Sep . 

Oot . 

Nov . 

Deo . 

TABLE 20. 

TIDE DATA FOR HONOLULU 1922. 

HIGH 

0 . 6' to 
0 . 5 f to 
0 . 5~ to 
0 . 5! to 
0 . 4 ' 1to 
0 . 6' to 
0 . 4 r to 
0 . 7 ' to 
0 . 4'to 
0 •. 9 ~ to 
0.5' to 
0 . 7' to 
0 . 6 ' to 
0 . 7' to 
0.8' to 
0.8' to 
1 . 0' to 
1. 0' to 
1 . 1' to 
0 . 7' to 
1 . 2' to 
0 . 5 f to 
0 . 9' to 
0 . 5 t to 

2 .1' 
1. 4 t 

2 . 0' 
1.4 ' 
1 . 9' 
1 . 6' 
1 . 6 1 

1. 8' 
1 . 2' 
1 . 9' 
1 . 3' 
2 . 1 J 

1 . 7' 
2 . 3 ' 
1 . 9' 
2 . 3' 
2 . 0 t 

2" . 2 ' 
2 . 2' 
1 . 9 ' 
2 . 2 r 

1 . 5' 
2 . 1 ' 
1 .. 1' 

LO'~ 

-0 . 3 ' to 0 . 6 ' 
-0 . 5 ' to 0 . 2! 4 

-0 . 3 ' to 0 . 5' 
-0 . 4 ' to 0 . 1 ' 
-0 . 3 ' to 0 .. 4' 
-0 . 3' to 0.2' 
-0 . 4 ' to 0 . 2 ' 
-0 . 3 ' to 0 . 3 ' 
00 . 5' to 0 . 0' 
- 0 . 3' to 0 . 4 r 

-0 . 4' toeo . !' 
-0 . 2' to 0.6' 
- 0 . 3 ' to o. ' 
-0 . 1 t t.o OJ. 8 ' 

O. Q' to o. ' 
0.8' to o. t 

0.2' to 0.6 t 

0 . 2 1 to 0 . 8' 
0 . 2 1 to 0 . 6 t 

0 . 0' to 0 . 5' 
0 . 1' to 0 . 6 ' 

- 0 • 3 ' toO . 3 I 
-o . !' to 0 . 6 1 

-0 . 5' to 0 . 2' 

MAX .. DAILY VARIATION 

2 . 3' 

2 . 1' 

2 .• 0 ' 

2 . 2' 

2 . 2' 

2 . 2' 

2 . 1 ' 

2 . 2 ' 

.. 

'. 

~he highest reaohes oocured in July, August , September , Ootober 

and November . The high atages for the several periods involved are 

given in the following table: 

TABLE 21 

Jul . High ~ High ~ High Oot . High Nov . High - . 
20 1 . 9 ' 18 2 . 1' 16 2 . 1' 20 2 . 1' 18 2 . 1' 
21 2 . 1 l 19 2 . 2/ 17 2 . 2 ' 21 2 . 2' 19 2 . 2' 
22 2 . 2' 2.0 2 . 3' 18 2 . 2:' 22 2 . 2' 20 2 . 1' 
23 2 . 3' 21 2 .. 3' 19 2 . 1' 23 2 . 1' 
24 2 . 3' 22 2 . 3' 
25 2 . 2' 23 2 . 2 ' 
26 2 . 1 t 24 2 . 0' 
27 1 . 9 ' 

In the following table are given time and tide ratiOS for other 

Territorial positions: 
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>t ~ 
POSITION 

Honolulu {. 
Kauai 
Hilo 

0:00 
-411: 10 
-1.35 

~ABLE 22 
HIGH 

drainage might be afforded, it would be necessary 

storage capaoity be provided in the channels. ' The 

.... 

system would very small 

that experienoe in the rioe fields of South 

expel'ienoe atlantio 

from 2' to 221. shows that diffi- ~ 

has maue them unsatisfactory, whi~e 

there should be a range of at least 42 feet, particularly where sub-

sidence of tlie soils follows drainage. - ~.--~ 

It 

~C" :r.1 ~.,.fA •• 

If tide gate oontrol is~ attempted under island conditions, it 

will be advisable to divert storm water from outside and higher 

sources, through gravity storm ditches. to the sea ,_ leaving the 

drainage c~na1s and tide gates 

is reported ~hat the 
J 

oare only for the ~water 

Hawaii ranks third in the 
e 

produotion of +cane sugar for the world market, being surpassed only 
..: . 5-.,.. ., '4 t!.ttV 

by Cuba and Java, and its oontribution to the world supply is of no 
ok f( r ~. ~ ;1 ~.~ • ~ • .,.. ~.t< :; , 

"Of however. is the fact th t 

1 

;)1" ";''' ~ 'Ul.' 't'y.. J 

l 



dustry generally throughout the 

the ~erritory' 

upon an 

abundance of 

1 

of pal ~bout 6650 square miles . 

valent to about 4 , 250 , 000 acres . 

land, however , is only 

7% of the gross area. The area aotually growing sugar cane is about 

anoe of inte~sive oultivation 

its 

coffee ,&; e tc •• or 

r ice was 

no 

agrlclfltural 

rice, taro , truck , fruit, 
... . 

oomment on the economic advantage is necessary . 

ant 
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ra in-

very susceptible to excessive mOisture, require very little water and 

land, having a ' good s lope and 

low -lands having a 

elevation as to receive too much rainfall . In 
'"'!.-rt: "'-

industry took 
f 

tne upp er limit 

such zones was 
"'. . 

industry appeared to afford a fortunate combin-

The zones is airly well fixed by 

As a rule, it is 
~'l ... I. . (;I-

the cane areas idown, ratner than up the 



control. 

oane, or ", a!Ty other . --

area, 
. 

consideration. . 

growingaof sugar 

that ~matterJ ~ should be af£orded every . . ... 

opportuni ty to produce at th highest eeconom~q rate . .. Artificial 

improvements in soil .. conditions that 
4t; .. ., ... t 

make for 

The system of land tenure in vogue is conducive to eff~cien~ ... ~.." .. ~ .. 
operatiIlll. luch of the land ~pon which cane is grown is held in large 

t .a.. .. ..' .. 

end 

mills, 

grower and manufacturer. 
~ :t • 

the manufacturing 

a separate industry. 
"" . 

of .drainage, however, th,e Ie as:i:ng , 

aspect £rom the standpoint of economics. 
~ ... ,. " 

It is ... 

of a proposed drainage reclamation pro- " 

arulual cost of the reclamation to the 

drainage. 

consideration to the length 

Of time the aease has yet to run and to the possibility of renewal under 



drainage 

as such, increaaes the marKet value 0 

lands are 

there ,is "the pos ; ibili ty tYiat tlie l interests bearing tne! expense which 
, 

enhances tlie producing power by higher 

Terri-

of economica}! machinery does not appear 

trenching 

The use of concrese 

"" here pumping 

of 

limits. Plants must be 

'ucn plants may be ar anged 

suomi ted: 

area since either the ) quanti~y 

(~ ~ 

of water or the head, or both, are' less. FinaliY,- drsulage water often 

is the removal 



of allY excess water already occupy'lng the bores of 

prevent-

ed. plants are more susceptib 

at relatively 
~ 7~·. 

is dravffi ill, 

and moisture may be maintained 
1 '" ~ tt 

and the neutraliza~ion of pasonous gases' follow 

the 

duced 

,-
relative IIormancy is shortened. Grov/th 

1" .a.;. !. I" • 

and earlier harvesting is made possible. 
~. f i 

~ultural operations are possibla earlier sooner 



from 

gatfon of :the 

water seeping from 

intercepte d by the 

irrigaued so±ls , percolating 

in solution 

the irrf 

Likewise , 

from 

,-
ground water ,r· " 

he drainage water , and if such salts have 

accumulated on the surface of the ground, 01'''' a-v.e 

~emova~ may be eff ected easily 

The subsequent accumuQation of the deleter±ousma erials is 

prevente<t .by proper ulderdrainag~ and , in consequenca , there is less 

d~nger in 

of suiuaole underdrain8ge~has 

been provided . 

the available depth of s oil , and numerous advantages are thus afforded. 

In the fir s t place , the physica~ - cond1u'on of. ~he ~ sotl ~ is ~ impro ed as 

a re su1t of bett er aer ation , fluoculation and · ferti~~zati6n. -The ~rate 

of movelflent as a resua.:t of oapiilllary mOisture is increased as .... a resuilit 

of better physical conditions . This is of great impo tance in the 

d:ncreased , 

by 

for the~~ sustenance , tne 

a rule plant roots QO not enter the zone of free ~ater J and if a rise 

Of the ground wate eta' es place , roots :v1iII be injured . The root zone J 



moisture in the soil exists as a film surrounding ' ~he individual~ sotl 

number of film-

particles particles is limited. l< Lowering the' ground! water 

in deepening the zone of so±l in which capillary moisture 

is segregated from free water, hence in an increase in the number ' of 

film-encased particles, hence in the available moisture content. A 

deeper, ~ore complex rooting system is made possible, so that~ a ~thrift-

ier. plant iB 

limited moisture supply, the effect 

on plants, of a period of drouth, is often. serious. With proper 

underdra i..YJ.age, the deepter, more complex root system,. and 

avai~able moisture supPly maKe it possible for plants better to 

withstand such periods of drouth. 

The same 

8Upp:J..y as does 

aotual nitrate content 

activity, both in zone and intensity,~ of aerobic bacteria 

decreased activity of anaerobic bacteria. t 

As a natural result genera Illy, crop 

production is inoreased. 

proved, also. In the case of sugar cane this may be expressed as an 

improvement in the quality ratio. ~. 

The tolerance of ¥arious crops for t improper moisture~ ~ phF ical 

and chemioa~ conditions, is not the same, anfr one i~portant benefit of ~ 

drainage is that crops of a 

crops also becomes possibl , 

ance. 



ere 

There 

drainage of 

mentioned : 

Fie ld operati ns , particula~ly witH 

ment , are rendered 

Highways are improve4 affording more economical transportation. 

Foundations , 

stable and lasting . 

Wells , cellars 

Ponds 

A better 

made poss ible , owing to 

is required to irrigate 

sa~ing is effected. Moreover , the 

used in irrigation so tha~ , with a 

to follow. 

more 

drainage may be 

land 

PROCESS OF DRAINAGE RECLAMATION. 
...... .. "" ,. ~ general drainage may be divfded ~nto two classes , surface 

drainage and under - drainage. In the former , as is implied by the name, 





from the surfaoe; suffioient channel oapacity for the ready 

transportation of the accumulated water into a larger ohannel, serving 

a number of suoh proximate channels, and thence through a series of 

laterals, sub-main and main ohannels to a suitable ultimate outlet. 

In order for art.ifioial unde.cdrainage to be effeotive , it is 

,- neoessary that a sub-soil reservoir, within drainage depth from the 

shall exist, either permanently or temperarily, and 

, that the ground water table, whether permanent or temporary, 

perched, shall be above the plane of the drains. 

If the water table is high at the time drains are installed, a 

will be developed as the work progresses, 

' . lowered nearly to the depth of the water level in the 

. to the drains, but ourving upward sharply at a little 

':t' B line about midway between drains, the ground water table 

' olosest proximity to the ground surfaoe. The eocompanying diagram, 

presents a suggestive oross-seotion of a tile drain4d 

The shape of the ourves will depend upon the slope of the 

the nydraulio qualities of the soil, the effioienoy 

and the elapse of time. If there is no additional supply, 

the drains ~~ll cease to flow and the ourves will beoome 

a straight line, due to natural dra mage. 

the drains operating, any subsequent addition of free water 

ground water surfaoe, however, will result in a 
." for the ground water table to rise. 





.. ) ltVi "'lrt "'1d 
that they are not overch rged, so 

~~\L ~"eCi i r '~ 41 ~ ~ 

increases the hydraulic gradient to~ard 
~ ~ ...... ~:.. f i . i. ~ \) 

movement o~ water into the drains, thus 
r ~.. "". t', :i... 1 IC • 

lowering the ~levatio~ of the crests in the water table, reducing the 
... • • ~~., ;.;; $':.1"~.) • 

hydraulic gradient and tending toward the establishment of a stable 
i. tta~"f ;: t: T 'Jl! "41ft .... 0' n .. '.in, 

condition. ~ 
+- ob) r" ~ ?i'~' .. '" '! 'h :.h'" ~ p", ~1 

In case the water table is belo 'w the 
'0/1' J ... ~ 'VI ,t,i;.-'<; .. 

drainage depth when the 
~ .. i 

drains are instelled, no flow will be developed. A subsequent addition 
. r; t> t:. 

of free water to the soil will cause a rise in the water table and as 
.L 

... . 
soon ' as this table rises sufficiently above the plane of the dra ins 

~ ',fit v!t::"'J"" • ? • y ~ ~ 

to overcome ~he friction of entry, water will percolate into the dr ins 
,).!l tr' "'U., • N. 

and they will begin to operate. 
fJ ' ,. l'-. .. ~ ,'.... ... 

water table will take some such 
~,g 

If the supply is oopious, the ground 
~ .tote. ~ I.... ~ O,' c ~ 

shape as indioated in the diagram to 
,,~.~ {.VJ. 

whioh reference has been made, the height to which the crests will rise 
."i!It .. t;.l...; -ti , ... " .. .)'.. ,.: r.';.~ 

depending upon the supply and the operation of the drains. If the 
'" ''''1:1 ~ ~ - :.1 :: t,~· ~.;., ~ '. '':~ ., :;h: C"Jg .. 

supply :is excessive, the drains will become overcbargeadand the ground 
~l't J c ... r. 4J!~:' '' ';"" ft'" ,. (J." ~., { t !A,! .lj'" 

water surgace will rise above the drains at all points. So long as 
'" ! ~ •• r 1 ~ k :J , .. , , ;,. -;it . , ,~~ 

the drains are operative, however, the ground water table will be 
: .t~", J. t ~ lij ,4 " :: • IP<,. 

depressed in their vicinity. It is clear, therefore, that a controll-
J ,...,.. ..... ~ 1'. a. 

..... '" ~,,"'+ ',..; .... l' \. ..;" ~. ___ 'filii' .. ~.'J 

ing faotor is the neoess:ary depth to the ground water table at the 

The p ocess involved \in the removal of deleterious soluole sub-

/
bY , .. 

stances is areversal~of that whicn they ~ are · accumulated. Su~h sub~ ~ 

Stances ' are (}~nst1tuentg :of -the tparent ro ck: masses J 0 · ' of sea water, or 

are ~tne products of natura~ rreact{ons. 

result of ~ th~ processes o~ its formation 1auu transporta t ion, or as the 

result of applicatioll in Solution through seepage from higher cources, 
~ 

hrough irrigation, or through tl"anslocatio from underlying bodies 
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for 

the 

ground surface and 
... , 

uPQn the combined influences of capillary 
~ (:p~ d 

water contains the deleterious su bstances in solution. 
bl~.tmt. .. :Ii "j \"0 ,~~ I ~ .... l ~ ~'" t' 

the f ee ,water plane is less than the capillary rise 

capil1aru water , laden with SOlu~le matter , rises to 

is re~dily 
, ~ 

water either 

;t 4 S has been suggested already, artificial. drainage ~n the Terti -

t ory.; is concerned: botuHvltn"' irrigated 1an s~ and tuose 'whose 

dL 8inage ·only . {i~lt be requ1red; r ih ot er c 

Wii~ be~ involve ; uwhi~e on. some of~ he p~a 

"'. 



tho se two generalpki:nds of ldr:~ mage 

separately , since 'many of tile C ol1s:i:derations fnvoavecl app!l.y to bo, h , 

there , in~the discussion. 

his general repor.t, tL 

more detailed!' suggestions ana <' reoommendat ' am will be '" presented as 

of the several plantations under 

~yp S OF DR..~IHS . 

open ditch and the .a 

since thi sever~l drainage units are · e 

be . giv:en; ~to :the large open 
" . " ,. oanals used fo~ ou £ets ~in oommunity or drainage district systems . 

~i T he open ~itch t as its 'name implies , is mer.ely ' s wateTway cut 
'\ 1/11# • ,_ 

into the soil so that i-tit'will ' receiVe the qlra "nag e" from adjacent ial1d . 

afforded sufficien~ .depth ~n~ ' capacity , so 

e ~water ~ sufface in the ~ drain will be ~ at 

cofltinti~ ' to percolate . into the 'drain ',wi thout its pJ:anel being raised 

The open drain is 

used a~mBst exolusively for rJsurface drainage and':: may be -used for under-

of duit 
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. 
or the 
'; 

transportation of subsurface water . It is used 
",I'< ""f • "'I: l." 't , .. _ ,~ 

almost use . ~f ~proper. inlets , 

ma~ b~ adapted for use in surface drainage . It is superior to the 
.... . . ~ .., ~ ~ ... ,.~"" ..:" ' .. 

open 4i tcb for .underdraihag~ . The,.reaeon for using the latter is , . , 

largely one of economy , although , where avarrab~e grades ar~ very f~at , 

or ,where t1f~ .. re,jquire .. d oapaqity is large , the open ait h. P'?ss~sses .... " 

some advantages . 
" 

, , ., • f • , . 
\ Th~ open dit~h itself takes up considerable space, and the 

material removed in its construction usually is of .such quality that 
• ..."" p "'... .,.' 

it is not wise, to sRread it over the a joining land , at least for same , 

years . so additional space ~s lost . l~oreover , it is not safe to .. 
irrigate land close to such a channel , as there is danger of water 

breaking into the ditch , with consequent injury to it and to ,the land • 
.. • '/00 ~ ... 

~ven a very small ditch may require that a strip of land several rod 
... ~.i-

in width shall be rendered useless for agricultural purposes , so that 

an effective drainage system may reduce , materially, the available 
~ . 

acreage o~ a tract . To keep an open ditch open, the .sides must be . 
l; ,Jo j 

made . sloping, ~su~llY not steeper than one vertical to one horizontal , 

and to pr~vent the growth of vegetation and the accumulation of 'silt 

and debris i n the channel from.~obstructing the flow,- the bottol¥ witlth 
1"" . • .... t ", 

should not be less ,than, . say, 4 feet , ordinarily., .¥3.o it becomes ,nec -.. . 
essary to excavate much more material than in treno ing for covered 

I 

drains . Under island conditions , it is likely that side slop~s may 
, ~... \ t. 

often be steepe~ and that narrower minimum bottom widths may be 
~' t) l, 1: ~., of I .. 

pernissible, but , Qn the other h nd , the loss of land area is of 
or rI .. • • 1 . 

relat ively' much gre_ater cousequence. 

Open ditches are~ ~sightly and pr~vide harbora~e for obnoxious., 
J, • t I ' 

Weeds and breeding placea for injurious and disagreeable inseots • • 

Their presence is a oonstant source of danger to farm animals. They 



require 

to -facilitate communf-

o tion Detween that various parts of '~fie~t an for the , ~onveyance~ 

of irrfgat~:i!on" \I{ater and waste wats"r from tr'a~c' to ttact ..... Finally, S 

in ,spite of oareful design, constructi~n and operation, openl ditches are 

sure to ~squire· a great deal- of maintenance andCrepalr, and the expense 

f.or~ these of~en amounts, in the ~ong run, to more than the~ extra i 

cost ot" 'covered dl'ains. ,~ :~,' . J .. , 1." " . .' 
~ , 

... , '. ~. Covered drains;" on 'the other hand', are not subject to 'these :' 

opjections. " They take .. up 'no valuab1e *spi.ws, and i:f prop&rly installed 

require little or' no' maintenance • . The ' o'nly way in which difficil11ty 

oanoccur, in corrnection witn vegetation, is~ the· posS±bility- of' Toots 

entering and choking tlle drains, and this- cannot occur if ltnes are ~" 

ke t away ' from water-J!oving rees and if injurious p"lants are~ not '. 

permittsci to', grow over or near drain ' lines. The root "zone ' o~ roane ' 

is ' welr f'above usual..!; drainage depth and it does not seem 1iLCe1y that ; 

cane roots will endeavor to penetrate tile""' lines • . Tlie usuaa' cultural~ .. 

operations should serve to prevent injury but some'; difficul ty may be . 

experienoe~l with honoijono. 

Open' drains have an advantage over covered drains 1here gr~des 

are £latter 'tnan, say, five feet per mile. They also pogses~an ad

vantage whers' the ' quantity' of water to be taken care of is relatively 

large, since, with an increase of tile diameter, available depth is 

saorifieed, htl~~ the oapacity of an open ditch may be inoreased by 

Widening its cross-seotion; · without i~creasing the depth of flOw. 

~.-' Tne most sui t 'able mater ial for use in a covered dra in is clay +; 

til~. It 'should oe' ~ard-burned but not brittle. : ~he two-foot length 
T • 
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is the most satisfactory. The tile should be straight and truly ":" . 

cylindrioal in ~ shape. L Thv walls should be smooth and be free from s.er

ious cracks and blisters. The ends should be free from rough edges 1 

and irregularities. The tile should be uniform in sizq and thickness 

for any given diameter. The walls should have fairly uniform thick

ness at both ends and at various points of the circumference. They 

should be -eery impervious and have a low porosity. Their atrngth 

should be suffioient to withstand any we ight of backfill that may be 

plaoed upon them. The materials ' from whioh the~ are made should be 

free from fo reign ingredients, partioularly cinc1ers and free lime. ' 

Pole drains, brush drains, mole drains, rock drains and cobble 

drains are almost useless for the drainage of irrigated SOils, or for 

soils subjeoted to exoess ive ra,infall,and never should be installed. 

Lumber box drains have been used to some extent on the mainland as a 

substitued for clay tile, but their uae is a doubtful enonomyand is 

not approved. Oement tile is a vert satisfaotory substitute for olay 

tile where no injurious materials are present in the soil water. Their 

use oannot be reoommended, however, where sulphates are present in the 

soil. In any oase, they should be made of the best materials, fab

rioated aocording to the highest standards with respeot to mixture 

and consist~noy, be mOlded by approved maOhinery, and be treated with 

the utmost oare in the prooess of ouring. 

DEPTH OF DRAINS. 

An artifioial surfaoe drainage system for oane lands will usually 

comprise the following elements: m in drain, sub-mains, laterals, 

Sub-laterals and furrows. The furrows should have auffidant depth 

to out through the upper layer of soil and bed in material less likely 

to erode. The sub-~aterals ~ould have suffioient depth to afford a 
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free discharge into them of ~he water from the furrows at all times . ,. 

~he s ame factor mast 1,>e considered with respect to the discharge of 

water from sub-laterals into laterals, the laterals into sub- mains 

and sub-mains into the main . Furthermore , in the case of the larger 

ditches, consideration must be had for economical design. The most 

economical cross-section is that in which the depth is equal t 0 twice 

the hydraulic radius, or in the case of a rectangular channel, to 

one - half the wadth. Manifestly, it will not be feasible always to 

afford the most economical cross-section and in some cases ditches 

will have much greater relative width • . There is no particular advan

tage in affording excessive depth, while unit costs of excavation 

inc rdase with depth , and in some places lava rock or ooral might 

be encountered. ~he chief end to be attained is to guard against 

overflOW of the channels at time of maximum disoharge . 

lith respect to the required depth for underdrains, two aspects 

must be considered. First , the ground water must not be permitted to 

rise into the root zone for a~ considerable period of time, and, 

second, where the ooil or the irrigation supply cohtains injurious 

salts, the ground water table must not stand within oapillary reach of 

the ground surface . ~hese salts may become concentrated on the ground 

surface, even though the depth to the water tabla be several feet . 

The soil mOisture rises several feet above the free ater table in the 

aoil, and this mOisture is charged with harmful salts wherever the 

ground water contains such ingredients . The harmfulness depends 

in a large measure upon the conoentration of the soil solution, so a 

given amount of salt may become harmful if transpiration or evaporation 

remOves a portion of the water and leaves the salts . It is important, 

there~or9 , to lower the water table deep enough that the plant roots 

will not feed in salty solutions. 
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The height to whioh water will rise by capillary attraotion aries 

with the kind of soil , being greater in the oase of fine - grained, 

oompa ot s oils than in loos e , ooarse - grained soils . The height of rise 

in olay often is wice as great as that in sandy loam. If the sand 

be very fine , however, the height of rise may be nearly as great a s 

in clay . Experience throughout the entire arid West has led to the 

conclusion that drains rarely should be placed at depths less than 

6 feet. 

Island oonditions are more favorable than mainland c9nditions 

with respect to the latter aspect . Shaiing by the cane plants , muloh

ing as a oonsequence of the stripping of the cane and lower rate of 

evaporation work together ~Q minimize the tendency for aocumulation of 

salts , while the applioation of the copious quantities of water requir 

ed in irrigation, and the QOOB ional heavy preCipitations , tend to 

produoe and keep up a do\vnward ~ovement of the soil water . In conse 

quenoe , somewhat shallower depths may be permissible than under main

land oonditions . 

Where the situation is not complicated by the presenoe of harm

salts , the required depth of drains is fixed largely by the depth 

root zone. It has been shown in a previous section of this 

report that the roots of sugar o ~ne rarely penetrate below four feet, 

that but a very small p~oportion of the root system is found in the 

f ourth foot , and that a major portion of the root system is looated 

in the seconu foot, under normal conditions. It would appear desir

able , therefore, to ke dp the orests of the water table between drains 

4 feet from the ground surface. The drains would need to be 

Somewhat deeper, as panted out i n the disoussion of the prooess of 

drainage reclamation. The extra depth reqUired would depend upon the 

charaoter of the soil and the spacing of the drainS . 
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In the case of a homogeneous subsoil, the effectiveness of a 

drain increases with the depth. The subsoil is almost never homogen

eous, however, a~d any change in formation has an important bearing 

on the required depth of drains. This is true whether the change is 

from a compact to a loose formation or vice versa. It is especially 

true if a stratum of either more or less pervious material is found 

within, say, 10 feet of the ground surface. For instance, assume 

that the tract under consideration is injured by seepage from higher 

land; that the first 2 feet of soil oonsists of loam, the next 4 feet 

of clay, and that under the caay i's a layer of sand a foot thiok, 

followed by more clay, ~mhe u dapth~ao ~ th~ top pf i tha aapd stratum is. 

therefore, 6 feet, and if a tile drain be installed 6 feet deep, it 

Will lie on top of the sand layer. As may be expected, the damaging 

water seeping from the higher land, moves through this sand layer. 

therefore, the drain will fail to intercept it and the drain will be 

a failure. Moreover, the sand makes a very unstable foundation for 

a drain, and the tile will be likely to get out of alighment, off 

grade, and even be up-ended and filled with sand. Even if none of 

these things happen, there is great danger of sand and silt making their 

way into the tile and obstructing it. It is quite evident that the 

tile should be land on the olay underlying the pervious stratum or. 

perhaps, be imbedded slightly into tt. In that case there would be no 

danger of the tile getting out of position and the drain would be 

very effective. Thus the affording of an additional foot in depth 

often makes the difference between success and failure. It is neoessary 

to know the existing underground conditions in each oase before the 

Proper depth can be decided upon. 
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Much the same situation woul d arise if the soil were a sand with 

a hard impervious layer at, say , 7 feet . Water reaching the tract 

by seepage from higher land would be likely to move along the imper 

vious layer , and if a drain were laid at a depth of 6 fe et , the water 

wou l d c ontinue to pas s under it and the tile would be li~ely to become 

displa ced and obstructed . Manifestly , the correct practice would 

be to lay the tile on , or slightly i n , the hard , stable stratum. 

In the case of a subsoil that changes from a relatively pervious 

to a l ess pervious str,ucture at , say , 6 teet , it would not be wise to 

install drains at considerably greater depth, since they would then 

be laid in material yielding very little water , and t he effectiveness 

of the system would be little gre ater than if the drains were install 

ed only 6 or 7 feet deep , and the expense of the extra cutting WOuld 

be ineffective at the greater depth . If the subsoil were a joint 

clay , or one that shrinks upon being relieved of its excess water , 

however , it might drain 1as readily as sana . 

Most plants are adaptable to more or less st abilized unfavorable 

oonditions , and it was observed by the writer that ver,w satisfactory 

sugar cane was being grown in various portions of the Territory where 

the ground water table was found at depths of le ss than 4 feet . A 

lesson may be drawn therefrom , in connection with drainage . One of 

the benefits of drainage is that fluctuations of the ground water table 

are greatly mOdified , and i t follows that t he idea of drainage re 

olamation shuuld not be abandoned merely because a drainage depth 

of more than 4 feet is not available in certain instances , even though 

such depth may be advocated generally. It appears that increased ton

nage and improved quality ratio may warrant drainage at depths somewhat 
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less than 4 feet, even though full value of drainage is not realized. 

Tne writer would not undertake, without aotual field investigations 

of operating drains, to fix a minimum limit for depth but it was his 

observation that satisfactory cane was not being produced where the 

water table was within 2 feet of the surface. 

Tren~ing to a depth in excess of 8 feet is rarely necessary or 

economical and does not appear to be required under island nonditions. 

The question of keeping the ground water table up to the optimum 

depth is involved also. It is the opinion of the writer that depths 

of from 4 to 6 feet will be found effecti~e and satisfactory. 

SPACING AND LOCATION OF DRAINS. 

The question as to how far apart drains should be spaced does 

not admit of a definite answer. The problem of design is more one of 

location of drains than of spacing, and the two factors must be taken 

tog~thertthe latter usually depending largely on the former. 

For surface drainage, the furrows may be located betweenadjacent 

or alternate cane rows. They will likely run more or less with the 

greatest slope. Sub-laterals will naturally occupy the minor depres

wions, or in a vert flat area will i ntersect the furrows at frequent 

intervals. Laterals should be located in the more pronounced depres

sions from whi ch the minor depressions radiate, and thus throughout 

the system to the main drainwhich must lead to an uatimate outlet. 

Such a system is deSignated a "relief system~. 

In case of underd~ainage, t he damaging water may have have sev

eral sources of supply and, likely as not, it will be moving later~lly 

through the soil instead of percolating downward from surface application 

The chief sources of supply, aside fr om direct precipitation on the 
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surface of the tract itself , are downward percolation OI the excess 

of the water used in the i r rigation of the tract itself ; surface 

run- off from higher land , supplied as precipitation, irrigation , or 

seepage brought to the surface; ~ateral underground s eepage from the 

irrigation of higher lands , and losses from ditches , canals and 

r eservoirs : and, in some instanced , dire ct natural seepage from mauka 

lands . 

Ordinary dra inage methods would serve for the removal of the 

mOisture applied di r ectly to the tract itself , from whatever sour ce , 

but this constitutes only part of the problem. In many instances 

it is necessary to intercept lateral seepage from higher lands before 

the damaging water reaches the tract in question . Often a combined 

system is requi r ed . 

In the intercepti on of lateral seepage the question of location 

is of higher importance, while the matter of spacing is of little , 

or no , monse quence . One properly place d line of drain will be more 

like l y to r eclaim an injured ar ea than a do~en lines placed at random , 

however closely they may be spaced. Under mainland condit ions , . it 

it not unusual to find that a single drain will reclaim a 40- acre 

tract , when it can be located so that it will intercept the damaging 

water along the line of its appearance at seepage . For instance , 

considera tract of land injured by s eepage from higher land . The 

s eepage appears usually a long a belt at the change of slope from a 

s t eep to a lighter grade . If the sub - soil be examined , it probably 

will be found that there is a more pervious stratum, say sand , at a 

depth of several feet . This pervious stratum acts like a pipe line , 

leading from the source of supply and pouring the damaging water into 

the lower land , since the flatter slope is insufficient to carry the 

wat er away as rapidly as it reaches the tract . Now , if a drain be 



i~atalled just below ~he line of the ohange of slope, at, or near , 

the upper edge of the injured area, and is at sufficient depth to 

cut through the sand layer, the flow of water wiml be interceptsd 

and the water will be carried away by the drain without dOing damage 

to the land. It is not essential,. however, that a more pervious 

stratum be present, sinoe the reduotion in slo~e is sufficient to 

oause injury , and an interoepting drain would operate to prevent 

such injury. Under island conditi ons , a counterpert of the foregoing 

situation is presented in the case of land located at the foot of a pal~ 

The conditions must be atudied th~Daughly and to a sufficient 

depth to make sure that there is no pervious stratum underlying the 

drain~ through which the water may seep to the lower land. In case 

such a stratum exists at a depth, say, of 10 feet or more, it may 

not be feasible to reach it with a drain, but a drain of ordinary 

depth may be installed and relief wells may be bored in the bottom 

of the trench, to the stratum, thus providing passageways through 

whioh the water may rise and enter the drain. 

An intercepting drain may be used to prevent water from seeping 

into close-textured soil. Such a drain is much more effective than 

a relief drain, installed in the compact soil for the purpose of 

draining out accumulated water. 

After an intercepting drain is inatalled and seepage from outside 

sources is cut off, the natural drainage of the traot often is suffic

iaut to take care of the water applied to the tract itself. This is 

not likely to be true under iEland conditions and it will be found 

necessary to install drains to remove the excesa water. The question of 

spaoing may OOIDe in here, especially if the traot be rather flat and 

if the surface topography be rather uniform. 

At this point it may be well to point out that depth of drain 
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Iso has a bearing on spacing, and that the element of time is involved 

in a consideration of the effectivefuess of a drain . In the discussion 

of the effeot of a drain on the topography of the ground water table . 

it was shovm that the crests rise somewhat above the level of the 

water in the drains. The amount of this rise is greater for clay than 

for sand. It is greater for a wider spaming of drains , otner condi -

tions being equal , than for a oloser spacing . Deepening of drains 

~ould r esult in a lowe~ing of the crests . Such deep ening , therefore , 

is e quivalent to· bringing drains closer together . The amount of the 

r ise is greatest immediately after a contribution of water . It de -

creases with the time and, if the period between contributions is long 

enough , normal conditions will be restored , however compact the soil 

and however great the spacing . The success of a drain is measured by 
with 

the rapidity/which normal conditions are restored rather than by the 

fact that ultimately they are restored . The degree of resistance of 

the crop totemporary unfavorable moisture conditions , therefore , is 

a factor in the question of spacing of drains. Data are not available 

on this pOint and until dependable information is obtained , it will be 

wise to design conservatively with respect to spacing, and generously 

with respect to capacity . It is the judgment of the writer that , under 

average soil conditions in the ~erritory , and with depths ranging from 

4 to 6 feet, spacing of from 200 to 300 feet should prove satisfactory . 

In the sandy soils , greater spacing may be perJ~issible , while in the 

case of the most compace soils, much closer spacing may be necessary. 

If the tract in question be cut up by swales and depressions , 

the installation of a regularly spaced system is not advisable . Gen ~ 

erally, in such cases, the drains should be located in the swales . 

The latter arrangement has some exceptions in cases where the soil 

underlying the ·swales is less pervious than that underlying the higher 
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ground. Often it is necessary to have the drain lines run at the 

edges of the swaleB. It has been found necessary in some instances 

to locate the drains on the higher ground . 

Tbe installation of drains below the wet area , with the idea of 

draining out the water , should be attempted only when the subsmil is 

a coarse gravel , add not then, even , if the land above the \ret area 

has a greater slope . 

As a rule drains in the irrigated section of the mainland run 

across the natural slope rather than down the slope . The reason for 

this is that with the drains rlli1ning down the slope, the damaging water 

would be moving in the same direction that the drains run and, conse

~uently , very little water would reac~ the drains. The remainder 

continuing to reach the lower land and doing damage . The only land 

drained would be that in the immediate vicinity of the drain lines . 

In the location 0= drains on irrigated plantations , due consider

ation must be given to the layout of the irrigation system. Inter

oepting drains will be required just down the slope from main and 

delivery ditches in some cases and just dovm the slpe from field reser 

voirs in many cases . In general , intercepting drains will run nearly 

parallel with the level ditches. Tney should not run too close to 

such ditches , however, and should not cross them if it is possible to 

avoid it. As a rule they should be located just above the level ditches 

and they should not be looated just below them. Owing to the low 

grade available , it will be necessary to ma~e intercepting drains short 

and conduct the developed water directly down the slpe to Bub-main 

or main drains . Conducting drains likely will be required between ad

jacent straight ditches ill most instances so that the intercepting 

drains will not c~oss straight ditches . If the topography is rOlling , 

he best location for such conducting drains is down the slight depress 



Main drains should ocoupy the lowest portion of t he given area, and 

sUb - mains should occupy the diverging depressions . 

In the location of underdrains, it will be neoessary also to 

have due regard for the location of storm liitohes . In some instances 

storm ditches may serve very well as main and sub - main dra~ns , but as 

a r ule . it will be well to keep the storm ditch system and the under -

drainage system separate . Even if a storm ditch has sufficient depth 

to provide a suitable outlet for underdrainage , normally , it is apt to 

be overoharged just at the time underdrainage should be most effective . 

A further point in connection with the relation of the lo cation 

of underdrains to the layout of the irrigation system is thap .wherever 

f eas ible . provision should be made for reuse of the developed water 

for irrigation purposes~ water intercepted well up the slope , often 

may be fi rought to the surface by gravity, in oonduits or channels hav -

ing less grade than the natural slope . Where thIDs plan is not possible 

the water may be collected at some favorable point or pOints and be 

pumped through moderate head to irrigate nearby lands . In either ca e 

a regular outlet should be afforded for use when the water is not 

r equired in irrigation . 

SIZES OF DRAINS. 

In the following discussion , it will be assumed that open ditohes 

only will be used i n the Base of surface drainage and that both open 

drains and covered tile drains will be used in underdrainage . 

The size of open drain required in any case depends upon the 

amount of water to be carried, the slpe of the cana l , the condition 

of the channel , and the shape of the cross - section of the water flowing 

in the channe l . All of these factors influence the velOCity of flOW , 

which shou l d be low enough to prevent e~osion and yet high enough tp 

prevent silting and the growth of vegetation in the channel . The 



desireQ velocity controls, extent , ~ the should 

be given to the foregoing factors , Average soils will stand a velocity 

of three feet per second, and a velocity of a feet- per second will 

prevent the growth of most vegetation and the deposition of silt . K' 

The slopes required to give these velocit ies vary fro m one -half foot 

per mile in large canals to a number of feet per mile in the case of 

sma 11 ditches . In general , if the ratio of the depth of flow to the 

cross - section of flow be small , greater slope will be necessary or 

permissible. Under island conditions there is generally less danger 

of erosion and for this reason higher velocities may be permitted. 

Tables governing the various factors of design are available to 

all engineers and it W:bll be unne cessary to include such tables in this .. 
report . 

" 

The size of tile required for underdrainage depends upon the 

amount of water to be carried , upon the s l ope of the drain and upon 

its hydrauli c qual ities. The slope can be decided upon when surveys 

" 

are made and the fall to outlets is determined . The hydraulic qualities 

depend both upon the characteristics of the separate pi e ces of tile 

and upon the characteristics of the drain line as a unit . In other 

words, a properly laid line of tile will carry more water for a given 

size of tile than one laid on uneven grade , having poor alignment and 

improper jo-1nts . The accompanying diagram of tile capacity data is 

based on the assumption that proper methods of design and construction 

be used. (Fig . 12) . 

It is with respect to the amount of water to be carried , that the 

chief difficulty arises in the design of drainage sys tems, from the 

standpOint of size of channel or conduit . This is particularly true 

in the oase of underdrainage owing to the fact that the damaging water 

moves underground ana. its occurrenoe , movement and behavion are some 

What sec et and oocult . No general statement oan be made as to the 





amount of water which will reach a drain, either surface or covered, 

and there ia no general drainage coefficient which may be applied to 

the area served., extent of drainage system, or uthar factor. The best 

that can be done is to examine into the various faators having a bearing 

on the problem. Each projeat, and in some oases, ea~ drainage unit 

must be worked outindependently. 

Attention will be given to the, problem of design for surfaa.e drain

age, first. As.suming a spacing of furrows of about 4 feet. a square acre 

would have about 51 furrows. If these furrows are made about 8 inohes 

Qeep, so as to out into the more stable material, given a width of 1 

foot at the ssumed water surface and a depth of flow of 3 inohes and 

fair side slopes, it would require but a moderate fall to give a velo

city of flow of one-half foot per second and a disoharge of one-tenth 

cubic foot per second for each furrow, whioh is equivalent to 5 cubio 

feet per seaond from an aore of ground, or 8 total of 5 8are in~es 

nifestly suoh a net work of furrows would more that take 

care of the heaviest rainfa·ll that ever would ooour and that, for all 

ractical purposes, greater spacing of furrows, greater lenght of run 

less slope safel~ may be provided. 

But. as has been pointed out already, not all of the water preci- . 

itated runs off the ground surface. A moderate amount is re-evaporated 

shortly after being precipitated, the crop reqUires its quota t the soil 

absorbs unusually large amounts of water and natural drainage ever is 

operative. The percentage of the total precipitation which is repre

sented by surface run-off depends upon the amount of the precipitation 

and its rate offall, the size and shape of the area involved, the. 

topography of the area, the nature of itsoovering, oharacteristios 

Of the soil and its moisture oondition just previous to the preoipi

tation, the nature and condition of the orop. and numerous other faotors. 
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In general, it will be necessary to make rather extended investi

gations of actual r~-off from the area under consideration and to 

~ couple the data so obtained with rainfall records in order that suffi

u cient capacity may be afforded to care for the heavier storms . It 

~ likely will not be feasible to provide for maximum conditions. 

In some cases , it will be necessary to go further and provide for 

an augmented surface run-off . It has been pointed out already that. in 

areas having an excessive rainfall. the soils may contain an excess of 

moisture, due to its relatively slow peraolation andfrequent repleniaa

ment , even though no free water reservoir is created within the root 

I z.one . so that underdrainage would be ineffect i ve . 

In such a case , it will be neoessary to reduce the proportion of 

precipitation entering the soil and thereUy increase the rate of 

surface run-off . This may be done by expediting the removal of preci

wate.r from the surface of the soil by sloping the intervening 

ground toward the furrows, and in some asses , perhaps , by providing 

artificial covering to aid in shedding the excess water. In the 

design for capacity under such conditions , it will be necessary to 

ascertain the water requirement to provide for evaporation, t~anspira

t ion , soil-moisture replenishment and deep percolation, and to provide 

surface drainage capacity for the difference between this amount and 

total precipitation. 

With respect to underdrainage, it will be advisable to consider 

the required capacity of drains for irrigated lands separately from 

that of drains for humid lands . 

Under humid mainland conditions , it is customary to provide under

drainage capacity sufficient to effect the removal of from one - fourth 

i ch to three -fourths inch of water in 24 hours. In some cases , 

have been deSigned with capacities as low as one-eight inch 
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and as high as one inch. In general" it appears that the higher 

figures willbe required under island conditions, and it is likely 

that even more generoua design will be required in certain a:ases . 

Manifestly, it would be aut of the question to provide for the maximum 

rainfall reported for one of the plantation stations in the se~tion 

daaling with preoipitation, since this would reCluire a tile oapaoity 

for at least 5 inohes in 24 hours. Fortunately, this rainfall was 

recorded at a station for which surface crrainage rather than under

drainage will he reCluired. Maximum rainfalls for other stations would 

'require a drainage capacity for the removal of from 2 to 3 inchea t 

'but such rainfalls are so uncommon that it will not. be ne Clessan to 

provide for them. 

It will be advisable in each instance to install ~rvation wells 

in the affected area. and record the fluctuations of the ground water 

table due to measured rainfalls. The diffarenoa between the optimum 

mOistura content and the water hOlding oapaaity of ' the soil should 

then be determined t and with these data in hand. a drainage c paoity 

sufficient to restore normal conditions within a reasonable length 

of time should be afforded . 

Inthe case of underdrainage for irrigated SOils,. as has been 

pOinte,d out already , it will be nea:essary to consider both the appli 

aation of' water in irrigation and that due to natural precipitation. 

The first will have to do largely with the design of laterals and 

ub - laterals ,. while the latter will have to do with the design of 

main and sub -main drains . 

Muoh of the reasoning presented in the case of underdrains for 

humid lands will apply to the problem of design of mains and sub - mains 

f or the irrigated lands . 
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In the design of laterals and sub - laterals for the drainage 

of irrigated lands , it will be neoessary to have due regard for the 

amount and rate of applioation of irrigation water to the traot in 

question. If seepage from outside souroes is not of great oonsequenoe , 

this faotor wi 11 be of ohief importanoe, sinoe the drai ns will run 

dry or nearly dry between irrigations. If seepage from outside souroes 

is of Qonsiderable impD~tanoe, it is olear that the drains will not 

run dry and that a smaller margin is afforded between minimum and 

maximum flows . 

Under mainland oonditions , it is oustomary to provide a dr~inage 

oapacity~from one - fifth to one-third of the irrigation application . 

Sometimes less oapacity is required and in some cases a greater capa

city has been found necessary . Under the conditions of present prac

tice in the islands , it is likely that provisions should be made for a 

oapacity of , say, one-tbird of the application for average soils, with 

so~ewhat less for the more compact soils to make a careful study of 

the ground water fluctuations and moisture requirements in eaoh in

stanoe and design accordingly . 

Manifestly , intercepting drains located at the foot of ·palis or 

at changes in slopes from a steep to a lighter grade , may reoeive water 

from areas of considerable extent . Their design must be more generaus 

for this reason, and is measured by the arrount of water that oan pass 

through the soil and into the drain, under the given oonditions of 

water table slope and soil permeability . 

It may be said , in general, that the very small size s of tile 

sometimes employed on the mainland should not be used in the Territory . 
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Ordinarily tile less than 6 inohes in ins ide diameter should not be 

used . If 5-inoh tile is used , it should be employed for short unim-

portant lines only , or at the upper ends of sub-laterals . 

On the other hand, it is not likely that tile larger than IS 

inohes in diameter should be used owing to the danger of breakage of 

the larger size and to the faot that the required depth of dra~n in

oreases with the diameter . The following table is suggestive of the 

relative oarrying oapaoiuies of the several sizes of drain tile, when 

laid on the same grade: 

One 

6- inoh tile 
S- inoh tile 

lO-inoh tile 
12-inch tile 

l5-inch tile 

lS - inoh tile 

TABLE 2~. 

Will Carry the Disoharge of 

Two 5- inoh tiles 
Two 6-inoh tiles 
One S-inoh , one 6-inoh and one - 5-inoh tile . 
One lO-inoh, one SOinoh and one 5-inoh tile, or 
three S- inoh, or seven 6- inch , or twelve 
5- inoh tiles. 

One l2-inch, one lO-inch and one S- inah tile, 
or three lO-inch, or five S-inch , or twelve 
6- inch , or twenty 5- inch ~iles . 

One l5-inch, one l2 -inch , and one S- inch tile , or 
three 12-inch, or five la - inch , or nine S- inch, 
or twenty- one G. - inch , or thirty-three 5- inoh tiles, 

The larger sizes of tile are more eoonomioal in oost than the 

smaller as may be seen by referenoe to the aooompanying diagram (Fig . 13) 

In the installation of a drainage system , it should be borne 

in mind that the improvement is presumed to be permanent , and that after 

tile is onoe oovered up, it is more expensive to uncover it and re -

place it witn larger tile than to install a new drain, so it is false 

eoonomy t o cut down on the size of tile. It is muoh better err on 

the side of tao great capacity than too small oapaoity. 
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The smaller sizes of tile shoul~be given a grade of hot 

than 2 feet per 1000 feet and a steeper grade is desi~able . The larger 
~ 

siz es of tile may be laid on a minimum grade of half as much or less , 

if extreme care is used in construction. Upper limits are not so .. 

well defined, but it is not likely that unusually steep grades ~ill be 

encountered except where lines must run down the slope of a pali. 

Under such a condit ion, joints should be oemented or a continuous 

pipe should be employed. 

CONSTRUCTION ~THODS 

T:he usual method of construoting furrows for irrigation in the 

should suffice of or the construction of furrows for surface 

t, 

If grading of the soil between furrows is neaessary, blade 

graders may be found serviceable. In the construction of field laterals, 

much hand labor will be found feasible. It is only in the case of main 

and sub-main drains that excavating machinery will be likely to find a 

place . For this purpose , shovels or dragline excavators will be found 

most suitable. Proper attention should be paid to the mairtBnance of 

line and grade and proper side - slopes should be afforded . 

It is not likely that open drains will be employed to any great 

extent for underdrainage, but where it is found necessary , the use of 

teams and scrapers rarely will be feasible , hand labor will prove 

expensive and unsatisfactory, and the use of machinery will involve 

~njury to crops in most instances. On the whole, the use of small 

drag-line excavators proves most satisfactory for such work. Opera-

tions should commence at the outlet of each line and proceed up the 

slope. Ample side slopes should be provided a,nd a berm should be left 
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suffi~iently wide to permit the passage of the machine subsequently 

for maintenance purposes. The spOil may be piled on either or .both 

sides and may be used to keep surface water from entering the drain . 

The minimum bottom width for such a drain is about 4 feet. mhe 

accompanying figures illustrate a drag- line excavator and a drain con-

structed by a machine. (Figs. 14 and 15 . ) 

Drain lines must be laid out carefully and grade stakes set. 

The complete drain must be true to grade and as straight as possible. 

For open ditch work, center line and Bbpe stakes should be set. For 

machine trenching a single line of stakes will suffice. For hand trench

ing I it is advisable to stretch a cord on the ground along on'e side 

of the proposed trench, to obtain good alignment. To insure accurate 

grade at all points , grade planks should be set up at each station 

at a uniform height above the grade of the dr&n , aB shown in the 

accompanying figure . (Fig. 16) . A stout cord may then be stret ched 

over the middle line of the trench, from plank to plank , and every 

point on this cord will be at the given height above grade. Grade may 

be established at one end of each tile with a grade po le having a 

length equal to the distance from the cord to the proper location of 

the tile. This may be accomplished by keeping the <lord tau!t by 
~ " 

suspending a tile or other weight at each end, and measuring down from 

the cord at the desired points . 
, , 

construction work should always at the outlet of 

each line and proceed up the slope, eo that the water developed will 

drain ~way. Surface water should be kept out of the drain during 

construction. 

In installing covered drains, either hand labor or trenching 

may be employed. Frequently, on small projects, hand trenching 
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Fig. 14.

Drag-line Excavator.

Fig. 15.
Open Drain Constructed with Above
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Fig. 16.

Illustrating Use of Grade Planks and Cord in Hand Trenching.
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is cheaper, but usually on larger projects machines can do the work 

more rapidly, economically and satisfactorily. Generally it is pre

ferable to let a contract mor the work to an experienced and able 

contractor . A type of trenching machine suitable for the drainage 

of either humid or irrigated soils is shown in the accomp~nying figure. 

(F ig . 17) . 

If hand labor is used, it often is necessary to operate with 

small gangs , ordinarily about a half-dozen men to a line , since the 

trench sliould be opened from top to bottom as rapidly as may be , and 

the tile be laid and blinded before caving can take place. The men 

should work as closely together as ~ racticable, and , if there is danger 

of caving, not even the first ~pading should be taken more th3l a rod 

in advance of the tile laying . The man removing the last spading also 

should grade the bottom of the trench . :If the's oil is fluxi ble , he 

should not step on the finished bottom and no one should stand near 

the edge of the trench, nor should wagons or material of any sort be 

permitted near the trench. No irrigation should be carried on near 

the trench and no irrigation of the tract should be done for a con

siderable period before construction work is undertaken . : ~he sOil 

removed fr om the trench should be placed as far back as it conven

iently may be. The tile should be laid at once and be blinded by 

means of a few inches of earth caved from the edges of the trench . 

If the banKs tend to cave off in large chullAS or slabs, it will be 

necessary to brace them apart by means of planks separated by stout 

cross pieces or trench jac~s. 

A very troublesome oondition is that in which the presence of 

a wet , pervious stratum near the bottom of the trench oauses a lateral 

and upward movement of the soil at the bottom of the trench. In such 

a oase , it is necessary to provide a tight cr~bbing to shut out the 
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Fig. 17.

Trenching achine Provided with nhield.
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oozing material . 

I f the soil in the bottam of the comp l eted trenoh is so soft 

that it wi l l not s upport a man f s weight , wooden racks. of cradles should 

be l ai d under the tile to kpep it in line and on the grade . If con

ditions are exoeedingly bad . it often is advisable to use sewer pipe 

instead of drain tile, as the bells aid in keeping the line intact . 

Tile should be laid with extreme care . The joints should be 

as tight as possible , and if the so l I is semi - fluid and oontains much 

fine sand and silt , it will be neoessary to provide s ome means of .~ 

keeping Dozing material from entering the tile jOints . Almost all 

of the water entering tile lines makes its way through the joints , 

practically none entering through the walls of even the most porous 

ti~e , so the covering for the joints must provide for the ready passage 

of the water . Graded gravel , ranging in size ftom ooarse sand to 

pebbles an inch in diameter , makes an exoellent filter . Cinders are 

satisfactory , also. Wide strips of heavy r oofing material should be 

wrapped around the joints first . The more pervious mater i al excava ted 

from the t rench should be placed adjacent to the tile . 

The backfilling may be done with a plow , using thr ee or more 

animals and a long po l e evener , or with a scraper , road gr ader or 

ftV" crowder . Power bac.idillers are avai l able also, for the larger 

proje cts . All of the exoavated material should be returned to the 

trenoh and be banked up over it . so that future settling will not 

leave a depression over the drain . 

Surfaoe water should be kept away from the backfilled trenoh , 

fo r several years as a rule , and dit ches should be carried across the 

trench by means of flumes . In the Base of the irrigated plantations , 

the furrows will cross the tile lines at sharp angles . It will be 

impo ssi ble to keep the water in the furrows. away f rom the dra ins r i • 



amd for this reason exceptional care must be exercised in laying 

in the drain, protecting the joints and restoring the backfill . It 

may be necessary , to tamp the backfill after the blinding material 

has been placed . 

DEVICES . 

Bulkheads and Outfalls. 

The out let of a dra inage system should come in fo r more consid

eration than usually is given to it. If the tile line discharges 

into a deep channel, at some distance above the wat er lever , an outfall 

should be provided. This may consist of a corrugated iron pipe extend

ing far enough out over t~e bank to discharge the ~rainage water direc t

ly into the stream without striking the bank and causing erosion . The 

other end should be anchored by means of a concrete wall , and a care 

ful connection with the tile line must be made so th.at the water will 

not find its way along the outsi de of the conduit. The last few 

joints between tile should be cemented. 

If the drain discharges at or near the water l evel or bottom 

of a channel, s uch an outfall may be provided or a concrete, masonry 

or timber bulkhead should be constructed to prevent injnry from 

the caving of the banks , and to prevent the washing out of the tile 

line at the lower end . Care should be taken that it has a good founda 

tion in order that it may not be undermined . A network of copper, 

galvanized iron or monel metal wires or rods should be placed across 

the outlet to keep out small animals. Fish sould not be screened out , 

however , as their presence is advantageous. 

If the drain discharges directly into the sea, extraordinary 

precaution must be used in the protection of the outlet . An automatic 

gate or breastwall will be a avantageous in preventing the rush of waves 

up the dr~in line . 
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Manholes 

If the subsoil in which covered drains are laid is fluxible , a 

manhold should be installed at a change in direction of a major drain 

line and at important junctions. If the soil contains much fine sand , 

a combination mannie and sand trap should be located at such pOints , 

as well as at every ohange from a steep to a lighter grade . ~uch a 

device serves asan olmrvation well in which the flow may be seen and 

the general conditions of the system be watched. It also serves as 

a settling baein for any sand or silt that may be carried by the drain, 

and if the trap be made to extend a foot or two below the grade of the 

drain, a chamber is formed in which a considerable amount of silt may 

be held until it can be removed . A manhole may be profided with a 

surface inlet to make it possible to take care of surface water and , 

if desired , to provide for flusing out the drain. As a manhole proper, 

it provides a means for the operation of a root , outting and drain

cleaning device, operated by sewer rods . If it is expected that such 

work will be necessary , the drains should be laid out in straight 

lines with grades as uniform as possible, and a manhole should be ~ 

provided at each junction, change in slope from a s teep to a lighter 

grade , and on straight sections, at intervals of not to exceed 500 

feet . 

On straight lines a manhole may be made long and narrow, but at 

a junctioll or turn · it should be made circular or sRuare to facilitate 

the operation of rods. The most sui table type is built up of sections 

of corrugated iron , as shown in the accompanying figure . (F~g . 18) . 

Brick, concrete or lumber also may be used . When built of lumber, 

20inch material should be employed and the structure shoud be framed 
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Fig. 18.

Corrugated Iron 1~nhole.
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SO its integrity of f~Dm will not depend upon the durability of the 

nails . In any oase a oover should be pro~ided which may be looked 

doWIl, and in some soils it is necessar;y to provide a bottom. 

Observation Wells . 

If little sand be present , rendering the use of sand traps 

unneoessary , it sometimes is desirable to provide for observation of 

the flow at pOints throughout the system. Nothing serves this pur 

pose better than a vertical length of corrugated iron pipe or stack of 

large-sized sewer pipe, extending fnom a ~itte above the ground sun

face to a foot or more below the tile line , and having holes cut 

near the lower end to accomodate the drain tile which project slightly 

through the wall . A small settling space is provided , from Which 

sediment may be removed by means of a bent shovel or telephone spoon. 

A cover should be provided and jOints between sewer pipe should be 

cemented. This device oosta little and occupies small space and should 

be placed at turns and junctions of minor drain lines and may also be 

installed between manholes for inspection purposes , by using a "T" 
in 

section at the lower end conneoted/the drain aine . 

Surface Inlets and Flushing Wells . 

A vertical staok of pipe is useful also as a surface inlet or 

flushing well . The bottom should be cemented and the top whould be 

provided with a grating and a mound of gravel or crushed stone. Joints 

should be cemented and the backfill should be well compacted around the 

stack. Such an inlet should be installed wherever a drain crosses a 

depression or flat, so that waste water or storm water may not pond 

l~ng enough to puddle the sailor injure the crop . During irrigation , 
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the entranoe .of water may be prevented by trhowing up a oircular ridge 

of earth around the mound. Such a device should be used, also, at 

the upper end of each branch line. The first few lengths of tile in 

the drain should be a size larger than the tile designed for the drain, 

so that loss of head on entry will be reduced. Manholes, observation 

wells and flushing wells are necessary only where the subsoil is flux

ible. 

Relief Wells. 

The source of damaging water often is in some deep, pervious 

stratum and its movement is upward. .The stratum is connected with a 

higher lying source of supply and the water is under pressure. Ordin

ary methods of drainage avail little, since the damaging water rises 

between drains, however closely they may be spaced, and it is not un

usual to find water standing on the ground surface within ten feet of 

a drain six feet or more in depth. The source of the wamr may be in 

gravel, sandstone, sand, shale, coral or lava. A pressure condition 

has been found, eve~,where the ~nly ohange in subsoil conditions was 

in the nature of the olay strata. 

To meet the conditions, it is necessary to install relief wells 

oonnecting the pervious stratum with a tile drain laid at ordinary 

depth. The pressure causes the water to rise through the relief wells, 

which act as vertical drains. The sole purpose of the ordinary drain 

is to oarry off the water brought up by the relief wells, and it accom

plishes little, or no direct drainage. With the pressure relieved at 

the drain level, the damaging water can ho longer make its way to the 

ground surface within the area affected by the wells. It is neoessary 

in each oase to determine the required number and spacing of the wells 

and the best indication is the effect of one well upon another. A 
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vertical stack of sewer pipe or an iron pipe may be used for casing a 

relief well. The casings should be oonnected oareful ly to the drain 

line , so tpere will be no danger of the wells s ilt ing up during per 

iods of inactivity. 

Fl ume s. -

Flumes should be provided for all oanals and ditohes that oross 

underdrains . They should be water - tight and should extend well across 

the trenches in either 4irection . 

Flumes must be used also for oarrying the water of canals and 

ditches across apen drains. ' In s ome cases inverted sipho ns are nec

essary. Sucn flumes or siphons should extend well into either bank 

and should be provided with bulkheads havihg converging and diverging 

wing walls and cut - of f apron walls . 

Br idges . 

Far m and road bridges of good design and careful oonstr uotion 

will be required in the casa of open drains . 

Surfaoe Inlets for Open Drains . 

storm and waste water must be conveyed into open drains through 

properly construoted drops , flumes, chutes or pipes . Great care must 

be used in the design of the structure s at the points of ent r y and 

discharge to avoid erosion of the channel or disturbanoe of the flow 

of the drain and to gnard against the water making its way under or 

around the structure and eroding the canal banks. There are many types 

of inlets in use . 

SUBSEQUENT TREAT~~T . 

It must be borne in mind that underdrainage is only the basis for 

reclamation of waterlogged or saline lands ; that drainage alone often is 



ineffective for complete reclamation, and that sUbsequent treatment 

is necessary . The phwsical condition of such soils is certain to be 

poor , the humus content unlikely to be normal , and there may be an 

excess of harmful saline materials present . Humus must be restored , 

salts must be removed , evaporati on must be reduced so that the future 

rise of salts may pe prevented , aeration must be enhanced and the J 

tilth of the soil mus t be improved . The usual cultural operations 

will be of importance , the burning of cane q~ ~nash will aid in the 

flocculation of the s oil and the addition of cane wastes and press ca Ke 

will be adv ant ageous. 

If expedition be desired i n t he removal of salts, or if natural 

precipitation and i r rigat i an ar e insufficient to .leffect a satisfactory 

reduoti on in the percentage , a copious application of irrigat i on water 

shou l d be applied to the land and allowed to percolate through the 

soil a s r ap i dl y a s possib le . In no cas e should an at t empt be made to 

flush the salts fr om the surface. Th~y must be leached out and carr i ed 

downward in solution to the underground reservoir . Normally it is 

rec ommended t hat the l and be di ke d int o checks and that the water be 

ponded as deeply as fe asible, ea ch che c y hav ing an ar ea as l ar ge as 

theruope of the ground and the amount of available wat er ttl ll permit. 

~he desir ab ility 0= us ing large ohecKs and liberal quantities of water 

is due to the fact that capillary attracti Jn is effective in al l 

directions and it is necessary to offset the tendency of the salt s 

to move laterally in the soil and reappear on a higher or dryer portion 

of the tract. For this reas on it is reqUir ed to ma ke sure , in flood 

ing , that all the surface is cov ered, even if knolls an d ridges must 

be leveled first . It will be seen that the Hawaiian furrow system of 

irrigati on does not lend itself very we l l to the process of l~aching J 
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sinoe there will be a tendenoy for the salts to he leaohed out of the 

furrows and to be translooated to the intervening ridges . It may be , 

however, that if le aohing is done during periods of low evaporatinn , 

using very large quantities of water, and if the ridges be protected 

by means of trash , it will not be necessary to level down the ridges . 

The amount of salts removed by leaching prooess depends upon 

the amount of water moving through the salt - impregnated soil , upon 

the amount of salts in the SOil , upon the solubility of the salts , 

upon the structure of the soil, upon the quality of the leaching water 

and up on a number of other factors. 

The amobnt J f water moving through a given soil will V ry 

somewhat with the amount of the supply. If a very light application 

be made , the surface soil may be moistened and the oapillary ftlm may 

be thiokened for a few inohes in depth only, witn the result that 

SUbsequent evaporation will remov e more mOisture than was applied , with 

a consequential increase in the accumulation of saline materials. If 

a somewhat heavier application be made, the capiIary film may be think

ened throughtut the root zone but , without a definite further dovmward 

movement , no salts will be removed and thB result is likely tG be a 

further conoent ration of sal ts within the root zone and ·on the ground 

surfaoe. With a still heavier applica t ion , a gravitational movement 

of the capillary water may be set up and so me salts may be removed from 

the root zone . Satisfactory results will not be obtained , unless a 

sufficiently heavy application of water me made to overcharge the 

soil pores and set up a gravitational mov ement of free water . 
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Much of the same reasoning may be applied to a consideration of 

the practice s involved in the use of slightly saline irrigation water . 

With respect to the structure of the soil , two aspects are of 

special importance . First , salts are contained largely in the capil

lary spaces of the soil , while leaching water move s more freely through 

any cracks, burrows or other non - capillary openings that may exist in 

the soil , and this co nditions p~esent s an additional reas on for overS 

charging the natural. ~rainage capacity of the soil . Second , if the 

soil structure is so oompact that the water moves very slowly through 

i t , there is danger that the salt movement may be reversed . Under such 

conditions , it is necessary to put the soil vinto the most receptive 

state , impound the water by levees to increase its head , and apply the 

lea ch~ng proc ess at times of least evaporation . ~arly cultivation of 

the leached soil is of advantage , and the use of artificial mulches 

may be necessary . The greatest difficulty is likely to be experienced 

in the case of highly colloidal soils which expand greatly upon waiting . 

Such s oils abound i n the ~erritory . 

With respect to the quality of the lea ching water , it is .ev ident 

that " sweet " water will be more effective than saline water , not only 

be cause of the greater solubility , but because of the fact that there 

is no c ontribution of salts to offset . 

Coming now to the pOint of the two methods of leaching out salts , 

or preventing their accumulati on , by the application of excessive 

amount of water , either periodically or at each irrigation, it may be 

said that the end to be attained is to keep up a downward movement of 

the soil water, and to prevent its upward movement and subsequent 
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evaporation from the surface . If the ground water table is well below 

the root zone , and the drainage is good, no parti cu l ar difficulty should 

be experienoed in the application of either method. With a high water 

table , either permanent or tmmporary , primary or perched , extreme care 

must be used . With poor natural drainage , either method might prove 

dis astrous , and even if good artifioial drainage has been provided , 

there is a possibility of seriously overcharging the drmnage capacity 

of the soil itself . Indeed , in the application of very large quantities 

of water at certain periods , the natural result would be the over 

charging of the drainage capaoity of the soil for a period and the 

success of the process would depend upon a rapid lowering of the water 

table to a normal position beyond the capillary raach before the upward 

movement of the sa l t - laden water could cause a conoentration on the 

ground surface and in the root zone . In the application of the other 

method , there should be no marked rise o~ the ground water table and , 

consequently , no subsequent critical period . A further advantage of the 

continual application of an excessive amount of water is that the demand 

for water would be more uniform , which is of importance , particularly 

in the case of pumped water. On the other hand , an advantage of ·the 

periodic application of very large quantities of water is that such 

application may be made at times of lower normal demand. A further 

advantage is that such application may be made at times of lower rate 

of evaporation. These periods are usually COincident under island con 

ditions . 

It is of importance . to consider the e~fect of the leaching propes£ 

upon the SUPPQy of plant fertility . The elements of the latter being 

Soluble , such beneficial substances are leached out along with the harm

ful salts . Indeed , sodium nitrate is leached out in greater proportion 
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any of the harmflill salts ~ 
.... Jl l: 

Moreover , the bacterial production. of ' 

nitric nitrogen in the soil is retarded under conditions of excessive 

moisture c'ontent an·a poor ~eration. It would reQuire extensive in-

V'estigation to determine the relative advan'4ages and disadvantages of 

the two methods in this respect . Finally, the method of application 

of fertilizer has an important bearing 0 n the subject . anifestly , 

where fertilizer is applied in the irrigation water , the advantage is 

with the method of using very large quantities of leaching water at 

certain periods , the fertilizer being applied at other times , care 

being used that the water shall not percolate bewond the root zone 

the latter periods . 

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 19) illustrates an actual 

of reclamation of salt-impregnated soil on the mainland . Before 

df inage; the average salt content in the first four feet of soil was 

2. 25% . Removal of the excess water already in the soil reduced 

the percentage to 1 . 00% , some of the salts being in solution. To 

effect the removal of the salts accumulated on the ground surfaoe , 

and further to dilute the soil water, two floodings were given, s a 

result of the first, the average salt content was reQuced to 0.43% 

and as a result of the second, the average was reduced to 0 . 28% . 

natural precipitation and th~ melting of snow the following winter were 

responsible for a further reduction t.o about 0 . 20% , and excellent crops 

produoed the next year. 

After proper leaching of the SOil , sugar cane may be grown on 

ridges , rather than in the furrows , and this will be of advantage 

the depth to the ground' water table is less than is desirable . 

'f ,. 
I 
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Where possible , land should be oultivated after leaohing , and 

in any event it is desirable to obtain a orop cover as soon as 

possible . Artificial mulching of the surface may be necessary in 

some instances . 

It has been pointed out , already , that , in the case of lands 

sUQjected to the heaviest rainfall , it may be necessary to provide 

an ~rtificial covering to aid in shedding the excess water into the 

drainage furrows. The process of mulching with black roofing paper 

appears to be adaptable to this scheme. The use of a heavy grade 

of paper would be advantageous and it has been suggested that some 

experiments be conducted along t h is line. The following layouts have 

been proposed : 

(1) Cane rows 4 feet apart , running more or less down the 

greatest slope , with furrows betweensdjacent rows , cut into the more 

stable sub -soil, the cane rows to be ridged up with the surplus soil 

and covered with a single strip of paper, with the cane pro'eoting 

through its longitudinal axes , the paper being slit only sufficiently 

to supply the necessary moisture to the plant roots . 

(2) Cane rows 4 feet apart , running more or less down the 

greatest slope , with furrows between alternate rows , cut into the 

more stable subsOil , and being somewhat larger than in the first case , 

with the surplus soil placed between cane rows and ridged up so that 

the plats slope both ways uniformly to the furrows, and being cover 

ed with two strips of paper, joined at the crest of the ridge and 

extending out8ide the cane rows, the paper being slit only so much 

as necessary . 

(3) Like the second case, except using three strips of paper, 

two ~aving cane projecting through along the longitudinal axis and 
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slit as before, but the third not slit and laid out over the ridge 

between cane rows and overlapping the first two strips . 

Such a covering would not onay aid in shedding surplus pre -

cipitation but would tend toward conservation of heat . It has been 

found that several factors have a bearing)n the amount of heat ab

sorbed and retained by the soil . These are as follows: 

(I) Air temperature . 
(2) Termperature of precipitated water, 
(3) Angle of the rays of the sun. 
(4) Percentage and intensity of sunshine. 
(5) Direction and degree of slope of the ground as related to 

the direction of the rays of the sun. 
(6) MO isture onntent of the sOil . 
(7) Evaporation of moisture from the soil. 
(8) Character of the soil . 
(9) Physical condition of the soil. 

(10) Color of the sailor its artificial covering . 
(11) Nature of the crop or mulch . 

Manifestly we can exercise no control over items 1,2,3, and 4, 

and our control over item 5 is somewhat limited. However , we can 

control the moisture oontent of the soil and also the evaporation of 

mOisture, to a considerable extent. We may change the charaKter of 

the soil somewhat , and we exercise a measure of control over its phy-

sical condition . We cannot change the color of the soil appr~ciably , 

as a matter of practice, but we may do as we please in the matter of 

the color of an artificial covering. The nature of the crop is prac 

tically fixed and the nature of the mulch is of no concern if we 

provide a protective cov ering. 

Experiments on the mainland have ShOMl that the temperature of 

a soil with an artificial black coveri~g was more than 13 0 F . higher 

than the same soil with an artificial white oovering . Such a variation 

cannot be expected in the case of island soils , but the principal 
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remains the same , and it would appear that the oombined advantage of 

moisture oontrol and heat oonservation might make the use of paper 

covering feasible . 

~LHNTENANCE • 

Open drains r equire almost oonstant maintenanoe if they are to 

be fully effeotive . The ohannel must be kept fr ee fr om growths of 

moss and vegetation , and aooumulation of silt , weeds and debris must 

be prevented . The smaller ditohes will oall for hand labor in main

tenanoe but in the oase of the larger ditohes exoavators provided with 

drag buokets or olam shell buoKets will be found satisfaotory . 

If a olosed underdrainage system be of proper design and oonstruo

tion the matter of maintenanoe is of small oonsequenoe . If silt ms 

aooumulated in the tile lines during oonstruotion they should be 

flus~out before the job is aocepted •• Irregularities due to the 

uneven settling of the baokfill should be oo~reoted s o that irrigation 

water will have no opportunity of making its way direotly into a 

drain line. Vegetation that is likely to develop roots in the tile 

and obstruot the drains should be removed from the vioinity of the 

line s . Silt may oontinue to find its way into the tile lines for 

some time . This will be oaught in the sand taps and should be re 

moved f~om time to time . 

In oases of serious obstruotion of the tile by sediment or by 

the growth of roots , the oonduit may be oleared with speoial olean

ing devioes , a number of whioh have been developed . These are very 

useful during construotion , also, in keeping the suspended matter 

in motion near the point of laying until suffioient water is developed 

to oarry the material al ong . After the system is put into operation , 
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they may be used to clean out such roots as may have penetrated the 

tile through the joihts or to clear the line of obstructions caused 

by sand or silt. One of these devices is in thenature of an auger , 

while another is built like a small hoe. For the removal of roots , an 

apparatus involving a spiral cutter is used , or better still, a sort 

of wire brush . The latter is useful also i n removing other obstruc

tions and may be made easily by wrapping a piece of belting around a 

cylindrical wooden rod , first having driven the belting full of 

nails of such length that the outside diameter of the completed brush 

is somewhat smaller than the inside diameter of the tile to be 

cleaned. A still simpler device , and one that has proved very 

satisfactory , is a bunch of barbed wire. These devices may be operat

ed ~most ~ conv~nientlyl::U means of jointed sewer rods. The latter are 

made up in 3 or 4 foot sections, fitted with couplings so arranged 

that the rods may be jOined when two sections are placed at rig~t 

angles , 8n~ are locked together when the two seotions are in line . 

WO!king in a manpole , a man can easily put together and operate 

several hundred feet of rod in a line. 

The oP eration of drainage systems should be observed frequently 

by examination of the flow at the outlets and through manholes and 

observation wells , and if any portion becomes inactive it should be 

looked after at once . 
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APPE..~DIX "A" 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DRAINAGE OF TH3 PLANTATION 

of 

KOOLAU AGRICUTURAL COMPANY, LTD . 

at 

HAUULP_ , OAHU . 

The plantation of the Koolau Agricultural Company , ltd . is 

located at Hauula on the windward siQe of Oahu and oocupies a rather 

narrow belt of comparatively flat land adjacent to the seashore , a 

belt of higher land of more considerable slope extending wmll up 

toward the foot of the precipitous Koolau Range , and several small 

areas extending back into the mouths of defiles . 

The higher lands are devoted to the growing of sugar cane but 

the narrow belt of flat , low- lying land has been devoted , heretofore, 

largely to the growing of rice and ta r o , both of' Which are adapted 

to cultur e on lands generally exo essively wet and having a relative 

ly high water table . 

With the culture of rice no longer commercially economio , it 

is desired to convert the area involved into cane land . The area in 

its present condition , however, is not suitable to the growing of 

sugar cane owing to the presence of a high water table and to the 

fact that the soil is often overoharged with water . 

If reference be made to the accompanying map and profiles , an 

idea of the topography of the area under consideration may be had . 

A natural levee of coral sand skirts the seashore . This levee rises 

to a height of between 7 and 8 feet above mean sea level . It has 

been improved artificially and its crest is ocoupied by the Government 
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road vffiich circles the island. Just mauka of the levee the normal 

ground surface has an average elevation of about 2 feet above mean 

high tide , but the uniformity of the surfaoe is broken by several 

channels extending toward the sea and a land-looked lagoon extending 

about parallel to the seashore for a distance of nearly a thousand 

ieet . The average bottom elevation of this lagoon is not far from 

mean high tide and its lowest elevation is practioally at mean sea 

level . Water stands in the lagoon constantly . The largest channel 

extending toward the sea fs that of ~aluanui Stream and it has an un-· 

obstructed gravity outlet to the sea , while a channel near the south 

end of the lagoon has been provided with a box culvert under the 

Government road , the outer end of which is provided with a gate 

which may be closed by hand during the period of high tide . The 

bottom of this oulvert is located praotioally at _mean low tide . At 

times the outlet of the culvert is completely buried in sand washed 

up at high tide . 

It will be noted on the mauka profile that the ground slopes 

downward for several hundred feet mauka from the edge of the lagoon , 

then slo ) es upward, ever inoreasingly , until the foot of a low pali 

is reached . At this point there is a rather sudden rise of about 

12 feet , while the slope above the brow of the pali is rather moderate. 

The width of the area from the levee to the foot of the steeper 

slope varies from about 1000 feetto a third of a mile. Practically 

all of this area is too wet for the suocessful growing of sugar cane . 

Good cane is being growllltJ. however , on the slightly higher ground just 

ma~ka of the lagoon and also on land at tne northern end of the 
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plantation. Soil borings indicated depths to the ground water table 

of from 2 to 3 feet in these localities. 

It is practically impossible to make a general statement regard

ing the soil of the area . It is largely transported soil , deri~ed 

from the basaltic lava of the Koolau Range but mOdified by intermix~ -

tire with coral sand . Lava rocks , pebcss and black sand also are found 

in the so~l . As would be expected, the coral sand predominates 

nearer the seashore and the tighter soil predominates at greater dis 

tances from the seashore . In some cases the subsoil near the seashore 

is almost clear ~oral sand, often rather coarse and generally very 

permeable. In gener~l the subsoil near the upper edge of the area 

is not so permeable . This is very fortunate from the standpoint of 

drainage reclamation, since , were the conditions reversed , lateral 

seepage from higher lands would be of much greater consequence and 

drainage design would need to take cognizance of the fact . 

Not only is the present rooting depth of the soil too shallow 

and the moisture content too high, but the soil no doubt , is in a 
due 

- ppor physical condition Ito its poorly draned condition , its.temper-

ature likely is too low, and the nitric nitrogen content probably 

is insufficient to support cane production. Drainage , in addition 

to improving the moisture condition of the soil , will provide better 

aeration and will tend to warm the soil . SUbsequent treatment will 

be necessary, however, to improve the tilth of the soil and to 

establish proper conditions respecting plant fertility. 

Irrigation of sugar cane will be neccary ahd this will involve 

changes in tne present layout of the irrigation system. The design 

of a drainage system respecting layout will depend , to a considerable 
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degree , on the layout of the irrigation system . The latter layout 

should have some regard for the needs of drainage, so it will be 

well to design the two systems in correlation. 

No rainfall data are available for the plantation itself, but 

very complete data are available for Lahuku Plantation which is 10 -

cated about 7 miles to the northwest . From some comparative records 

and general observations, it appears that the normal precipitation is 

greater on the Koo1au Plantation ~han on Kahuku Plantation and that 

heavier storms occur. 

The following table of ~cipitation data was made up of records 

from t~e U. S . Weather Burean : 

PRECIPITATION DATA FOP. KAHUKU 

MONTH 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 NORMAL 
Jan . 2 . 72 3 . 29 ==-]l.~ 6 2 11. 45 8 .61 2 . 17 3.10 11 . 18 4.16 
Feb . 3.45 1 . 38 ---- 1 . 67 2.67 5.84 0 . 71 1.19 1.47 5 . 22 
Mar . 2 . 95 2 . 41 ---- 4.40 15 .50 6 . 14 2 . 20 9.61 2 . 62 5 . 07 
Apr . 1 . 30 3 . 01 0.63 1 . 93 2 . 39 16 . 56 3 . 12 2 . 13 1. 78 2 . 82 
May 2 . 72 2 . 60 0.40 2 . 78 1.67 1.67 1.02 1 . 45 1 . 69 2 . 01 
Jun . 6 . 21 0 . 90 2.80 0.59 4 . 15 1 . 17 1.36 1 . 47 0 . 46 1. 60 
Jul . 0 . 91 3 . 92 4 . 24 2 . 46 1.02 1.81 1.96 3 . 60 1 . 67 . 80 
Aug . 2 . 49 1 . 76 1 . 79 1 . 96 1 . 20 3 . 88 0 . 87 2 . 65 1.10 2 . 32 
Sep . 1 . 41 6 . 17 1.24 1 . 82 2 . 43 1 . 62 3 . 27 2 . 35 1.34 2 . 27 
Oct . 3 . 00 1.19 2 . 56 2 . 67 1.50 2.07 2.46 2.14 2 . 16 2 . 51 
Nov . 3.08 0123 6 . 05 4 . 10 3 . 61 10 . 21 1.05 1 . 60 0 . 65 3 . 90 
Dec . 1.07 5 . 56 8 . 06 6 . 08 5 . 45 3 . 85 2 . 83 7.78 3 . 40 4 . 1:1 
Ann. 31.3137.72 ---- !fl.08 52 . 84 63 . 33 23.02 39 . 07 29 . 52 37 . 79 

:MAXIMUM RAINFALL IN 24 HOURS 

YEAR MONTH AMOUNT YEAR MONTH AMOUNT YEAR MONTH AMOUNT 
1905 Sep . 3 . 19 1Sl11 May 2.27 1917 Mar . 4 . 30 
1906 Nov . 3 . 10 1912 Jan. 1 . 55 1918 Apr . 6.05 
1907 Dec . 2 . 70 1915 Jun . 4 . 31 1919 Apr. 1.73 
1908 Mar . 3.65 1914 Dec . 3 . 65 1920 Dec . 2 . 62 
1909 lJar . 9.57 1915 Apr . 7.50 1921 Jan. 2.10 
1910 Nov . 2 . 25 1916 Jan . 4 . 10 MillAN 3.80 
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: 

DAY AMOUNr-' DAY --r- 0 . 07 -g 
2 0 . 10 10 
3 0 . 16 11 
4 0 . 15 12 
5 0 . 01 13 
6 0. 01 14 
7 0 . 01 15 
8 0 . 01 16 

"'~ "~~~-"'~-"-. 

DATA it OR li/IARCH 1909 

AMOUNT DAY MlOUNT 
0 . 15 17 0 . 08 
0.50 18 0 . 24 
0 . 02 19 0 . 13 
2 . 25 20 0 . 14 
9 . 57 21 0 . 02 
0 . 00 22 0 . 02 
0.68 23 0 . 12 
0 . 04 24 0 . 02 

DAY 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
T. 

AMOUNT 
0 . 02 
0 . 03 
0 . 02 
0 . 04 
0 . 06 
0 . 02 
9 . 91 

14 . 70 

Total for storm of 12- 13 - - - 11 . 82" 
Total for week 12- 18 - - - 12. 86" 
Average per day for week 12- 18 1 . 84" 

The ground water table just maula from the levee hBs an eleva 

tion praotioally at mean high tide , from which it follows that the 

natural underdrainage oapacity of the soil is rather =imited and that 

1,< a large proporti on of the excess water reaching the soil must contri-

II bute to surface run-off . With the installation of a proper under -

I,' drainage system , the ground water table generally would be lowered , 
I ~ 

but it still would be necessary to provide drainage cap a city for a 
F 
t large proportion of the exoess water reaching the soil . The lack of 

If natural underdrainage faoilities will require also that practically 

P all of the deep percolation losses from irrigation must be taken care I: 
If I( of by artifioial underdrainage . 

I ~ As nas been pointed out the rentall on the plantation is higher 

~ than that at Kahu~u , The rainfall on higher portions of the planta -
I' 

I; tion is higher also than that on the wet area itself , while the rain -

fallon the adjacent mountain slopes is very high . Outside surfaoe I' 

run- off may be diverted from the wet area , but seepage from the 

higher land will continue to reach the wet area and must be inter -

cepted and disposed of by the drainage system. 

I' It has been painted out in the general report that a minimum 

It - 5 -
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depth of 4 feet should be provided wherever possible . Such depth is 

not available for t he 10 Jer lying lands of the Koolau Plantation, 

with gravity outlet . To afford the requisite depth , it would be 

necessary to resort to tide gate control or pumping. The former 

meth~d does not appear to be feasible, Owing to the small range and 

the fact that the necessary unit drainage oapacity is unusually large . 

It would be necessary to provide sUfficient outlet capacity 80 that 

the gate would operate only for a short time at low tile and even 

then a portion of the land could not be drained to the requisite 

depth. Di rect discharge into the sea would be necessary and this 

would require a very expensive structure. the cost of which would not 

be warranted by the area involved in the project. It appears necessary 

therefore , to resort to pumping , and such process see ms to be feasible , 

psrticularly if the pumped water be used, at least at times , in the 

irrigation of a porti on of the plantation . 

In the layout of a drainage system it will be essential that 

the storm water from outside the wet area be segregated from that to 

be taken care of by underdrainage system and the pumping plant . 

Kaluanui Stream and the stream near the southern end of the area should 

be preserved as storm waste - ways . Their outlets to the sea should 

be unimpeded and their channels should be unobstructed. If need be , 

levees shou~ d be built upon their banKS to prevent overflow into the 

wet area . Storm water, originating above the ~ailroad should be di

verted into these channels by means of open , intercepting ditches . 

If these ditches be given a depth somewhat greater than is customary , 

they will serve the additional useful purpose of intercepting a 

portion of the subsurface seepage fr om the higher land. It will be 

well to leave the ditch at the northern end of the wet area in its 
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present position, but its channel s nould be improved and deepened 

somewhat . 

The logical position for the pumping plant is at the northern 

end of the lagoon , Provision should be ~ade to discharge the pumped 

water into Kaluanui stream just mauka of the Governnent road , through 

a discharge pipe as short as may be . The outlet of the discharge 

pipe should be below extreme low tide level, in order that advantage 

may be taken of the siphon effect at times of low water . The pump sump 

should be auptJ?everal feet below the grade of the main drain . It may 

be lined with concrete on sides and bottom. A centrifugal pump should 

be employed . The pump should be driven by Tl'eans of an electric motor , 

direct connected, unless the pumping head for irrigation is consider 

ably in excess of that for drainag e only . An automatic float control 

should be provided so that the putilp will operate only as required . 

A flap gate should be installed in the discharge pipe to prot ect the 

plant from reversed flow at high tide during any period of inoperation . 

The equipment should be well housed . 

The design for capacity of the pumping plant should be generaas 

since automatic control is to be afforded . It appears that if a 

rUll- off of 1 inch in 24 hours is provided for , all but the most ex

ceptional storm will be taken care of within a re,sonable time. 

It would be out of the questi on to provide for maximum conditions, 

but it may be feasible to employ a higher rate than suggested . 

The main drs in should be an open canal , ext ending from the 

pumping plant southerl~ through the lagoon, past the rice mill , thence 

through the lowest ground maUKa of the storm channel near the 
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Papaakoko boundary to a point about 400 feet fro m that poundary . It 

should have a depth at the pumping plant such that tbe bottom of the 

channel will be one or two feet below mean low tide . A somewhat 

greater depth would be desirable from the standpoint of drainage 

solely, but if the urainage water is to be used for irrigation , it 

would not be safe to have the drain too deep so near the shore line. 

The grade of the main drain should be practically flat . This will 

require a larger cross -section than usual and it may be desirable to 

provide an even larger cross-secti on in order that some storage cap

acity will be afforded •. Ordinarily the depth of flow should not exceed 

one foot. Fall is hot avaiable to secure a velocity of flow in ex

cess of one -half foot per seco~d . T .is would require a minimum bottom 

width of about 10 feet . It would ba advisable to provide a greater 

width to afford a factor of safety and some measure of storage cap 

acity . Side slopes should not be flatter than 2 to 1 for that portion 

of the drain wl.ich is located in sandy sOil •• The waste mater ial 

should be used to fill in the lagoon and other especially low placesfo 

An open sub-main drain should be located just mauka of the fair 

cane adjacent to the lagoon . It should extend northerly , thence turn 

toward and join the main drain near the pumping plant . This drain 

should be given a very flat grade and all possible depth . It may be 

much smaller than the main d~ain , but should have flat side slopes. 

The minor natural channels should be connected with the main 

drain anQ their outlet to the sea should be closed to prevent tide 

water making its way back into the drainage system. 
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Interc pting tile drains should be located at the foot of the 

low pali heretofore mentioned and , in general , at the change in slope 

from a steep to a lighter grade at or near the upper edge of the 

wet area . These intercepting lines should be givan a depth of 6 or 

7 feet or more as indicated by soil berings. The tile should cut 

through pervious material and bed on more stable material wherever 

possible. A grade of not less than 2 feet per 1000 feet should be 

given . This will necessitate the l ocation of the intercepting lines 

as a seri e s of "Y" forms" having short arms extending practically along 

contours , and conducting lines running more or less directly down the 

slope. 

For the interior drainage, a network of tile : ines having a 

depth of not less than 4 feet should be providedl These drains must 

be l ocated with respect to the irrigation layout as indicated in the 

general report. It is likely that level ditches will be located 

about 390 feet apart and this should prove a satisfactory spacing for 

the drains located just up the slope from level ditches . The spacing 

of conducting drains will depend upon the spacing of the watercourses 

and straight ditches . Tile submains , connecting the c :mducting 

drains with the open main and sU L- main dralns, shouln occupy the lower 

portions 0= the area. 

Intercepting drains and level drains should be of 6-inch tile. 

The size of tile for conducting drains and sub - main drains will depend 

upon the available slope and contributing areas and will probably 

range from 8- inch to l2 - inch in diameter . It will likely be sufficient 

to provide for a run- off of 1 inch in 24 hours. The features of 

design are iiscussed in d~il in the general report . 
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While the project is small , its reclamation is hignly import -

ant and, owing to its importance , may warrant a higher unit expenditure 

than normally would be the case. It is recon~ended that a system b~ 

designed and cost estimates be secured and , if these demonstrate 

the project to be economical , that its construction be undertaken . 
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APPENDIX " l)" 

SUGG~STIONS FOR TH.& DRAInAGE OF TRill LAIE PLANTATION 

at 

LAIE, OAHU . 

The need for drainage on the Laie Plantation is aoute with res-

peot to a very small area, oooupying a depression not far above sea 

level . Ditohes already installed indioate that entirely Batis -

faotory drainage depth cannot be obtained without resort to tide 

control or pumping . 

No tide data are available for the windward side of Oahu , but 

at Hono l ulu the me~ range is only 1.2 feet and the spring range is 

only 1 . 8 feet. The ~auai ratio is O.b , so it is oertain that the 

Hono:ulu figures are liberal if not representative. 

It has been pointed out in the general report that , with suoh 

ranges , tide oontrol is out of the question. 

It appears that the a rea involved would not warrant the i n-

stallation of a pumping system, both on ao (; ount of the high initial 

oost and the neoessity for more or less attendan oe in~eration . 

For the present , therefore, it is reoommended that all poss ible 

depth be afforded to the existing ditohes; that they be given flat 

grade , since suffioient grade to prevent growth of vegetation is not 

available, and that any neoessary lateral open ditchas be oonstruoted . 

The use of tile, with a gravity outlet, is out of the question . 

If results at Hauula seem t o warrant, it may be feasible t o pro-

vide a pumping system later, in whion event, tile sh ould be employed 

wherever po s si1::il3 . r::he feasibility of pumping may hinge on the 

practioability of using t he pumped drainage water in irrigation. 
, 

I '· 

." 
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II .II..PP ~NDIX CII
• 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE D~AINAG~ OF KAHUKU PLANTATION. 

at 

JCahuku, Oanu . 

The Kahuku Plantation is locate& on the windward side of Oahu 

and extends both west and south fro~ the northern extre~ity of the 

island. It comprises a body of relatively low Ibnd sorle little dis

tance back f rom the shore line , separated fr am the aea by a higher 

coral for~ation ; a body of land extending up the floodplain of an 

i ntermittent s tream near the southern end of the plantation ; a body 

of land occupying the slopes of the fan extending seaward from the 

northern extremity of the Koolau ~ange, and a body of land occupy

ing the ridges and plateaus of the fan . 

Sugar cane is being grown successfully on the slopes and top 

of the fan and in certain portions of the lower land , but results 

are not satisfactory over a considerable portion of the low area 

due to excessive moisture and a high water table . Conditions a t e 

particuJarly bad in Fields #2 - a , #2b , #3 - a, #3 - b , a low covein F i eld 

#4 , a l arge part of Field #5 , and in upper and lower Field #7 , as 

wel l as in certain areas operated by individuals as tenants at will . 

The investigations disclosed the fact ~hat ~uch of the low 

area , not in an apparent serious cundition , would be improved greatly 

by drainage and that increased tonnage and improved quality ratio 

lL~ely would render such reclamation feasible • 

• 0._ hinf - dozen storm ditches leading from the mountains entIu 

the plantations . A wasteway to the sea has been pro~ided for several 

of these near the southern end of the plant8tion , the artif i cial 
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ohannel being out nearly to sea level. A wooden flap-gate has been 

provided t o prevent water making its way baok into the field ditches 

of Field #5 during periods of heavy storm run- off. 

Other storm ditches find an outlet in a pond near the mill at 

Kahuku and an artificial channel has been cut through the coral 

reef to the sea so that the water level in the pond is maintained 

at an elevation slightly above mean sea level. 

A storm ditch near the west end of the plantation finds an 

outlet in a puka in the coral formation not far from the water ' s edge . 

The discharge of other ditches is dissipated over low wet 

areas lying behind an excepti onally wide belt of the coral formation 

skirting the sea - shore . 

The particularly wet afeas extend over a total distance of 

between 5 and 6 miles and comprmse several separate units , in- so- far 

as drainage is concerned. It appears that Field #5 and the low 

cove of Field #4 constitute a unit and may be drained out through the 

artificial channel near the southern end of the Plantation. Fields 

#3 - a and #3-b and the wet area at the extreme western end of the 

plantati on appear to oonstitute a unit anQ may be drained to the 

puka above mentioned. Fields #2-a and #2-b and lands adjacent to 

Sano rs pond, as well as the pond itself , constitute a unit and may 

be drained ou~ through the artificial channel already provided . 

The upper part of Field #7 might also be joined to this unit. Field 

#7 mBd the land now occupied by tenants at will , as well as lands 

lying between Field #7 and the right - of-way of ~he Oahu Railway and 

Land Company comprise a unit for which there is no present outlet . 
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The necessity for treating the area in several units is indi -

cated by the fol l owing elevation data of the railway line which 

traverses the area fr om Kahuku westward : 

STATION 

3719 1' 51 . 6 
3688 
3670 
3661 
3653 
3645 1" 50 
3638 
3620 
3613 
3602 
3598 
3595 l' 30 
3593 
3576 ~ 30 
3571 
3557 
3549 
3532 
3525 
3518 

ELEVA'2ION 

5 . 8 ' 
0 . 5 ' 
7 . 0 t 

8 . 0 r 

11 . 0' 
4 . 0 ' 

11 . 5' 
3 . 0 ! 
8 . 5 1 

3.5 ' 
3 . 0' 
9 . 0 ' 
7. 5' 
2 . 5 ' 
7 . 0 r 

3 . 0 ' 
4 . 0 ' 

12 . 0 1 

6. 0' 
4 . 0 ' 

REMARKS . 

Terminus at ~ahuku 
Bottom of Sana ' s pond 
Edge of pond 
Subgrade cOincident 
High po i nt 
Depression 
High point 
Depression 
High Point 
Depression 
Culvert in depression 
High point 
Marconi station 
Depression 
High point 
Marsh 
_.(ahuku Ranch 
High point 
Ditch fro D #3- b is 2 ' deeper 
North of' #3- b 

Kahuku Ranch also separates the western end from the remainEier 

ti§ the Plantation . 

As is indicated by the foregoing data , much of the land in need 

of drainage has an elevati on only slightly above mean s ea level- so 

that gravity drainage is out of the question , and resort must be had 

to pumping , tidal - gate control being infea sible owing to the slight 

range of tidal Yariation. 

It will be desirable to convey the storm water from higher 

lands across the area requiring drainage so that only the surplus 

water applied by precipitation anu irrigation upon such area, and the 

su osurface seepage into such area , will need to be pumped . 
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This may be done by preserving and improving the present storm 

ditches near the southern and western ends of the plantation; divert9 

ing the storm ditches now discharging into Sano ' s pond into a channel 

skirting the pond or crossing the pond between levees and by providing 

a surfaoe ohannel from the wet area in the vicinity of Field #7 to 

the sea . 

Any neoessary surface ditches should be provided to divert 

surface water from higher sources into the several storm ditches ; 

their channels should be put into proper condition; their banks 

should be protected against overflow , and if need be, their oapacities 

should be increased by enlargement of cross - section. 

To effect the drainage of the wet areas four or five pumping 

plants will be required . One of these likely would be located near 

the flap - gate already mentioned and would serve field #5 and the low 

cove in Field #4 . Another should be located near the outlet of Sano's 

pond and would serve to drain the pond itself and the ~urrounding 

wet land , Fields #2- a and #2- b and , perhaps , a portion of upper Field 

#7 and of that held as tenancies at will . A third plant should be 

l ooated adjacent to the storm ditch leading to the pu~a near the 

western end of the plantation an ~ adjacent to the right - of- way of 

the Oahu Railway and Land COMpany , in order to serve Fiels #3 - a dnd 

#3 - b and the wet area at the extreme western extremity of the planta 

tion . A fourth plant should be located just above the coral be~t , 

below Field #7 and adjacent t o the proposed surface channel leading 

to the sea . A fifth plant ~ight be required in the vicinity of 

Marconi station owing to the fact that a low area south of the 

station appears to be cut off from the low area northwest of the 
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station. by a considerable ridge. The latter plants would serve 

Field #7 and the adjacent tenancies at will. 

The discharge pipes fDom the several plants should be led over 

the embankments of the storm ditches. The outlets of the pipes 

should be well toward the bottom of the channels in orde~ that ad

vantage may be taken of the siphon effect at times of minimum flow. 

The pump sumps should be sun~ several feet below the grade of the 

main drains leading to them. They may be lined with concrete on sides 

and bottom. Centrifugal pumps should be e~ployed. The pumps should 

be driven by means of electric motors, direDt connected, unless pro

vision is to be made to use the pumped water for the irrigation of 

lands at considerable elevation. Automatic float control should be 

provided so that the pumps will operate only as required. Check 

valves should be installed in the discharge pipes to prevent reversed 

flow during periods of pump inactivity. The equip~ent should be well 

housed . 

The design for capacity of the pumping plants should be genereus 

since automatic control is to be afforded . 

In most instances the drainage system will comprise main open 

drains; open or co vered sub-main drains and covered lateral and sub

lateral drains. In such case. a main dra in. havLlg a fairly flat 

grade and ample cross section will lead to the pumping plant. Its 

design should be :n accordance dith the principles set forth ~n the 

general report. Its depth, and that of any submains and laterals 

snould be such that a minimum dept~ of 4 feet will be afforded to the 

sublaterals. 1',Iah drains should occupy the lowest part of the given 
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area . Sub - mains should occupy major t1amifying depressions. Laterals 

should be looated largely with respect to the location of straight 

ditches while the position of sub - laterals will be fixed largely 

by the position of level ditches as explained in the general report . 

In some instances, intercepting drains wil ~ be necessary. This 

is particularly true of the upper portion of Field #7 , the l ow cove 

in Field #4 and in Field #2-b . In each case the drain should be 

located at the ohange of slope from a steep to a lighter grade . Such 

drains , ordinarily, should have a depth of 6 feet or ~ore . 

The following table of precipitatinn data was made up of 

records from the U. S. Weather Bur eau: 



PRECIPITATION DATA FO~ ~~UKU 

MONTH 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 NORMAL 

Jan. 2 . 72 3 . 39 16 . 62 11 . li5 8 . 51 2 . 17 3 . 19 11.18 4 . 16 
Feb . 3.45 1.38 1.67 2 . 67 5 . 84 0 . 71 1.19 1.47 5.22-
Mar. 2 . 95 7 . 41 4 . 40 15 . 30 6.14 2 . 20 9 . 61 2 . 62 5 . 07 
Apr . 1 . 30 3 . 01 9 . 63 1. 93 2 .39 16 . 56 3 .12 2 . 13 1.78 2.82 
May 2 .7 2 2 . 60 0 . 40 2 . 78 1 . 67 1.67 1.02 1.45 1.69 2 . 01 
Jun. 6 . 21 0.90 2 . 80 0 . 59 4 . 15 1.17 1.36 1.47 0 . 46 1.60 
Ju1. 0 . 91 3 . 92 4 . 24 2 . 46 1.02 1 . 81 1 .9 6 3 . 60 ih.67 1.80 
Aug. 2.49 1. 76 1 . 79 1.96 1.20 3 . 88 0 . 87 2 . 65 1.10 2 . 32 
Sep. 1 . 41 6.17 1 . 24 1 . 82 2 . 43 1 . 62 3 . 27 2.35 1.34 2 . 27 
Oc~ . 3 . 00 1.19 2.56 2 . 67 1.50 2 . 07 2 . 46 2 .14 2 .16 2 . 51 
Nov . 3 . 08 0 . 23 6 . 05 4 . 10 3 . 61 10 . 21 1.05 1 . 60 0 . 65 3 . 90 
Dec . 1 . 07 5 . 86 8 . 06 6 . 08 5 . 45 3 . 85 2 . 83 7 . 78 3 . 40 4 . 11 
Ann . 31 . 31 37 .. 72 47 . 08 52 . 84 63 . 33 23 . 02 39 . 07 29 . 52 37 . 79 

MAXIMUM RAINRALL IN 24 HOURS 

Y~A..R MONTH AMOUNT YEA? MONTH AMOUNT YEA-q MONTH AMOUNT 

1905 Sep/ 3.19 1911 May 2 . 27 1917 Mar . ib . 30 
1906 Nov . 3.10 1912 Jan. 1 . 55 1918 Apr . 6 . 05 
1907 Dec . 2.70 1913 Jun. 4 . 31 1919 Apr. 1. 75 
1908 Mar . 3 . 65 1914 Dec . 3 . 65 1920 Dec . 2 . 62 
1909 Mar . ~.57 1915 Apr. 7 . 50 1921 Jan . 2 . 10 
1910 Nov . 2 . 25 1916 Jan . 4 .10 M3..A-N 3 . 80 

DA:J: A FO R. l~-qCE, 1909 

DAY AIiIlOUNT DAY AMOUNT -- DAY AMOUNT DAY lWOUNT 

I 0 . 07 9 0.15 17 0 . 08 25 0 . 02 
2 0 . 10 10 0 . 50 18 0.24 26 0.03 
3 0 . 16 11 0.02 19 0.13 27 0 . 02 
4 0 . 15 12 2.25 20 0.14 28 0 . 04 
5 0.01 13 9.57 21 0 . 02 29 0 . 06 
6 0.01 14 0 . 00 22 0 . 02 30 0.02 
7 0.01 15 0.68 23 0 . 12 31 0 . 01 
8 0101 16 0 . 04 24 0 . 02 T . 14 . 70 

Total for storm of 12-13 - - - 11.82" 
Total for week 12 - 18 - - - - - 12 . 86" 
Average per day for week 12-18 1 . 64" 
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It appears that if a run- off of 1 inch in 24 hours is provided 

for , all but the most exceptional storms will be taken care of within 

reasonaole time , and that effective centrol of percolating irrigation 

water will be afforded. It is infeasible to provide for maximum 

conditions . 

It is recommended that a topographic survey of the wet land 

and controlling areas be made; that a drainage system be designed 

and that an estimate of cost be obtained. If this demonstrates the 

project to be economical , its construction should be given serious 

consideration. It might be well to underta~e the reclamation of 

one of the areas first a s an experiment and 8 demonstEation . Parti 

cular consideration should be given to the possibility of using the 

pumped drainage water for irrigation. 
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APP .JNDIX "D" 

SUGGESTIONS FOR TH3 DRAIl'JAGE OF EWA PLANT AT ION 

at 

EViA , OArIU· 

Ewa Plantation is located on leeward Oahu near the southwes t 

extrem~ty of the island. It comprises land rangin~ in elevation from 

tide level near Hoaeae Station at the north end of Nest Loch of 

Pearl Harbor to mauka lands at an elevation of aoout 200 feet . Most 

of the plantation , howeve r, is Qut off from the sea by a coral forIDB -

tion , so a large proportion of the area is at some distance from 

the shore ana at consi derable elevatiJn above sea le-:e1. 

Many conditions of topograpny are presented and numerous soil 

type s occur . The necessity for , or desirab ~ lity of , artifi cial drain-

age has beco~e apparent in a number of fields scattered over the 

plantation at various elevations, unaer various conditions of topo -

graphy , and presenting various~problems for solution . 

The fo110~ing table of precipitation data was made up of records 

from the U. S. vVeather Bureau : 

PP.EC IP ITAT IOlJ DATA FOR EWA . 

MONTH 1913 1914 1915 :n.n& 19 17 1918 1919 1920 1921 NO'DlvIAL 
Jan. 0 . 43 r.l)5"" o:2l 18 . 32 9 . 58 6 . 94 0 . 60 4 . 65 7 . 22 2 . 95 
Feb . 0 . 83 1.32 0 . 21 4 . 82 2 . 15 3 . 35 0 . 00 0 . 37 1. 67 4 . 10 
Mar . 0 . 67 4 . 60 0 . 45 3 . 58 10 . 93 4 . 68 0 . 40 2 . 49 0 . 55 2 . 85 
Apr . 0 . 50 0 . 85 1. 28 1.66 1.24 7 . 66 0.37 0 . 72 0 . 21 1.11 
May 3. 08 1 . 08 0 . 35 0 . 56 1. 79 0 . 24 0 . 46 0 . 60 0 . 26 0 . 91 
Jut} . 3 . 01 0 . 29 0 . 24 0 . 05 0 . 16 0 . 37 0 . 49 0 . 67 0 . 00 0 . 59 
Ju1. 0.53 0 . 51 0 . 86 0 . 4u 0.41:; 0.02 0 . 16 0 . 4d 0 . 21 0 . 39 
Aug . 3 . 13 0 . 27 0 . 02 1.60 1 . 55 1. 71 O. iliO 0 . 40 0 . 25 0 . 74 
Sap . 1.04 2 . 12 1.87 0 . 55 1 , ~5 0 . 79 0 . 99 0 . 00 0 . 40 1. 04 
Oct . 1 . 05 0.00 0.72 1.57 0 . 87 0 . 44 2 . 60 O. WZ 3 . 16 1.09 
Nov . 1 . 47 1 . 21 6 . 52 0 . 55 1.39 6 . 38 1. 34 O~~6 0 . 20 2 . 81 
Dec . e.os 2 . 74 7 . 67 21 . 49 6 . 19 3 . 22 1.04 12 . Z5 5 . 65 3 . 22 
Ann . 15 . 82 16.64 20 . 40 35 . 23 36 . 32 35 . 83 8.55 24 . 24 19 . 78 21 . 80 
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MAXIMUM RA INF ALL IN 24 HOURS 

YEAR MON?H AMOUNT YEAR MONTH AMOUNT YEAR MONTH AMOUNT . 
1905 Aug . 1.90 1911 Feb . 2 . 84 1917 Mar . 8 . 15 
1906 Dec . 3.38 1912 Apr . 1 . 05 1918 Nov . 3 . 41 
1907 Jan. 3 . 49 1913 Aug . 2 . 42 1919 Oct; 2.42 
1908 Mar . 5 . 18 1914 :Mar . 2 .30 1920 Dec. 9 . 47 
1909 Jan . 2 . 35 1915 Nov . 3.56 1921 Dec . 2 . 53 
1910 Dec . 2.96 1916 Jan . 4.45 MEL1'f 3.64 

DATA FOR DECEMBER, 1920 

DAY AMOUNT DAY AMOUNT DAY Al\l10UNT DAY AMOUNT 
-1- -9- 0 . 07 17 25 

2 10 18 26 
3 11 19 27 
4 12 1.10 20 28 
5 0 . 09 13 0 . 17 21 29 
6 14 22 0 . 25 30 
7 0.08 15 23 9 . 47 31 
8 0 . 08 16 24 1.42 T. 12 . 75 

Total for storm of 22-24 - - - 11 . 14" 

It will be seen from the foregoing data that the annual pre-

cipitation is so meager and its distribution over the year so un-

favorable, that irrigation is essential. Irrigation is practiced 

generally over the plantation, the water being pumped from wells . 

The practice began about 1890 and has been developed until a miximum 

of over 91,000 , 000 gallons per day is being pumped. The heads vary 

from about 66 feet to about 215 feet , the source of the water 

generally being close to sea level. 

The condition of excessive mOisture content began to be appar

ent within three years after irrigation was first applied and spread 

until now fully a score of areas present a problem in drainage. 

These areas may be classified ill1der five heads with respect to the 

problems of drainage, as follows: 
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(l) Land near tide level , as at Hoaeae Station. 
(2) Land injured by seepage from reservoir , as in Field A. 
(3) Land at foot of pali , injured by seepage , as in Field C. 
(4) Land in an enclosed basin, as in Field #13-a 
(5) Land injured as a result of restricted lateral movement 

of underground water , as in Field #11 . 

There are , of course, modific stions and shadings of these 

fundamental problems, and some fields present a combination of two or 

more of them. 

The field at Roaeao Station has an eleva~ion so little above 

sea level that gravity drainage is out of the question , and since 

the mean and spring ranges of tidal variations are Gnly 1 . 2 feet 

and 1.8 feet respectively, tide - gate control is not feasible. Pump -

ing offers the only reoourse and it does not appear that such process 

would be economical on account of tne small size of the unit. It 

will be well to obtain an estimate of cost of such reclamation in 

order better to decide the matter . 

It appears that Field A may be drained by means of an inter-

cepting line of drain, at least 6 feet deep, skirting the reservoir, 

with a conducting line leading to a suitable outlet . Perhaps a 

better arrangement would be to layout the system in the shape of 

a "Y", the two arms serving as inter-eepting lines skirting the re-

servolr and the trunk line extending across the in~ured area. If 

necessary, other branches could be installed later . 

Field C will require an intercepting drain located at the foot 

of the pali, approximately along a line at the ohange in slope from 

a steep to a lighter grade, and a conducting drain leading to a 

suitable outlet. The intercepting drain should have a depth of at 

least 6 feet. It may be necessary to install branch drains further 

down the slope to care for water applied directly to the tract itself. 



The problem in Field #13 - a (and #13 - b) is complicated by the 

fact that the area occupies a sort of basin , being out off from the 

sea by a higher coral formation, solid coral coming to the surface . 

A gravity outlet drain would need to be very long and would need to 

cut into the coral , so that the unit cost would be high for the acre-

age involved . 

Pumping seems to offer the more feasible solution . TWD out 

lets are available; one, the storm ditch adjacent to Field #13 - b , 

which leads to the large puka in the coral formation; the other , 

the supply ditch leading toward the south. The chief advantage of 

the latter is that of conservation of water . The chief disadvantage 

is that it would be necessary to pump drainage water into the supply 

ditch , out o~ the irrigation season , so that a wasteway into the 

pasture lands , or to the sea, might have to be provided . 

The layout and design of the required drainage system should 

be in accordanc3 with the recommendations given in the general report . 

The most suitable equipluent for the pumping plant would be a 

centrifugal pump, direct connected to an electric motor, and pro -

vided with automatic float control . The pump should extend below the 

grade of the main drain and should be lined on the sides and bottom 

with concrete . 

A system for Field #11 was designed at the time the field 

investigations were being made. No doubt t nis system has been 
are 

installed and the proposed investigations/under way . It is expeoted 

that much will be learned from this experimental work which will be 

of value in the design of systems for the various units throughout 

the plantation. 



Particular at t entio'l s hould be paid to the data on run- off . 

It appears t hat i f a un-off of 3/4 inch in 24 hours is provided fo r , 

all but the most unusual storms wi 11 be taken care 0 '<>, but it may 

prove feasible to employ a lower r a t e , say , 1/2 i nch in 24 hours. 

The desirabi l it y of le ading the drainage wa t er from wet areas 

into supply ditehes, wherever poss ible , is apparent. The question 

concerning the quality o~ such water has been discussed at length 

in the general rep ort. 

I t i s r ecormenoed that topo gr sphical s ur veys be IDt:lde ,, ~ all 

the wet areas and controlling areas and t h at draina ge systems be 

des i gned 8nd cost es t i mates be obtained. If these indicate that 

reclamation is economica l, i t should be under t aken . 
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J..:2 Elm IX "E " 

SUGG~STlONS FOR THE DRAINING OF THE PLANTATION 

of 

KOLOA SUGAR COMP::_l\ry 

at 

KOLOA , KAUAl . 

The plantation of the Koloa Sugar Com~any is located near the 

south extremity of KBuai and is exposed somewhat to both windward and 

kona storms with the result that the amlUal prec ipit ation is much 

grea~er than on some windward plantations, and is fairly well dis -

tributed over the several months of the ye ar as may be seen from 

an examination of the precipitation data presented herewith . 

Notwithstanding the relative high precipitation and its ~av -

orable distribution over the year , irrigation is necessary , and this 

fact must be taken into consideration in the design of a drainage 

system. 

The f ollownmg table of precipitation data was made up of 

re oords from the U. 8 . Weather Bureau : 

PP."::CIPlTATI-.JlJ DATA FOR lLlliA ULEPU 

1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1 920 1921 NOR..JL;\l - - -- - - - -
Jan. 1.34 6 . 93 0 . 62 15 . 75 7 . 09 7 . 02 2.31 11 . 29 38 . 51 6 . 49 
Feb . 5 . 91 2 . 15 3 . 40 4 . 40 5 . 11 7 . 03 0 . 71 1.14 1 . 52 3 . 91 
Mar . 3 . 69 5 001 10M 6 . 50 10 . 13 15 . 67 2 . 76 6 . 61 4 . 97 7 . 15 
Apr . 3 . 91 6 . 67 6 . 27 2 . 78 4 . 28 17 . 48 7 . 25 3 . 14 2 . 94 4 . 83 

I May . 6 . 26 13 . 86 1 . 08 6 . 66 3 . 72 2 . 64 2 . 88 3 . 12 1 . 45 4 . 32 
Jun . 7 . 59 6 . 65 4 . 64 3 . 62 2 . 63 2013 1.17 2 . 34 3.61 3 . 52 
Jul. 3 . 05 4 . 70 3 . 41 3 . 88 4 . 39 5 . 18 4 . 77 4.07 4 . 04 3 . 69 
Aug . 3 . 51 3 . 61 3 . 76 3 . 56 3 . 48 4 . 74 3 . 04 5.61 2 . 36 4 . 32 
Sep . 2 . 93 27 177 8 . 81 2 . 19 2 . 99 1 . 32- 2.19 5 . 11 2 . 90 5 . 09 
Oc; . 4 . 40 2 . 59 7 . 18 5 . 16 3 . 28 4 . 64 8 . 14 8.17 2 . 97 3 . 94 
uov . 11. 90 2 . 87 8 . 59 9 .. 86 3 . 93 6 . 70 1.29 6 . 71 2 . 94 5 .74 

2 . 24 6 . 22 15 . 43 11 . 00 3 . 48 7 . 42 11.24 11 . 49 17 . 95 6 . 51 
:m56 . 79 88 . 03 64 . 24 75 . 36 54 .. 51 81 . 97 47 . 75 68 . ~g 86 . 16 59 . 51 

»(Does not check with total for months) 



MAXI MtJ.t.I RAINiALL IN 24 HOURS ( KOLOA) 

YEAR MONTH AMOUNT YEAR MONTH AMOUNT Y~AR MONTH AMOUNT 
1905 
l e06 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 

Day 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

DAY 
- 1-

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Nov . 6. 25 1911 Jan. 3 . 41 1917 Apr . A.oo 
Aug . 2 . 36 1912 Nov . 1. 11 1918 Apr . 5 . 20 
Jan . 8 . 00 1913 Jun . 4 . 68 1919 Oct . 3 . 57 
Mar . 4 . 03 1914 Sap . 6. 02 1920 JBIl . 4 . 03 
liIar . 6. 00 1915 Dec . 4 . 30 1921 Jan . 10 . 30 
Nov . 7 . 91 1916 Jan . 3 . 23 MEAN 4 . 96 

DA'rA FOR JANUA..11Y 1921 

AMOUNT DAY lllJIOUNT DAY AMOUNT DAY Alv10UNT 
-9- 1 . 00 17 1.37 2b 1. 02 
10 . 33 18 1.28 26 . 45 

. 47 11 . 20 19 1.07 27 1. 00 

. 92 12 . 13 20 3 . 61 28 . 40 

. 60 13 . 55 21 . 39 29 . 01 
1 . 56 14 1. 79 22 . 05 30 1.13 

. 67 15 3 . 51 23 . 09 31 . 42 
1. 57 16 10 . 30 24 'T1 35 . 89 .... . 

At 1,Iahaulepu the following record was established . 

A.l.10U~r:2 

. 42 

. 70 

. 25 
1 . 46 

. 36 
1.72 

DAY AtuOm:1 DAY _;j'~OU;n DAY 
9 . 86 l7 2 . 8li 25 

10 . 16 18 1.23 26 
11 . 36 19 1.48 27 
1 '~ . 13 20 2 . 43 S8 
13 . 41 21 29 
14 2 . 97 22 30 
15 2 .. 63 23 31 
16 15 . 29 24 T. 

Total for storm of 3 - 20 --- 35 . 73" 
Total for week of 14 - 20 --- 28 . 90" 

Ai:IOLmT 
. 56 
. 34 
. 27 

1.04 
. 47 

38 . 51 

A1Barage per day for week 14- 20 9-- 4 . 13" 

In general , the plantation occu)ies relatively high land having 

favorable slopes but in the case of two areas water accumulates more 

rapidly than it is taken care of by natural processes . The ~ost 

important area is Mahaulepu ,Field near the east end of the plantation, 

in whi ch excessive Moisture conditions obtain both as a result of 

surface run- off and seepa""re frOl:l higher lands . The other area is 
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Kaluahonu Field . nearer plantation headquarters , in which seepage from 

higher lands and retarded movement of applied water are chiefly res

ponsible for an inhibitive moisture oondition. 

Originally, Mahaulepu Field appears to h ... ve bean a natural 

swamp , but the system of storm dijches has served to dispose of most 

of the surface water . The field is a basin , in the nature of a bott le , 

being constricted makai , with an outcrop of lava across the neck . 

There is ample fall t o the sea below this outcrop, to provide for 

gravity drainage and the f all in the field itself appears to be 

sat i sfaotory for art ifi cial drainage purp Me s;' 

The present system of storm ditches finds an outlet to the 

sea through a cut in the lava outcrop and could be deepened only at 

considera~le expense. Furthermore , a diversion dam has bean installed 

across the main ditch near Puukeke , for the irrigation of lower lands , 

and it is important that there be no interference with this structue . 

Finally , it is desirable to Keep the necessary underdrainage 

system separate from the storm ditch system in so far as possible , 

since maximum storm run-off is likely to occur cOincidently with the 

greatest need for free underdrqinage discharge . 

If possible . the main outlet drain of the underdrainage system 

should join the main storm ditch at or a little above the diversio '1. 

dam , and at such aepth that the flow in the drain will not be impeded 

at times of maximum storm discharge . I f t his is not possible , it 

will be necessary t o afford the drain greater depth and carry its out 

let to a point elow the dam , which will necessitate excavation into 

the lava . 
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The main drain should traverse the lowest part of the area and 

likely will need to be an open canal , in the interest of oonservation 

of available fall . If open , the drain may be given a fall of 1 foot 

per mile or less . If a large tile is used , a fall not less than 5 

feet per mile whould be afforded. 

Several sub-~ains will be required. These should oooupy the 

more important ramifying depressions and should be oovered tile drains 

if the available fall will warrant . The exaot looation and depth of 

the main and sub-mains oan by determined only after a topographioal 

survey of the area has been made . Other features of design should 

follow the reoommendations presented in the general report . 

laterals and sub-laterals should be oovered tile drains . Their 

location will depend largely upon the layout of the irrigated system. 

Under the propesed plan to install the orchard system of irrigation, 

it appears feasible t o locate sub- laterals just up the slope from 

level ditches and to provide conducting drains running down the slope 

near adjacent or alternate straight ditches , as the conditions of the 

topography may require. Reference to the general report should be 

made in cOnnEction with the various features of design . It appears 

that intercepting lines will be required in several parts of the 

field . 

A drainage run- off of 1 inch in 24 hours will serve to take 

care of all but the most exceptional storms . 

The problems in Kaluahonu Field are much simpler than those of 

Mahaulepu, but in general will respond to the same treatment. Conditions 

~-



appear favorable t o the installation of a covered sys t em throughout . 

The main drain should be so located that the developed water may be 

recovered for use in irrigation of lower lands. The desi gn for 

capacity may be less generous , and the locatioh of drains may be 

fitted to the irr igation system. 

It is recolJrnended that the work in Mahaulepu Field be under 

taken first . A topographical survey is essential . With the topo 

graphical data availa ble and with the irrigation layout necided 

upon, a drainage system ma y- b.e desighed and a cost estimate obtained . 

If this demonstrates the project to be economical , it should be 

undertaken . 

., 
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AP P.rl1NDIX "F" 

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE DRAINAGE OF THE PLANTATION 

of 

hWCEE SUGAR COMPANY 

at 

KEALIA , lCAUAI. 

The planta~ion of the Makee Sugar Company is located on wind

ward Kauai and occupies both maUKa lands and low lying lands near 

the sea . The two areas of particular concern are in Field #32 and 

Field #l~ -a , #17 - b and #17 - c . 

The former is situated mau a of a relatively higher coral belt 

skirting the seashore s~uth of Kapaa. ~he latter occupies a former 

bay at the mouth of Kealia stream. 

ZXamination of Field #32 showed that the top soil is very 

shallow , generally followed by coarse coral sand , devoid of humus , 

and that the ground water table stood at a dep t h of from less than 

1 foot to about 12 feet. The elevation of the tract is not far above 

s ea level and gravity d~~inage to a depth suitable for the culture 

of cane is not possible . 

The mean tide range is only 1 foot and the spring range is only 

1 . 6 feet s o tide gate control is not feasible . Drainage of the tract, 

therefore , would require pumping of the developed water , and in addi 

tion it would ba necessary to divert storm water from higher lands , 

directly to the sea . It is the op~nion of the writer that the area 

involved is too small to warrant the neoessary expenditure . 
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It is recommended that the present ditoh system be deepened 

at the outlet as much as practioable and be oonstruoted on a flat 

grada . since sufficient grade to prevent growth of vegetation oannot 

be obtained in any event . The ditches should be provided with side 

slopes and additional laterals should be installed as occasion 

affords . To be effective , the ditches should be properly maintained . 

Fi elds #17-a, #17 - b and #17 -c constitute a single unit so far 

as d~ainage is concerned . Their natural outlet is Kealia stream but 

the available depth is not sufficient for proper underdrainage. 

Pumping, therefore , will be necessary, and appears to be warranted 

by the s iz e and position of tile fie Id and tIle q uali ty of t he soil. 

storm water fro@ outside sources should be segregated from the 

water incident to the area itself . The bank of the$ream should be 

prote cted agairrst Qverflow and the p resent open dral n lying be tween 

Fields #17 - a and #17 -b should be maintained as a storm ditch to take 

care of water coming fro the gulch northwest of Field #17 -a. 

It appears desirable to provide a separate channel for the drain

age water and conditions seem favorable to locate suoh channel along 

the line of the present sewer north of the hotel and office building . 

This ditch should be out praotically to sea level . 

The pumping plant may be looated on the low ground , near the 

power line in Field #17 - b. The su lp should be of such depth that 

all of the land of the area may be drained into it. The sump should 

be lined with conorete on the sides and bottom. Provision should 

be made to carry the discharge pipe over the embankment of the outlet 

channel and :iiE mouth should be slow so that advantage may be taKen 

of the siphon effect at times of low \/ater . A checK V'alve should be 

installed in the disoharge pipe. 
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The most suita@le equipment would be a oentrifugal pump , 

direot oonneoted to an eleotrio 'dotor , provided with automatio 

float oontrol . If the pumped water may be used for irrigation, it 

will tend toward ma~ing the projeot more feasiblet 

The drainage system li,<:ely will oomprise several ramifying 

open main drains; open sub - main drains and ~overed lateral and sub -

lateral drains . The location and spacing of the latter will depend 

in large measure upon the layout of the irrigation system . The lay-

out of the mains and sub~mains can he determined only after a topo-

graphical survey of the area has been made. OtheL features of the 

design should be in acoordance with th9 recom~endations offered in 

the general report . 

Interce ptin,g; drains should be installed at the upper edge of 

the wet area practioally along the line at the change in slope from 

a steep to a lighter grade. ,'lhe.cever· ossible such drains should 

have a depth of at least 6 feet . 

The following table of precipitation data was Dsde up of re-

cords fro~ the U. 0. deather Bureau; 

MONTH 
Jal1. 
ieb. 
l. ... ar. 
A" I:. 
:.J.a~ 

Ju " " 
Jul. 
Aug. 
Sep. 
Oct . 
lTov. 
Dec. 
Ann . 

1913 
Q."75" 
2 . 61 
4 . 39 
1 . 38 
1 . 74 
3 . 88 
0 . 97 
1 . 39 
! . 22 
1. 93 
7.77 
2.04 

31.05 

1914 
4.TO 
0.45 
5.16 
5.70 
7.02 
2.71 
1. 71 
1.02 

18 . 36 
1.35 
2.07 
6 . 26 

55 . 97 

PR3CIPITATION DATA FOR KEALIA 

19lb 
v.oo 
0 . 98 
0 . 55 
3.87 
0.25 
2.61 
2.29 
1 . 82 
1. 90 
2.7:'" 
G.1 9 

14.77 
38.02 

19l() IS17 1918 
~ 6":"DT 67'lY 
4 . 35 2 . 63 4.61 
5.73 15.41 10.75 
0.70 2 . 21 8 . 79 
2.55 4 . 11 0.78 
1.84 2 . 21 1 . 69 
3.15 3.95 1 . 51 
1.7" 1.23 4 . 49 
1.85 3.07 1.39 
1 . 60 .3.39 1. 75 
4.16 3.10 7 . 43 
9 . 15 1. 34 4. 73 

44 . 17 48 . 96 54 . 64 
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191: 
T.b3 
m. 90 
0 . 43 
3 . 46 
1.09 
1.54 
1.22 
0 . 92 
0.88 
3 . 80 
4.09 
5.76 

25 . 72 

1920 1921 
13:"'70 22.lJ4 
0 . 50 1.30 
5 . 16 3.50 
4 . 06 2 . 85 
2 . 47 2.28 
1.67 2.37 
3 . 17 1.29 
3 . bO 1.01 
3.72 1 . 40 
2 . 74 4.34 
4.12 1.10 
7 . 87 8.17 

47 . 68 51 . 65 

NORMAL 
4 . 00 
3 . 96 
6 . 81 
2 . 50 
2 . 43 
1 . 92 
2.00 
1 . 97 
3.02 
3 . 16 
3 . 98 
5.06 

40 . 81 



MAXI1 RAn~F~""LL III 24 HOURS 
YEA..-q MONTH AlWDUNJ: YE~ MONTH AiiIOUlf.r 0 YEA.-q OlJTH AMOU:iT 
1905 Nov . 1. 98 1911 Sep . 3. 55 1917 far . 4 . 50 1906 Dec . 1. 60 1912 De c . 2 . 20 1918 Nov . 6. 81 1907 Jan . 5.85 19a3 Mar . 2 . 75 1915 Oct . 3 . 08 1908 Mar. 4 . 20 1914 Sep . 8 . 30 1920 Jan. 4 . 02 1909 Mar . 4 . 12 1915 Dec . 3 . 81 1921 Jan . 4 . 03 1910 .Nov . 8 . 70 1916 Dec . 4 . 20 MEAN 4 . 33 

DATA FOR N OY.rilUBE R , 1910 
DAY AMOUNT DAY AMOUNT DAY AMOUNT DAY A1.10UNT 1 - 9 17 25" . 25 2 8 . 70 10 18 26 . 24 3 . 85 11 19 27 4 12 . 65 20 28 5 13 21 89 6 14 22 30 . 38 7 15 23 8 16 24 T . 11. 07 

Total for st arm of 2- 3 --_ 9. ffi IT 

From the fOHgoing data it appears that if provision for a 

run- off of 1 inch in 24 hours is made it will ~taKe care of all but 

the ~ost exceptional storms . 

A topograpflical survey should be mad..e; a drainage system de. -

signed in accordance with the data so obtained , and a cost estimate 

made . If this demonstrates the profect to be feasible , itlli recom-

mended that the drainage worK be underta~en . 
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.A.PP.3JUDIX "G" 

SUGG:JSTI ONS FOR ~H2 DRAINAGiJ OF THE OLAA P LAW:: AT I O:~ 

at 

a LAA, HAW AIr. 

The dra inage problem on the Olaa Plantation has to Q J largely 

with the improvement of th e natural surfaoe drainage . There may be 

some need for u~lderdrainage , where condi t ions are favorable. On 

much of the plantation the surface drainage problem presents so un

usual aspects and its solutio~ , as well as the solution of the pro 

blems of dr&inage of the minor areas above - mentioned, whould follow 

the suggestio:: s offer ed in the general report. 

In conneotion with the problem is so me of the higher fields , 

however, a situation i s presented , which require s special treatment 

and , beoause the counterpart of the situation has not appeared, 

heretofore , it is desir able that special experiments be undertaken 

before the suggested solution be a pplied on a large scale . 

A dual problem of soil moisture control and soil temperature 

co ntro] is presented. Such control is ooncerned with the upper limit 

of permissible so ~ l moisture co ntent and wi t h the lower l i mit of 

required temperature . 

Fortunately the two aspects of the problem are rel ated and a 

s olution of the former aspect will, i n conside~able degree, satisfy 

the req uirements of the latt e£. 

The studies already made indicate t hat the mean annual ra&nfall 

at 17- Jile is ov er 200 i n ches, whi ch is of course excessive and that 
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the area ~s subject to heavy storms, a precipitation as hmgh as 

21 . 4 inches i n one day hJving been recorded i n J anuary , 1922. The 

average number of days per year having a pre cipitation of 0 . 01 inch 

or over is 301 , which indicates a hign percentage of cloudiness . 

With respect to air temperatures , it has been found that the mean 

annual t emperature is discouragingly low being 66 . 10 F (1922) as 

compared with 73 . 60 F , at Olaa Mill and with 73 . 50F as an average 

for twelve sugar plantations on Lau&i, Oahu, Maui and Hawalii . The 

mean mont~ly temperatures in 1922 at 17-mile range from 62j.5 0 F for 

February to 69 0 F for September . At Olaa Mill the mean monthly 

temperatures range fro m 70 . 0 0F (Jan) to 76 . 0 0 (Sep . ) ~nd the range 

for the average of the above - mentioned twelve plantations is from 

69 . 80 F for January to 76 . 8 0 F for September . 

All plants are subject to cert a in critical temperatures , both 

as respect germination and growth . A sugar - producing plant is expec -

ial 1y susceptible to the status of the supply of heat and sunshine. 

So far s s I have been abl d t o det ernine , no worK has been done in 

the Territory relating to heat hnit require ments and critical temp-

eratures . By maKing a careful analysis of data from a large number 

of the plantations, I have co ncluded that aevelopement is unsatis 

factory when tne mean mo nthly teoperature falls to 70 00r below. 

The foll owing table g ives the mean monthly and annual tenperatures2 

for 17 - rnile ( 1922) • 

Jan . 63 . 50 F May 65 . 00 F Sep. 69 . 00F 
Feb . 62 . 50 F Jun. 67.~oF Oct . 68 . 0oF 
Mar . 64 . 0~ F Jul.. 68 . 50F Nov . 66 . 50 F Amlual 66 . 1 OF 
Apr. 65 . 5° F Aug . 68 . 50 F Dec . 64 . 50 F 
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It will be seen that the mean monthly temperature never reaches 

70° at l7 - mile, and one naturally wonders why cane grows at all in 

the locality. ~he following table of mean maximum monthly and annual 

temperatures may serve to shed Bome light upon this pOint . 

Jan . 69°F May 70°F Sep . 75°F 
Feb . 6S°1) Jun. 74°F Oct. 75°F 
Mar . 69 0 F Jul. 75°F Nov . 72°F Annual 720F 
Apr . 71°F Aug. 74°F Dec . 72°F 

Maximum temperatures probably reached as high as 90° F and it 

might appear that such growth a s is made is the result of heat unit 

contributed during certain portions of the day during some seven 

or eight months )f the year . Small wonder , then , that cane growth 

and sugar content are rel&tively smaller than at Olt.a Mill where the 

temperature conditions obtaining are as indicated in tne following 

t~ble: 

Mean dax . Mean Max . Mean liIax . 
Jan. 7a . OoF 80 .20 p MayO 72 . 50F 8l . 60F Sep . 76 . 00F 84 . 0 0F 
Feb . 70 . 50F 80 . So~ Jun~ 74 . 00F 82 . 60~ Oct. 75 . 5°1 • S3 ,"9 0 F 
Mar . 72 . 00 F Sl . 30F Jul. 75 . 50F 83.2 0F Nov . 74 . 00F 82 . 30 F 
Apr. 72 . 50F 80.80 F Aug. 75 . 50F 83 . 60F Dec . 73 . 00F 8l . 6 0 F 

Ann . 73 . 60F 82 . l oF 

As for soil temperatures , within the rootzone, it is a char-

acterietic of tropical soils , tnat the temperature is somewhere near 

constant at a point near the mean annual air temperature. ~he in

vestigations made in Field #7 showed an average soil temperature 

within the root zone of 660F as compared with a mean annual air 

temperature of 66 . l oF for 1922 . 

Wit~"respect to air temperature, conditions must be accepted as 

Nature has provided them . It is not within our power to alter the 
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percentage of cloudy days nor to raise the temperature of the air . 

With respect to the soil temperature, however, we may prOduce some 

modifications , artificially. 

It was aacertained in the studies of Field 7, that there was 

a definite relation between soil mOisture content and soil tempera-

ture~ . This is indicated in the following table. 

() of soil moisture 

400 . 0~ (2nd foot) 
376 . 2% (1st foot) 
316.7% (ed foot) 

~emperature 

64 . 4 oF 
65 . 3 0F 
68 . 0 0 F 

This is due to the fact that the quantity of heat required to 

raise the temperature of water one degree is about twice that needed 

to ohange the temperature of dry soil the same amount. Moreover , 

where the factor of evaporation enters in, about twenty times as much 

heat is required . 

Artificial modification may be effected in two ways, one by 

moisture control and the other by conserving the available heat supply, 

first by assisting the soil to absorb more heat and seoond, by eliminat

ing loss of heat so far as possible. 

The first control is correlated with the first factor of the 

dual problem at Olaa , tha t 0 control of the upper limit of soil 

mOisture . The second cJntrol involves a number of phwsical phenomena . 

Control of the upper limit of soil rlOisture, where precipita-

tion is the source of supply, is usually effected by drainage , either 

by surface worAS , or underdrainage, or both. 
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For illlderdrainage to operate , it is required that the soil 

pores , within the operating zone, be oompletely saturated with water 

to a height above the proposed depth of drains . A water table , 

either primary or perched and permanent or temporary, is involved . 

Surface drainage, on the other hand , serves a preventative purpose , 

providing a ready me~ns o~ escape of water as it falls and restrict

ing the percol ation of water into the soil. 

The examinations at Olaa indicated that conditions generally 

are not favorable to the operation of an underdrainage system. There 

are , of course , areas in which underdrainage is required and in which 

such a system will operate successfully , but the solution of the 

pfoblems in these areas is simple and is of no concern in the present 

discussion . The real problem at Olaa has to do with the prsventative 

measures suggested above . 

It appears that the natural drainage capacity of the soil of 

upper Olaa are unusually good. The soil is largely residualand the 

depth to the underlying rocA is rather slight. The aa lava is well 

brOken up and the pahoepoe lava is well interspersed with contrac

tion fissures. The soil itself has a most remarKable water holding 

capacity, ranging up to 400 ~ on the dry weight baSiS , with no free 

water. The permeabilit,. of the soil is IHtewise very exceptional. 

The annual precipitatinn is so great, nowever , the aP.10U'lt of 

water falling at one tine is so heavy , and the percentage of rainy 

days is so high, that the soil is constantly in a condition in which 
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the optimum moisture oJntent is exoeeded . 

It appears neoessary to provide means for diverting aport ion 

of the preoipitation so that it may not peroolate into and through 

the soil wi thin the root zone . The prooess must be baa-ed on surfaoe:

drainage , but the oonditions are so unusual that ordinary methods will 

not apply. 

In general , suitable wasteways must be provided for eaoh traot 

so that the exoess ~ecipitation falling upon the tract may be 

immediately removed and so that water from higher lands may traverse 

the tract in channels . From suoh wasteways, suitable laterals must 

be led to the various depressions and troughs in the traot . From such 

laterals, sub - laterals must be led, in oomplex network , to every 

portion of the oane plats. Finally, the topography of the plats 

themselves must be suoh as to insure that a considerable portion of 

the precipitations shall reach , and be eliminated b:,'; the drainage 

system and that but a proper portion of the preoipitation be permitteft 

to peroolate into the soil . 

The oanerows should run down the steepest slope, in- sa - far aa 

possible , and it is a fortunate oircumstanoe that the subsoil immed

iately underlying the surfaoe soil is of Buch nature as to render 

this procedure feasible . 

There i s little out of the ordinary in the layout of the 

suggested system, but owing to the extreme absorptive capacity of the 

soil , the intensity of storms and the phusioal structure of the top 

soil wnich rende~s it subjec~ to erosion, it appears desirable , if 

not necessary, to modify the usual system to the extent of artificially 
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proteoting the soil from direot preoipitation and expediting the 

movement of water into the sub-laterals . 

This br~ngs us to a further cnllsideration of the second factor 

in the dual problem - that of heat conservation. 

It has been found that several factors have a bearing on the 

amount of heat aBo~bed and retained by the soil . These are as 

follows: .. 

(1) Air temperatures . 

(2) Tenperature of 2recipitated water. 

(3) Angle of the rays of the sun. 

(4) Percen~ age and intensity of sunshine . 

(5) Direction and degree of slope of the ground as related 
to direction o~ the rays of the sun . 

(6) MOisture oontent of soil . 

(7) Evaporation of mOisture from soil . 

(8) Character of soil . 

(9) Physical condition of soil . 

(10) Color of soil (or artificial covering). 

( 11) .;ature of crop or mulch. 

Manifestly we can exert no control over items 1, 2 , 3 and 4 , 
and that our control of item 5 is sOr1ewhat limited . -lie can , howevef, 

control the moisture content of t he soil and also the evaporation of 

moisture to conside r a1:1a ext ent. lie r1ay change the character of the 

soil sO r1ewl!.u.at and we exercise a measure of control over its philsical 

condition . We cannot change the color of tne soil appreciably, as 
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a matter of practice, but we may do as we pleas e in the matter of 

the color of an artificial covering . The nature of the CDOP is 

practically fixed and the nature of the mulch is of no concern if we 

provide a protective covering . 

Experiments have shown tha -: (under f:1ainland conditions) the 

temperature of a soil with an artificial black covering was more 

than 13 0 F higher than the same soil with an artificial white cover 

i ::lg. Such a variation could not be expected in the case of Olaa 

soils but the principle remains the same . 

The relation of soil moisture to soil temperature has already 

been pointed out . A protective covering ~ould afford moisture con

trol and , what is ~astly more important , control of evaporat ~ on . 

It would appear that the use of mulching paper ~o generally 

employed in the Territory is susceptible to adaptation to the present 

requirement s and should prove ideal in n os t respects . I hope some 

experiments may be tried and I beg to suggest the following l ayouts: 

First: Cane rows 4 feet apart. Rows running down greatest 

slope. Furrows between all cane rows, Gut into redd~ sh subsoil . 

Cane rows ridged up with surplus doil. Single strip 0:' paper with 

cane projecting through longitudinal axis. Paper slit onlw suffi 

ciently to supply necessary uois ture to plant roots . 

Second: Cane rows 4 feet apart. "'qows runninc down great 3st 

slope . Furrows betwee n al t erLate cane ro ;'/S, cut int 0 reEidist subsdl;b 1 

and larger than i n the first example. 3urplus soil placed between 

cane rows and ridgad up so that p l ate slope both ways uniformly to 

the furrows. ~ wo stips of paper , joined at crest of radge and ex

tending outside J~ cana ro ws. Paper sli t only so much as ne cessary. 
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Third : Like second example except three strips of paper , two 

having cane projecting through along longitudin 1 axis and slit as 

before but the third laid out over ridge between oane rows and over 

lapping the first two strips . The third s t rip is not to be slit . 

Soil mOisture, soil temperature , growth , yield , quality r atio 

r un-off and other studies sho1.Ald be made . Co Jparative studies should 

be made on adjacent untrdated plats and on some good field nsar Olaa 

Mil::'. The economic aspect is , of course , )f prime importance and 

it will be necessary to k'sp accurate rec)rds of costs o~ all oper

ations. Ocservations should also be made as to desirable slopes and 

cross-sections of furrows and ditches , erosi)n, weed growth, and other 

factors . 

In oonclusion it may be said that there is a serious question 

as to the feasibility of successIully growing sugar cane in the COld

est portions of the Olaa PlantatiJll and if the suggested plan does 

not work out e canomica lly, the s i tua ti JU does no"t a ppear very hopef1ill . 
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APP.ullDIX IlHIl 

of 

.L{.JKAHA S'JGA .. '1 CO~v!P .ANY 

at 

nKAHt,. , IAUAI. 

The plantation of the KeKaha Sugar Co~pany is locat3d on lee -

ward Kauai and extends wlllll toward the western extremity of the 

i sland . ~uch of the cane land is high or has a slope favorable to 

good drainage but there is a considerable area Oc low land , lying 

behind a higher coral formatLm skirting the sea shora , "Ivhich is too 

wet owing to accumulation of surface and seepage flater . 

The fOllowing data of rainfall were excerpted from the records 

of the U. S . Weather Bureau : 

PR~CI.PITA~ I01: DA::: A FOR .K..:..LlliA. 

J an. 
Feb . 
Mar . 
Apr . 
May 
Jun . 
Ju1. 
Aug . 
Sep . 
Oc'... . 
nov . 
Dec . 
Ann . 

1913 

1.25 
1. 57 
T. 
0 . 23 
3 . 30 
1.64 
0 . 80 
0 . 35 
0 . 74 
3 . 77 
2 . 80 
0 . 05 

16 . 50 

1914 

2 . 62 
0 . 64 
4 . 33 
0 . 96 
3 014 
0 . 27 
0 . 27 
0 . 09 
~ . 42 
0 . 03 
1. 12 
7 . 96 

30 . 85 

1915 

0 . 20 
0 . 04 
0 . 78 
1. 03 
0 . 10 
0 . 38 
T . 
0 . 53 
0 . 47 
0 . 10 
2 . 03 
8 . 81 

14 . 47 

1916 

7 . 7b 
3 . 23 
4: .19 
[ . 59 
0 . 02 
0 . 19 
0 . 21 
0 . 08 
0 . 20 
2 . 12 
2 . 06 
3 . 17 

24 . 82 

1917 

7 . 55 
3 . 85 
8 . 57 
3 . 44 
1.19 
0 . 20 
0 . 43 
1. 05 
0 . 49 
6 . 20 
0 . 53 
4 . 86 

1918 

5 . 14 
3 . 69 
4 . 36 
5 . 23 
T . 
T . 
0 . 11 
0 . 67 
0 . 37 
0 . 14 
4 . 45 
1. 65 

38 . 36 25 . 81 
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1919 

T . 
T. 
0 . 31 
T. 
0 . 18 
0 . 60 
0 . 35 
0 . 28 
2 . 41 
1.21 
1. 78 
6 . 97 

14 . 09 

1 920 

12 . 98 
0 . 63 
2 . 27 
2 . 55 
2 . 15 
1. 40 
1' . 96 
0 . 50 
0 . 28 
0 . 90 
0 . 07 
2 . 95 

28 . 24 

1921 

15 . 85 
1 . 38 
0 . 20 
0 . 48 
tl . 15 
0 . 15 
0 . 00 
0 . 28 
0 . 10 
o . :j5 
T 
8 . 24. 

28 . 60 

;iORMAL 

3 . 40 
3 . 23 
3 . 91 
1.16 
1. 07 
0 . 35 
0 . 40 

,0 . 94 
1 . 29 
1 . 39 
2 . 45 
3 . 07 

22 . 66 



YEAR 

1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 

MOl~TB 

Nov . 
Aug . 
M.ar . 
Mar . 
Mar . 
Nov . 

MAXIIvIUlvl RAI:~ ALL IN 24 HOURS 

A!HOUNT 

4 . 53 
1.59 

10 . 93 
3 . 62 
6.08 
4.21 

1911 
1912 
1913 
19~4, 

1915 
1916 

lviONTH 

Jan . 
Dec . 
Nov. 
Sep;. 
Dec . 
_lIar . 

A110UNT 

2 . 35 
0 . 46 
2 . 00 
6 . 77 
3 . 25 
2 . 25 

DATA FOR 1UL~CH 1907 

1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
I\CAN 

MONTH 

Oct . 
Nov. 
Dec . 
Jan. 
Jan. 

AMOUNT. 

5 . 60 
3 . f35 
2 . 75 
6 . 00 
5 . 35 
4 . 21 

DAY AMOUNT DAY fu~10UiJT DAY 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

AMou:n DAY lCJOUNT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

2 . 42 
10 . 95 

0 . 27 
1.30 
eeee 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

T. 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
T . 

Total for storm of 1-2 - - 13 . 35" 

14 . 92 

Obviously irrigation is neoessary owing both to the moderate 

total annual precipitation and to its distrmbution , and has an im-

portant bearing on the drainage problem. Furthermore , it is 

entirely feasible to use the developed drainage water for irrigation . 

While the mean annual rainfall is moderate the maximum rainfall 

reoord shows that heavy storms occur . Indeed , the meqn of the maxi -

mum daily rain:.'alls is higher th~n that at SOGle of the windward plan-

tations, and this fact must be ta~en into consideration in the design 

of a drainage syste~. 

A considerable amount of drainage work has been done on the 

plantation and the reults are very encourag~ng, indeed. In general , 

it appears that the management is on the right traoK , and it is the 
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